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OXY and OXYCUTE ’EM are trademarks. 

Uh-oh! Bit of an embarrassing spot? Still, look on the bright side. OXY products help kill spot causing 

bacteria on contact, helping to prevent spots before they start. Which means, at least it won’t be that sort of 

embarrassing spot that puts a cringe making blemish on yourday. SPOTS? OXYCUTE ’EM.
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= THE WORLD'S MOST @XCiITING GAMeCS MAG BeGIiNS! 
WWE ATTITUDE... 22. .ce cee cee eee P72 
"Ee ee | 

HOSE OF TE EAD 2 er et 
V-RALLY 2 ean e 
Sowa i. P92 
JET FORCE GEMINI. 
GTA LONDON 1969 ............. 

BLUE STINGER ............4. 

DUKE NUNEM: ZERO HOUR ......... 

Put'your plat- 
"i ey form shoes to 

/ \ the floor with 
. this racer! 
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FREE POSTERS! 
More wall fodder for all you grazers 
of game culture, Stick “em up! 
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REN amie slate on 
the Dreamcast fully, 

[Oy revidweu foriyou! 

     

  

   The first adventure” 
outing for the 
Dreamcast...        
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TODDLE OFF TO PAGE 112 FOR / / | 

The Dukester's back for another». So Ue » is 
picnic of destruction. 
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| “As | rapidly approach middle 
page, | find the PSG-1 rifle is 

f best on unsightly nasal hair.” 
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“You've got to show 
those stringy nose 
goblins just who's boss 

ab and tug ’em proper.” yale 
It's just you - 

and me now. 
I'm gonna lick 
you all over, lay 
you down by 
the fire and 
then leave you 
to melt into a 
gooey mess.” 

      
          
      

     

        
     

DEPUTY EDITOR 
“Recently games have been 
under fire for inciting 
violence in gamers. Well, 
it’s complete rubbish and 
then next person who says 
it is gonna get a 1000 
hand slaps right in the 
fudging face...” 

:— 

“l di to bea 
figurine but | 
gave it up as 
everyone talked 
down to me all 
the time.” 

      

   
“A tiny Sin 
face-hugger has 
me in its grips. 
Soon Sooty will      

     
      

“This has got to be be bursting 

the worst case of from my chest 
in a bloody       

  

figurine head lice 
I've ever had...”          

  

mess.” fe 
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“Ohwhat?l You 
could have told me 
| had something 
hanging from my 
nose when you 
took the picture!” 

    

    

  

“Turok, or not Turok. 

   

       

  

That is the 
question. No it is je 
definitely Turok — Chewing 
that’s his lizard.” figurines     regularly after 

  

    

  

   
   
   
     

   

  

   

   
   

        

   

  

   

    

   

    

    
      

   

  

   
     

  

   

   

meals helps 
re reduce tooth 
pe vend to go decay.” 
for the more 

“You hit me — leggier types 
ouch it hurt. | but Princess “Despite your 

hit you — | tear Zelda bought comfortable shoes 

your bleeding me a drink sql and leather 
   

  

   

       

      

  

leg off. That's dungaree straps, | 

7 the difference, still love you Xena 
me ” 1 ” ks 4 beardy with all my mouth. “The perfect 4 ; 

See, man! Doesn’ 

; * say much an 
you can keep 
him in your 
pocket! Pity 
he's green...” 

Dad se 

> 
      

    These are the     
     

  

   

      

    

  

little people “Now | am your 

ibe ay ie master! See “Hey you, your 
Ps, how | play with Kung Fu’s no good! 

sometimes | crush you with my @ eS? you tiny fools 
like toys!” thumb and wear 

you like a pair of 
REVIEWS earrings, ha, ha...” 

  

they tell me to 4 
do evil things 2 

aS    

 



  

Colour Analog® Controllers (DUAL SHOCK™) . 

Available from April 

Official Multi Tap Official Link Cable 
Controller 

A DO NOT COMPROMISE THE POWER OF PLAY a 

WARNING www.playsta ‘ 
Use of unofficial products ai : v 

may invalidate your “ &" and “PlayStation” are registered tr 
console warranty 

PlayStation 
®  



  
Prepare yourself for the 
biggest and most 
important 
European invasion 
since 1945. Sega 
have upped the 
ante on Sony 
and announced 
the plan for the 
European 
launch of the 
Dreamcast. 

You may want to take 
some time off of school or work 
on 23rd September because 
that's when the console hits the 
shops, and you can guarantee it'll 
be a sell out, so you'll have to get 
in there quick to get one. 

You'll be shelling out £199 to 
get the machine, which won't have 
a game bundled with it but there 
will be ten games to choose from 
at launch. Sega haven't 
announced all the titles yet but we 
do know that Virtua Fighter 3tb, 
Sonic Adventure and Sega Rally 2 
are confirmed as definites. Top 
racer Metropolis is also on the 
hotlist. Sega claim that as they 
unveil more of the launch games 
there will be some surprise titles 

WREOALIRITA 
5 01? 

    

   

  

    

  

>) rubbish in other words). 
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You want news? 

We got it! Here 
at GamesMaster 

- Towers we 
make sure 
that we bring 
you the very 
latest in 
steaming 
hot gaming 

news 
each 

and 

every 
issue! So 

sit back, put 
your feet up 

oe and enjoy... 

Sega have at last spoken. The UK launch of the Dreamcast is set in stone. Be prepared 
for mass hysteria on the streets and the fall of government. They may even delay an 
episode of Eastenders for this one as a spiky hlue hedgehog re-emerges as the new 
videogaming messiah. 

in there. They also plan to have 30 
games on the shelves 

by Christmas. 
The games line-up will 
be different to the US 
launch, as Sega want - 
a European games list 

for European gamers (no # 
basketball, baseball or 
American football - 

  

   

        

   
   

      

   

   

          

   

    

   

    

   
   
   
   

      

    

    

The boys at Sega HQ - 
have not yet decided 
whether to include the 
modem with the machine 
or to do a different 
bundle at a higher 
price with it. We'll 
know more about 
that soon. 

One thing's 
for sure, after 
more than a 
year of market 
domination by 
Sony, Sega still 
appear up for a 
fight with the 
launch of their 
Dreamcast. Which is 
ultimately good news for 
all us gamers. 

  

<4We all know the hardware’s up to 
the job, but will developers tap the 
full potential of this new machine? 
The games we've seen so far don't 
appear all that promising, but things 
will hopefully change. 

     



CSS PERFECT DARK PLAYABLE AT E3, WE'LL BE THERE TO PLAY IT! 

ola Git the james 
GM gives the first confirmed launch games the once over 
Sega Rally 2 
Drive like a lunatic, fly around 
corners at full speed with no fear of 
running anyone over — and you don't 
even have to steal a car to do it. If 
Sega do decide to go for the 
modem at launch this is one of the 
few games that will make use of it. 
A fantastic driving experience that 
looks fabulous and drives like a 
dream. One of our favourite 
Dreamcast games and one of the 
few ‘must have’ titles available in 
Japan. ‘Nuff said. 

    

One thing you won't be 
seeing for a while on the 
Dreamcast when it is 
released over here is a 
bunch of games based on 
sports that mean nothing 
to the bulk of 
British gamers. 

Forget some slugger of a 
baseball game full of players that, 
to be honest, could be massacred 
by a crazed stalker tomorrow and 
we wouldn't give a hoot. Sega 
have been working closely with 
European developers to get a 
batch of titles ready that are 
targeted at European gamers. 

We've already seen space 
soap opera Jump Runner (have a 
look at the preview on page 30 
more more on this) that’s set to 
come out early next year but Sega 

Virtua Fighter 3 
The muscle bound freaks in VF3 just 
go to show what'll happen to you if you 
eat too much genetically modified food. 
Not quite arcade perfect, but you won't 
notice the difference unless you're one 
of these anal polygon counters. All in 
all VF3 is a fine technical beat-em-up 
which, while not an easy game to 

master, will stop you having to stuff 
some cranky old coin-op full of 50ps. 
You wont have to beat of the local 
arcade bully in a Karate Kid style 

battle either. 

af ENDIEN Pun 

Ls ass PTT (ay 6 

HT 

have a bunch of 
games ready to go 
for launch and the run 
up to Christmas that 
they will be unveiling 
during the next few 
months to cover a 
variety of genres 
(The clever money is 
on a soccer game — 
possibly Actua 
Soccer or a 
new FIFA.) 

Sega are promising the 
European launch will not just be a 
re-run of the PlayStation and N64 
launches and they want to avoid 
having too many Japanese or 
American orientated games 

flooding the market — although we 
wouldn't mind a nice juicy Square 
style RPG to get our teeth into. 

eros im ch: arde om 

Sonic Adventure 
Ol’ Spiky and his friends missed out 
on a good Saturn outing, but Sega 
were just holding them back for one 
of the most visually appealing games 
in Japan. It's fast, it's 3D and it's lush 
and no doubt kids'll love it. It’s a bit 
easy to complete, but you'll keep 
going back to it to find some of the 
extra bits you missed out on first time 
round. Bound to be a huge hit, even if 
it does suffer from one or two flaws. 
Despite these, the game's still a 
cracking launch title. 

oe 
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CASTLEVANIA 
AGAIN ON NG4 
Konami have confirmed that they 
will be showing off Castlevania 2 
on the N64 at May’s E3 show in 
Los Angeles. We'll be there to 
bring you full details of this and 
everything else on show 
next month. 

JOINED AT THE HIP? 
Sony are rumoured to be getting 
together with SNK, makers of the 
Neo Geo Pocket to produce a 
unit that will allow you to link a 
PlayStation, PlayStation 2 and 
Neo Geo Pocket Colour 
together. Cool. 

As unlikely as it sounds, Konami 
have apparently started work on 
a Game Boy Color version of the 
PlayStation monster hit 
Metal Gear Solid. c , — 
Stop sniggering at ‘ 
the back. No details “ 
have been leaked yet, _ 
but we can only guess. 
that it will be a top- 
down shooter. oi 
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© This entitles you ction. Cannot be 

l to a saving of £5 when you ‘onjunction v 
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ATTITUDE 

1 | conortions: 

   

  

dama buy WWF Attitude on 

  

HMV stores. 
© Valid until 31/08/99. 

ly © This voucher entitles you 
I I to a saving of £5 when you 

l I PlayStation at participating 

  
* Only one voucher per 
transaction. Cannot be 
used it 

  

      other 
° Offer 
employees of Future 
Publishing, 

Just cut these out and save yourself some cash in a local HMV. 

I | |GAmMEBoy 

WHEN YOU 
BUY WWF 
ATTITUDE 

agencies or anyon 
connected with the 

onjunction with any * Photocopied, dam 
er or promotion. defaced vouchers will not 

jot open to be accepted. 
‘ash value 0.001p 

        

HMY, their 

I 
| conoitions: 

l 
I 

  
© This voucher entitles you 
to a saving of £3 when you 
buy WWF Attitude on 
Game Boy Color at 
participating HMV stores. 

WHEN YOU 
BUY WWF 
ATTITUDE 

   * Only one voucher per agencies or anyon 
transaction. Cannot be conne with the 
used in conjunction with any _® Photocopied, damaged or ] 
oth or promotion 

open to 
employees of Future 
Publishing, HMY, their 
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NEWS BITZ — CH4 COMPUTER GAMES SHOW COMING SOON! 

SCANDAL ‘ | . 

F Nintendo look to Star Wars 
” Nimtendo are 
A intending to ride on 

the back of the 
phenomenon that is 
the Star Wars 

4 merchandising 
cash cow to shift 

     

MAC HALF-LIFE 
AND FRIES 
Half-Life, having sold over one 
million units worldwide on the 
PC, will be unleashed on a 
whole new section of the 
gaming community. Mac 
owners will soon be able to 
access this first-person shooter 
as Sierra allow specialist 
developers Logicware to 
translate their baby. Previous 
titles adapted by the company 
include Jazz Jackrabbit 2 and 
Tempest 2000. 

more expensive than the 
previous GoldenEye and Mario 
64 bundles. This is mainly due 
to the cost of the Star Wars 
license and the re-package of 
the product. With some sources 
claiming the N64 is on its last 

as many consoles legs, Nintendo are hitting back 
as possible. with a £2m marketing 
By 4th June you will able to extravaganza which will be 

purchase the new Nintendo sprayed across TV, magazines 
If Star Wars bundle for a cool and even radio. With only 50,000 

£119.99. This will include a units of the Star Wars bundle 
console, a controller and a being released in the UK, it 
copy of the new Star Wars should attain a collector's 

\ fs Episode 1 Racer. This is £20 item status. 

m~ 

STARS IN 
THEIR EYES 
With FIFA '99 set to become 
the biggest ever FIFA seller, 
Electronic Arts are out to milk 
more from their precious 
licenses. FA Premier League 
STARS is being developed at 
the moment for the PlayStation 
and the PC for what is hoped 
will be a late Summer release. 
Rather just another FIFA clone, 
it will offer a unique STARS 
concept. Players will awarded 
‘stars’ in relation to their 
performance which they can 
then use to customise their 
team’s skill rating and buy 
new players. 

ae 
' ’ A Expect to see a whole load more Stars 

is Wars merchandise soon. 

d 

The Kong returns m Tarzan to rival 
Fans of virtual simian 
experiences will be beating 
their chests in glee with 

announcement of more up 

‘ : J | and coming ape action. 
_ WA 4 ; Donkey Kong will be rolling 

: va P ; out the barrels with his own 

platform N64 game that is set to 
be one the hottest titles Nintendo 
will be offering this year. But the 
PlayStation won't lose out as it 
will be getting the ape-man Tarzan 
to monkey around with. Sony will 
releasing a 3D adventure game 

which is based on Disney's film of 
the loinclothed savage. You'll also 
be able to control Jane as you 
swing from vine to vine, ride 
elephants and yodel. GM will 
keep you updated with all is 
the latest information. pi 

With N64 so far getting all of 
South Park, Acclaim are set to 
encompass the PlayStation 
owning fans of the show with a 
sequel to the Doom-style 
original. The style of gameplay 
has not been confirmed, but 
multi-player action in a Mario 
Party style has been discussed. 

icense on the movem#EA climb into the ring 

It has been all change in 
the world of grapple 
games. Sport license 
kings Electronic Arts have 
snatched the WCW series 
from the previous 
owner THQ. 

But in response 
THQ have whipped 
the WWF magic 
out from under 

eutitoog 

noses of 
Acclaim. WWF 

Attitude, 
released for the 
PlayStation, N64 
and the Color 

known Extreme 
Championship 
Wrestling (ECW) 

circuit. The ECWis 
apparently far more 
rough round around 

Game Boy will be 
the last WWF 

the edges than its 
richer cousins, with 

offering from bouts consisting of 
Acclaim. But rather _ loads more dirty moves 
than say goodbye j f | » and plenty of 
to their lucrative ¥y : 3: gruesome injuries. All 

  

5 A Will EA keep up the levels of excellence 
» provided by the previous titles? 

L One of those joyous tag-team moments > 
that will hopefully survive the transition. 

1989 

wrestling series, 
they have 
snapped up the 
rights to the lesser 

of which should add 
up to enough te 
satisfy all you», 
lycra lovers. B  



COS) TOMB RAIDER 4 RELEASED IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS THIS YEAR! 

  

   
   
           

preame 
Right here, right now, the latest on this new machine 

Tod ec 
it just gets weirder... 
There’s something fishy 
going on. 
No, it's not the whiff coming from wee 18. 
Dave's trainers but fishing sim Get 
Bass. |t looks to be the best 
fishing game yet although, let's 
face it, there isn’t a great deal of 
competition. It comes complete 
with a special analogue reel 
controller. Rumours that initial 
batches of the game also come 
with a bucket of maggots are 
yet to be confirmed. L pais 2 

me eia” nee 
New blaster from Bizzarre 

  

     
A Don't fancy sitting for ages on a muddy 

@ river bank? Then get Get Bass. 

is 

Sets 
A result! 

  

   

                    

Speed Demon! za 
should begin to redress 

. the bal 5 Fear in the fast lane Fortes veveneanch 
iit 0 far, it's looking 

mighty impressive... 
Ubi Soft’s Monaco Grand 50s) to make the game 
Prix Racing Simulation 2 more accessible. 
has just been released in There's the usual selection of 
Japan. As well as the gameplay options with 16 tracks, 
main simulation mode it 11 teams and 22 drivers. Almost 
also has an arcade and every intricacy and subtlety of F1 
retro mode (set in the racing has been included — pit 

stops, brake wear, spoiler 
adjustments — making this an 
absolute treat for die-hard driving 
sim fans. 

Other driving titles set to 
appear on the console include 
Redline Racer and Shoutoku 
Battle. Player One, who were 
behind Robotron X, has also 
announced that it has started 
work on a “fast-paced, multi- 
player, next-generation racing 
game” that will concentrate on 
strong Al and not “gimmicky 

A Can F1 offer up anything new in this gameplay elements.” 
latest incarnation? 

  

      

       

  

We've just received 
the first screen-shots 
of Bizarre Creations’ 
new game Furballs. 
The game is a cartoony first- 
person shoot-em-up, featuring co. 

cute ‘n’ cuddly animals. Quake That's seriously gonna 
meets the Ewoks, perhaps? make some fur fly! 

as) | ‘O 2) Suz ay start late 8 TT 2) o rs | bel 

VMS hits teething problems se 5 Ba] auce ee as 
First look at the Dreamcast charts . 

Marvel vs Capcom 
Sega Rally 2 
Super Speed Racing 
Digital Horse Racing 
Power Stone 
Sonic Adventure 
Psychic Force 

  

Reports from Japan have 
indicated that there is a 
problem with Snaky, the 
first transferable mini- 
game for the VMS. 
The game has a tendency to 
reset the VMS's clock and can 
even totally wipe data saved on 
the unit. A solution to the bug has 
yet to be found. 

The Dreamcast top ten holds few 
surprises with the possible 
exception of Digital Horse Racing 
arriving at number seven: 

1. House of the Dead 2 
2. Get Bass 
3. Blue Stinger 1 S

O
M
N
O
a
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GRC «SEGA RALLY 2 NOT IN DREAMCAST UK LAUNCH LINE-UP! ERK! 
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Leese 
Developers pledge their allegiance 

    

HS: HOW powertal 
Sony hack up their promises 
Even though most of the 
technical jargon goes 
over most people’s heads 
a few have questioned 
Sony’s figures. : 

We announced the complete 
list of specs in GM issue 80, but 
just as a reminder Sony boasts 
that it will be able to churn out 13 
million polygons per second, 
seriously bettering the 3 million of 

  

the Dreamcast.A Sony 
spokesperson qualified this by 
outlining that this will be achieved 
via top-smart memory usage. 

Throwing the gauntlet down 
to the developers, he continued, 
“In the real-world of game 
development these figures will 
obviously drop depending on 
a number of factors related to a 
a game's design”. 

coal ane the Gane Tae Sure is now 
A members only club? 

baby. They expect the PSX 2 to 
ship in the Autumn of 2000 and 

hope to take a leading 
& position in its support. 

Croc developer Argonaut 
look likely to joined up 
& along with the confirmed 

heavy weights Konami, 
Capcom, Gasto, Keoi 

The sheer power of the 
new console seems to 
have scared and awful 
lot of people, sparking 
talk of only an elite 
group of developers 
being able to 
create games 
for the new 

   

    

    

   

                

       

      

   

   

machine. and Namco. 

Fortunately, Companies yet 

the to make their 

situation decision 
isn’t as include big 

bleak as names such 

some would as GT Fox, 
like to Infogrames, 
portray. Activision 

and SNK. 
me Make yer 

® mind up, 
. fellas! 

But just who is going to grab 
the joy-pad by the horns. Big 
news is that long time Nintendo 
friend, Acclaim, responsible for 
Turok and Shadowman have 
switched allegiance to Sony's new 
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PlayStation 

ae 

Since the 
power of the 
next generation was 
revealed earlier this year, 
there’s been a big hairy 
pile of speculation as to 
what games we should 
be expecting. 

The sight of 
Namco's Tekken and 
Square's Final Fantasy 
franchises riding on the 
new Sony motor seems 
to have signalled their 

from Naughty 
Dog and their quiet 
confirmation of another Crash 
Bandicoot title. Meanwhile From 
Software has Kings Field 4 and 
Armoured Core 2 and French 

developers Kalisto are hoping to 
resurrect old Play- 

    

     
    

   
   

intentions, but who else is =. Station semi-hit 
to join the love train? Rumours =. Nigthmare 
are rife that Psygnosis will be Creatures 

  

providing WipeOut 4, but this with a sequel 
seems a bit too premature pencilled in 
since the third installment is ~~ for too. 

me, Good 
Lord! 

A Real-time animation from Square's 
Final Fantasy movie has both wowed and 
sent fear rippling among developers. 

yet to be finished. More 
concrete announcements pi) 

      

2 A Luscious graphics 
seem par for the course 
with the new console. 

A With the impressive graphics and the 
emotion driven technology PlayStation 2 
could be the ruler of the games world. 

A brave new world awaits 
The power of Sony’s new 
project was expressed by 
Sony’s American chief 
Cand PlayStation inventor) 
Ken Kutaragi thus: “The 
next PlayStation’s power 
to depict images will take 
it out of the realm of 
simple gaming machines. 

  

Softimage Development Group 
will have a big say in the 
development of software as Sony 

to the user, only seem to be 

all. With the next generation 

the user plays.” Cor! pia 

Sony have started the ball 

the land of the rising sun. have announced that Q 

“Current gaming machines can 
only show prepared things which, 

created when he or she is playing. 
It's a distorted world — not real at 

machine that ‘world’ will be 
created there and then, as 

l J ” ; , 

Slory goo) wer eas =} 

Technology with the developers now 

rolling by shipping PSX 2 
development kits from 

These are available at a mere Softimage/3D will be the 
1,350,000 yen. The Avid basis for the 3D animation.
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esi FACeS aN, LASTS FLAVOURS Si 221 UP JUST FOR YOU. 

    

  

Usually we don’t do impression but just 
> hecause we love you so much we'll have ago. — 

  
2 HULL Ta did Wards eg PAD



£39.99 

  

Super Mario 
od 64 on the 
FJ PlayStation 

PlayStation 
   

            

is fast Hello. My 
5 name’s Pete 

hecoming Sampras... 

    

Sony's holy 
grail. Many 
have tried to 

discover it, 

only to 
receive howls of derision 

from gamers all over the 

world. A new contender? 

   
   

    

ene \aa, = 2 a 
THINK ABOUT iT! 

Just like Mario, you need to manipulate your surroundings. If 
something looks out of place, you can probably use it.    

If something claims to be the new Mario, but 

on the PlayStation, it doesn’t even raise an 
eyebrow in the office anymore. But when ca 

something that looks suspiciously like Mario " Nee 2 A Here's a pond so you can hunt for those 

and plays like a blend of Mario and Zelda : . sea monkeys you hear about. 
lands on your desk - you’re going to pay attention. - 3 q 

With more of a flying head-butt than a passing nod at some of the 
greatest games to grace a console, Ape Escape is crammed with 

amusing touches and neat additions to gameplay that will keep you 

ploughing through it even when the going gets tough. Many have tried to 

pull off a free roaming 3D platformer, but this looks set to be the first to 

do it it in anything near the style that Super Mario 64 achieved. 
The idea may sound tame - catching monkeys and collecting coins — 

but don't let it put you off, this is shaping up to be a devilishly addictive 
game which could go a long way to silencing Nintendo gwners who 

ag always had Super Mario 64 to brag aboy 

    SHUNTING THE MONKey! | __NINTENDOLL SUE! rr = aE It's not just a case of running around catching apes, you get 
to use boats and Metal Gear Solid style stealth tactics. 

Sweetness 
and light. 
That’s me 

all over! 

Alt's sushi time! With your 
~ throbbing sabre slice and dice all 

those ugly old trouts.   mee ow . . ™ 

is ‘ . A Don't unsheath your weapon! This 
| en riding on the back of a big collection of solid stone erections puts 

your own glowing hand tool to shame. 
dino is the only way to travel!   

14 JUNE 1999  
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SPANKING THE MONKEY! 
When they're not running around fiddling with their nuts and littering up the levels with banana skins, the monkeys use thei * 

cunning to hide in difficult to reach places — you'll need your thinking cap on to figure out how to get ‘em. 

First impressions? When | press 
the D-pad the character 

_doesn't.move..ve. Gods. it’s Dual 
Shock only. Analogue control is 

A There's a cunning stunt! Riding the tail © A How do you like your eggs darling? A You may hear some rustling so get stuck = They are not always swinging in the 
of an extinct lizard! Certainly hard to find. — Fried or splashed with purple? in and rumage arnund in the leafy bushes —_trees so check out the rocks and 

If only | had 

TOYS FOR THe BOYS! an infinite 
number of 

Another part, er, influenced, by Zelda is the way you 

can get given gadgets to help you catch monkeys, 
and then assign them to a button. 

» hovlonger just for N64 owners. 
PEK owners willget to see~ 

why this method is preferred for 
real game raphically this is 
obviously trying.to put one over 
on the mighty Mario, even going 
as far as to blatantly steal 
some of Mazza’s ideas. The 

, = control. system.is.pure. Zelda 
and even the mighty Metal Gear 
Solid manages to get an 

"© “influence in with the stealthy 
Las approach to sneaking up on 
Some monkeys and their alert 

A You've got yourself 
a monkey radar. Top! 

<4Here you've got your 
beautiful friend Annette to 

help you out ; status. All that aside though, it 
> Here's Doctor Fluff . "looks like Sony may have well 
—Face again... : Qe ee ee finally managed to come up with 

something that may rival 
am Ni 'e-champion. T 

BeAT THe BOSS! Hie crareried with neat touches. 
After you've successfully completed a few stages, and you're feeling a bit smug, Jake will challenge you. Beat him and you ‘> Sle age leew 
get extra rewards but you'll have to be as nippy as a naked Linford Christie being chased by a rottweiler. gameplay. Kidell love it and 

‘ adults won't be able to resist 
its charm. 
ewe Getyour. head. around.the 

§ @ analogue control system and 
v you're in for a treat as this 

" responds brilliantly to every 
— twist and turn yourpull off There 

are a few big games coming out 
during the summer — and our 

z- a ; im, a money is on this being one. of 
RUL ‘ , ee : j ae the ones that gets a lot of the 

The first to reach the finish | ine P Ba, tae ; i 3 attention during the school 
is utaner! : - : holidays. It’s irresistibly cute 

and a damn good game to-boot.. -- 

A Junkey Monkey: Wow, far out man! There some really © A Here's a race against time to get yourself some more A Life isn’t easy for you and someone has got heir spiky 
spaced hypnotic vibes emanating from my console... Rich Tea biscuits to go with your collection. balls of steel out to try and rub you up the wrong way. ¢ 

Ta ce CMe | Sav cor 
j The levels contain more than the target number of monkeys 2 

Sony’s new gadget is only ’ é but you won’t necessarily be able to get them straight away D> seurtanle cis aa aa f 
just about to be released, =, You may need to carry on until you get a gadget in a later SO ais tricks of its own. 
but Ape Escape is Yo a |, level, then come back and catch the hairy little critter. 
definitely going to be fa | GP» Analogue only control will 
making use of it — Fh Wy bs 9) take a lot of getting used 
especially the game’s a\ ! ‘ to for PSX owners. 

Time Station area. 
There’s rumours that Bo : wuere it's AT 

it'll be used as part = : 3 

of the actual *\* ; 3 ' a Fine tuning the 3D camera and 

gameplay and % : 7 Oe touching up the graphics, then it’s 

have a ready to roll. 

dowloadable 
mini-game too! 

A Sunkey Monkey: Some of the minkeys A Here's the gorilla salad man again 
have drifted to the sea bed! handing you the monkey radar!   JUNE 1999 f))
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   LAN. BONUS! rotected 
species I'll have, As well as monkeys the levels are 

you know! crammed with energy chips (get 100 
for extra energy) and big money coins. 

   

  

> Alltypes of 
terrain are around 

LP ll so be prepared. 

makers of 
Gnilipanzes Diary 

areh’t around! 

   
       
       

   

  

HAZARD»: 
The level designs are a colour filled electric cool aid delight 

pbaldy gee the only } i f ™ § throughout, giving the game a definite N64 flavour. 
thing you'll have to watch out : 

for on your travels. From 

turtles to pterodactyls, just 

about everything that creeps 
on the Earth isjout to get 

between you andthose 
nut munchers. 

    

A Some prefer a trusty 
blaster but a light- 

saber is not 

  

   

    

         SO rs d ee) A Rolling platforms are never 
“a : c Petes ~~ the most inviting areas to take 

\ 5 a aS a running jump onto. 

Happiness 
is Cwarm 

wrist rocket. 

    

        
A By the power of Greyskull. .. or 
something. If in danger. get magic. 

A Anice lime green, day-glo brick design 
gives you the subtle hint that this particular 
block should be pushed with your mits. 

A Look at me Ma - top of the world! With © A My word just look at him go! He must 
no monkeys, no PG Tips adverts! Hurrah! have magic legs and trainers!



    
   

   
     

APES iN SAPCE 
Ever fancied being 

| caught in a space 

station 7 
| just afte 

_ | turned the 
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DRE VEE vaca> rormar PrevieWen: PLAYSTATION PRICE: TBC OUT: JUNE 
Careering 

( J out of a 

cloud of 
PlayStation 

. exhaust 

Lact fumes left 
hy Granny 
Turismo and 

Colin McRae 
comes /- 

Rally 2. 

Forget Tarmac, its time 
to get dirty and frighten 
the local wildlife! 

Tw cane earn Dua 

i 7 ONe 2 ONe! 
A split-screen moment. Nothing beats a good beating, 
especially if someone else is on the receiving end. 

2080 ¢69°s2 BVA $O9"6s8 
SY AN +01 0 3) IS DAV +0 1-12] $DAV 

cap crimes 

Colin McRae is glancing anxiously in his rear 
view mirror. His hands twitching on the 
wheel. The sweat pouring from his brow Re . - & 

stings his eyes as he sees a blinding light : ; A As night draws the importance of tail 

appear on the horizon. E lights becomes apparent. Wooo! 
It hurtles towards him, spraying joy and gravel in the 

onlooker's faces. Here, to hot up the contest for the king of rally throne, - - 

is the Infogrames team with their new gift to the world... V-Rally 2! 
1999 has already seen Ridge Racer = 
4, and will see Sega Rally 2, Le 
Mans, Driver, godfather Gran 
Turismo 2 and now V-Rally's 
own slice of racing delight. 
Say that sentence again § 

and just try and absorb 4449) 

how lucky we 
are. Enjoy 2» 
the ride. fi ) 

LAP 113 
tx TIME 39 t 

D> Hey one of the cars 
is going backwards! i 

Thats Crary! | vive 3. me ie} 3 L3 low time? 30 

  
— ,



SPECIAL FEATURES: D-SHOCK 
OTHER FORMATS: N64 

CALL: 0161 827 8000 
PLAYERS: 1-4 

DEVELOPER: INFOGRAMES 
PUBLISHER: INFOGRAMES 

@RASe AND REWIND! i ah ma Bom = 

V-Rally 2 has an absolutely awesome video replay option 

with which you are able to make the dullest race look like 

Star Wars. You can even save them! 

STAGE 20% 
LAP 2/2 

FIMEt' 17 

A In A-Team style the driver simply got 
out and rubbed his head slightly. 

<4/f you ask me that is just too 
many head-lights. 

> The best side 
wheelie I've ever 
pulled. Truth. 

f bY oy OL 
HYPCRRCAL! 
This game has obviously been 
a iabour of motoring love. 

A The developers used string 
mg to build the framework of the 
ay car during the design process. 

A Here's a glorious Ford Focus created in 
minute detail, even down to the ‘My other 
car's a Ferrari’ sticker. 

e 

Hey, fat boy! 
Get back on 
your side of 

the car! 

O) my CAiey- fs a 

_ TWO'S COMPANY! 

and the subtle use of colour makes up for any technical glitches that may become apparent. 

nary 
LAP times 

A How romantic — a sunset in Corsica with A The home of Abba, Ikea, Volvo, Ba Ba Ba 
‘hair-pin right’ whispered in your ear. Ba Ba Ba Baby Bel and of course snow! 

A This reminds us of Chris Rea as you to 
can really be ‘Driving Home for Xmas’. 

It’s refreshing that you don't 
‘et have to prat around with loads 

of options. screens. Of.course 
pe can customise your car’s 

NBs 

‘ee, 2PCGifications if you're that 
anally retentive, but this game 
is all about driving. You can 
immediately road test the cars 
from the menu screen, so you 
goon learn which is best to 

ls tackle the arcade mode. Once 
started there's a pretty steep 

caring curve. You start off 
with wide spaces giving you a 
chance to let rip, but soon the 

© difficulty creeps up on you, 
Pp forcing you to climb the scenery. 

\ 
7 

The presentation could do with 

NPP tarting.up.a.bit, but I'm sure. it'll 
be ‘stroked pretty’ by the time 

| a it’s released. The only real 
“E negative point is the animation 
le of the'car’as it turns’corners. It 

a seems to just go to a side view 

tar ows 
LAP fimes 

A Just look at the majestic countryside of 
Portugal — full of native Portugeezers. 

ay 2d looks awkward among the 
PP silky scenery and landscapes. 

But that is a minor quibble 
as the rest is a fantastic sim 
“® and in the first person view only 
?P RR-Type 4.can-beat it for pace. 

V-Rally is hack to reclaim 
its spot ahead of its 
racing competitors. 

. Presentation and music 
could do with a jolly 
good scrubbing. 

¥ mere its A i 

It is all but with us. Infogrames 
having been showing their wear to 

‘>  



DATA > CAR KEY: AND CLUTCH BRUM: BRUM STEAMY: WINDOWS 
ITLL: COST YOU LITTLE: CHEF COMING FROM THE : BODY HEAT 

iMMOVABLE! YOU GOTTA ROLL WiTH iT! 
Deanite awkward locations Rollin’ rollin’ rollin’, keep those brum cars rollin’, rollin’ rollin’ rollin’, sore hide! There’s nothing like a beautiful day to take the 

and tle aliniates= the car for a spin! Just sit back and watch helplessly as your motor goes spinning down the track while opponents overtake. 

rallying fans attend in their 
hundreds. Unfortunately 
they hide behind flimsy 
barricades and you still can’t 
hit them. 

4 
” 

AAP wt 
LAP rimes 

A Well don’t all rush to help. Talk rary A “You spin me right round baby, right A This is the best position for that all A This is the middle section of the 
ray) in sti —. sas aerosols. round like a record baby, right round.” important tyre tread and pressure check. advanced driver's three point turn. 

A Here's the friendly British crowd with 
directions to the nearest pub. 

tar ts 

tar out 
tar Fimes 

A Here’s some more Portugeezers 
waiting for a car. 

<. a om 

ie 

MULTi-TAP L._.ciING! 
Finally the PlayStation is starting to provide extreme multi-player action. With Speed Freaks 
and Smash Court here as well it’s time to brush off those multi-taps. eS the track edit option Ns Golds ag eeAlU sca oli ll ; ; manipulate mountains and rearrange rock as nature 

LAPEI 3 RDAV.S “ij becomes one big Scalextric set. 

oma Des. 0ct exSTANES) 11 

A Call that a road! Looks more like a A Hey that looks a bit like the outline of 
crazy-happy-fun slide to me! Africa if you squint and lie a bit. 

ME 22 

S Yow rime 22 120 oh lovely clear blue sky 
tap 1/3 ISEB R brings out all the grey and 

n brown colours in the rock. 

Pe 

"t 38 
RE 

i) on ane 
A Oooh, just look at that sky. Dramatic or oo Be God <The Fantastic Four! But = lew Ber 
what. ‘Don’t know why there's no sunup =f Be without the blue costumes or GENERE UN CIRCUIT CROIX: FORME - TRIANGLE : ELEVATIONS 
in the sky, stormy weather’. Classic. OY the excellent Invisible Girl. 

PREE PHSTER 
Daub mud round the edges of 
this and let it harden. Solid!  



  

 
 

     
 
 

gleaming 
and cake 
impunity. The 

 



PLAYSTATION TBC 

Freak out, 
you freaky 
freaks you. 
Time to get 
freaking 
freaky with 
some freaky 
freaks who 
want to get 
freaky with 

"you for freaks sake. il 
freak you right i will, ill 
freak you right... 

GO FASTCR STRiPeS! 
Your basic motor doesn’t exactly come close to breaking the 
land speed record so you really need a little extra ‘“umph’. 

Speed Freaks - not athletes on steroids, but in 

fact tiny mutated people on go-karts. Their 
story is a cruel but not an uncommon one. : : ss 

Everywhere they went, the constant shouts of “You Sa A |'ni not being cocky. The sun actually 
freak” and “You look like you should be in a computer - does shine out of my arse, 

game” meant they were ostracised from society. 4 

Fortunately for them Sony turned up and made an 
epic virtual experience out of their bruised and battered 
lives. This game is the mutated, rocket fuelled result 

of that intervention! With nothing on the 
PlayStation to really challenge Mario Kart's 
wheel spinning, this could be what mini-racing 

fans have been waiting for. It's cute, it's 
violent, it’s speedy. These games live and die 
by their multi-player mode, and this has one 
that divides families, destroys friendships 
and strips away pride. Sorted! 

T it |e Ss nADOWS!: ‘ ° ‘The multi-player option comes close . taking on Maric Kart in terms ~ 
‘Messy action, and there’s nothing as satisfying as wasting a mate. 

A shadow kart to improve lap times! 

The only time you can beat your little 

man without fear of being caught! 

P I've shaved i ar = A Things might start to get sticky if the 
my head for 
aerodynamic 

reasons. 
leader leaves behind a wet patch. 

A Here are the Beatles in their 
much overlooked freaky kart 
racer period. 

6 & <Though it may be hard to 
believe but everyone is driving 
on the same race track.  
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DRiVe BY SHOOTING! — 
Speed Freaks really excels itself with the old arsenal. 
Despite none of the tools of destruction being particularly 

original, just about every weapon is efficient and effective. 

= e J 

| wasn't really expecting fresh 
gameplay and | didn’t get it. But 

E the developers have dressed. a 
Poe idea in some natty 

7 se i ee 

A The old favourite, the deadly homing 
fish is as good as it ever was. 

40ne of these kids is doing his own thing 

"clothing and given it a pretty 
~smelleThe:actual-driving is 

pretty basic, The dirt 
track areas give you 
the opportunity for 

some power sliding while 
the city tracks provide 

mm some serious speed, 
ey but. it.is.the. frilly. 

“extras that separates 
this title from the other 

(DONT LKE THE LOUK OF YOURS), Be 
There are nine cheeky chappies to choose from, ranging from light whizz past is 

to heavy in status. Here’s a small selection. 

— bursting everybody's rubber! 

water. Must * 
rehydrate my 

ongue! 

> If you're so far behind that your 
weapons are completely useless there is 
always the option of self destruction. 

FAEARY 
DANGING 
The little Schumachers don’t 
just drive. They laugh, they 
cry and they move out of the 
way slightly. Also, the fact 
that they cackle as they 
pass you, makes you really 
want to shove something 
explosive up their crack. 

larva that spits rocks at you. 
© On top of that, your CPU 

ote ere are pretty-tough 
B which means that each level is 

A Apparently S.U.D.S. stands for Super e a rene duound Broa ne i 

“once the graphics and 
\ presentation has been tidied up 
this could turn out to be a 
little.gem. 

; pooe Pa Bi good enough.to.eat. especially 
i | acl : the fairground rides and the 

A You should never look back as it 
stops you from living for the moment. 

A Here’s Les’ sister 
sporting that unique Ellis 
purple mop top. 

A If you knew where my tongue has been ‘A Pwarp! Oh excuse me! Oh dear, | 
you'd have it hanging out as well. think that one’s gonna stain the road. 

SMCLLY KeLLy? 
R Kelly once sang ‘I believe | can fly’. He’s wrong, he can’t fly and unfortunately, for the sake of our musical pleasure, he’s om 
never tried. But hey, those crazy freaky kids can. All it takes is a little speed and a big ramp. > No alarms and no 

, ae 2a : ') surprises. Very formulaic \ . ae he ~ di t one-player mode. 

<4 Apparently it just started 
as a pimple on his botty. 

A lorra, lorra fun and a 
decent four-player racing 

ma game for the PlayStation. 

Not a high quality of presentation 
at the moment and the graphics 
could do with sharpening up. 

A A centre-parting is a vital part of 
aerodynamics and the indy look. 

A Would you look at that view. | haven't A There is a severe lack of bridge here so A Water jump, waterski; water water 
seen that much green since | last sneezed. _ lets hope there's some ground beyond. everywhere but still somehow | stink.  



PREVIEW om Ned TBC AUGUST 
Do you do 
voodoo? Who 
do? You. Do i 
do voodoo? i 

don't do 
voodoo, doo 

voo? No, it's 
vootloo. 
Esoteric 
banter 

aside, this game looks set 
to up the fear factor for 

console games... 

GAMESMASTER UPDATE! ES] NEW SHOTS! Ef GAMESMASTER UPDATE! Gi NEW SHOTS! 

pa eee So 

Call him two faced if you like, but our anti-hero has two 
distinct sides. Firstly assassin Mike LeRoi - enslaved by 

Man has always been fascinated with the idea 
PA: resurrection. One the foundations of 

Voodoo on the live-side, and the Shadowman — undead 

A society is the story of a special 

voodoo warrior and scratch golfer. 

visitor from above who died at the hands of 
men only to be resurrected again. 

But the cute story of ET couldn't be further from ‘return from the dead’ 
experience that Mike LeRoi has. Having the Shadow Mask forcibly 
implanted in his chest, he has now become the Shadowman - able to 
cross over into the ‘deadside’ to battle deceased serial killers. 

Steeped in voodoo symbolism 
this game promises an adult 
experience for N64 owners 
tired of friendly faces. 

        

    

   

    

  

   

    

   A How cool is that. Here's the ‘Shad’ with 
his Guy Called Gerald Voodoo-Raybans 
on, relaxing by the molten larva pool. 

A head 
in the hand is 
worth two in 

phe grave: Speak for 
yorself pall | 
want tb go 

home! 

    

    

      

A Shadowman has to be prepared for any situation and here he is 
training for his swimming bronze, diving down to pick up a plastic brick. 

Here's our own Mike LeRoi perfecting those E-17 dips and poses. 
The trick is to pretend that you're squatting for a number two. 

A Hands in the air if you've been skinned 
alive. Top one, nice one, get salted. 

          

     SNAP! 
Just like in Live and 

Let Die, the future is 

written in the tarot 

cards. Voodoo icons 
saturate this game’s 
imagery. But what does 
the eight of clubs 
really mean? Only the 
Shadowman knows.
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DO) YOW THINK i/M HORNY! 
Iguana had a lot of dark and disturbing material to work with, mainly thanks to the original Valiant comic-book. There were 
actually more disturbing images than this but we decided to stick with the evil teddy. 

ye 

c 

al 

A Yes, that's a dog collar. The side of Parkinson the BBC =A Bungle from Rainbow really A ‘Hey Keith got any marshmallows.’ Ageing Rolling 
were keen to hide while promoting his new series. split up with Geoffrey, losing an eye in brawl with Zippy. Stones frontman starts to show a bit of wear and tear. 

PICKTAICARD! ISLAYSTATIONN = eC eC iTtsCiG 
j : z Aren't you the lucky ones. With Silent Hill and the Resident Evil brothers, PSX owners have et 

As Mike LeRoi you carry the best horror selection. But how do these graphics compare to the other formats? \ 
one of most powerful hand iss 

guns in the world — the a] 

Desert Eagle. But as the > 

Shadowman you are the E 

charge of an ancient warrior . 

lineage and possess P 

immensely powerful Black a 

Magic and Terry’s All Gold. 
Both forms of attack are 
relevant to the respective 
worlds of light and darkness. 

A After the zip line there are the 
toute 

. 
balancing beams and then the 

A The bold choice of electric blue and a 
few drapes can transform any room. 

» A You know you're in big 
5 trouble when the sky 

looks like puke. 

. 

\ i 
A I've got a scar on my leg that hurts ‘ 
when there’s a change in atmospheric as Shad keeps his ? 
pressure. Not interesting but true. trousers tight fit. 

No one is going to lose out on rf 

this seeping pot of evil. 
However, PC owners look to 
be getting the best part of the 
deal with an awesome 

selection of textures and 
graphics. N64 vs PSX? We'll 
let you know who fares best in 
the conversion process. 

A Using the power of the Wheel of <4The Lion Sleeps Tonight 
Fortune, John Leslie is invincible. 

A Shad in the asylum meats out a 
different type of care in the community. 

A Matches are deadly. 
You could have your 
eyebrows off like that. 

> Trouble in the 
locker rooms as Shad 
gets towel snapped. 

What becomes apparent very 
early is the power of the 3D 
Vista.game.engine which enables 
you to see as far as the 

}; 

horizon. This provides many 
‘oooh’ moments on discovering a 
new expansive area which makes 
a refreshing break from the 
claustrophobic fog of Silent Hill. 
The way your character 
interacts with the background 
creates some very eerie 
touches. The-lighting sources 

effect your character's 
appearance in subtle detail, 
submerging Shadowman into 
his"environment. 

With the arrival of Blue 

Stinger, survival horror is 
becoming a busy little genre. 
What the game has to 
differentiate itself though is an 
already establish icor-and anti- 
hero. Shadowmar's comic book 
heritage provides plenty 
of scope for expansion. 

With the gameplay there’s 
nothing especially new, but it’s 
the atmosphere that looks set 
turn.a few heads. 

GOOD COP 
BAD COP 

Iguana have been 
passionate about making 
this a disturbing title. 

A classification of 15 
means that younger 
readers won't play it. 

| It was unveiled to the press in 
March and an extensive Summer  



With A Bugs 
Life, South 
Park and 
Rugrats all 

ill tasting the 
creamy 
delights of 
console 
gamers 
wealth, the 

dapper don of ‘toons - 
Bugs Bunny gets all 
3D on us as well. 

PlayStation 

HARC TODAY! gia 
While the game comes across as being fairly linear you have the option of visiting any of the 
time zones in any order you wish. But some levels need more clocks to enter than others. 

Listen kids if you come across a time 
machine, keep away. Do not mess with 
technology you don’t understand. CAlso don’t 
question authority or think for yourselves, but 
that’s a different story]. 

The danger is that you could be swept away and stranded in a timeless 
limbo just like Bugs Bunny. You see, on his way home to Albuquerque he 
suddenly found himself propelled back in time after messing with what 
he thought was a giant carrot juicer. Now he has to collect clocks and 
golden carrots from six separate time zones to get back from nowhere A Here's Marvin the Martian’s hang out 

to somewhere. But you won't get lonely as Elmer Fudd, Yosemite Sam, Futuristic, but the wiring needs seein to 

Marvin the Martian and others are all there to make life a bit more . 9 g 10. 

interesting. It's all good clean cartoon fun but with that Looney Toons 
edge. Anvils fall from great heights, angry caveman try to pan your face 

in and you do not want to be caught by the crabs on the pirate level. 

For something that smells like a cash-in, this looks to have enough 
original touches to be something special. Look at that — | didn't say 
“Whats up Doc?” once. ‘ A The ‘30s — and world 

recession forces Bugs into 
PARR T RANSOM i Lp: soni ets in order 

Rather than being all about the Benjamins, this is all about the 

gold carrots and the clocks which enable access to other levels. = 
A This is Nowhere, where 
Merlin your friendly teacher 
resides and grows 
genetically modified carrots. 

A Ye olde times, hundreds of years ago, 
but it seems that Gazza still had a weight 
problem even then. 

> Here are the pirates. This is the actual 
boat where all those illegally made copies 
of popular game titles come from. 

you ARe MY HARE-O! GOOD COP 
The lucky developers had the whole of the Warner Bros. universe to litter their virtual world with. Unfortunately most of BAD CoP 

them are out to make a rabbit stew of things. But hey, it’s a cartoon, no-one really gets hurt! A plethora of familiar 
faces, falling anvils and 
violent cartoon deaths. 

Gameplay may suffer at 
the expense of pretty 
colours and erratic views. 

Wiebe To AL 
The version we got given was 
lacking the cut-scenes and the 
music, but it should be out in June! 

our gruelling reviews pages. 

Mas With release date mark for 

e next month, the next time | 

A llere’s Rocky's side kick Mugsy. who looks terribly A Here's Witch Hazel performing a text hook sweep shot to A Here's Jonathan Ross speech therapist. Everyone's we feature Bugs will bein | 

aa flushed. This is probably due to too much salt in his diet. _ dispose of those nasty grey hares. favouwite hunter — Elmer ‘feel my spear Fudd.  



PrNsteitiott & N64 6” Action Figures 
Soft toys, soundtracks and Games 

All action figures are 6 - 10” tall, come with base/decorative backing and/or detailed accessories 

DARK STALKER FIGURES 
Based on Capcoms’ popular game — intricate detail 
Only £9.99 PER 2 FIGURE PACK! 

The Game Merchandising Company saan mi 

A Forbidden Planet Home Shopping Company 

  

Lara on 
» Motorbike 

i Only £21.99 

“& Lara Croft § 

   
      

    

      

    

  

     

    

    

    in Wetsuit 
Only £2 1 A) Great Merchandise that’s almost impossible to find in the shops 

TPL tf Fe ee 7 oP 
Only £9.99 each 

[vite Lr Al] Lt TATA Bay 2 for only 18.95 

Buy 4 for only 3 5, 95 

Bay all 8 for only 66. 90 

Also AVAILABLE SNYPW Reine ( surw ) 

  

     
  

All figures come with authentic weaponry specific to each character 

     
   

Lara in Jungle Gear 
£21.99 

INAL FANTASY VII 1:8 Scale 5.9 
PORCELAIN FIGURES 
CLOUD STRIFE anp 
Harey Davipson 

£129.99 

    ho 

  

    
    Reproduced in astonishing detail 

     

  

    

    

[i 
2 ° with every piece corrying a special numbered collecters cord. 

= VULCAN RAVEN 

5 eee TOP Paystarion GAMES DI WE ARE THE 
i Delivered to your door! CALL FOR OTHER CRAZY GAME PRICES CHEAPEST 
E SOUNDTRACKS 

3 METAL GEAR SOLID wassssssssssssssssss PGMGS £27.99 SILENT HILL SOUNDTRACK....+sss1:1s £12.99 

i RIDGE RACER 4 sissies PGRRV £29,99 FINAL FANTASY Villans £34.95 

    

SILENT HILL .DGSH £29.99 MANY MORE AVAILABLE - JUST CAL 
a . Soul Reaver, Gra 2, Driver, War of the Worlds, Goemon, Beavis and Butthead, B * i 

& Weems 2100 nen e ZELDA 3 figure set 

Also available — Only £15.99 
DUKE NUKEM 5 Figures only £0,99 EACH OR £34,95 for all 5 : 

Crash Bandicoot Soft Toys CRASH BANDICOOT 4 Figures only £9,99 EACH OR 235,98 forall 4 u 
Only £9.99 cach Also FINAL FANTASY Vil Coming neat Month - Cal for details d 

avallahle ag Coco, Komopo 

MoE Sap GEX FIGURES Only £9.99 each 
8 ano Dr vr = - a 

& at 
USE THIS ORDER FORM AND POST IT TO THE ADDRESS BELOW OR CALL THE ORDERLINE (9am - 6pm Mon - Fri ) 

Tet: 01621 850 269 Fex:01621 850 862 Email: sales@permal.demon.co.uk 
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TEKK? I 90 £12.99 

  

Priority Order Form Please complete the form and send it to: GEAR FOR GAMES. PO Box 400 Maldon Essex CM9 4XD 

Use a separate sheet if necessary. Please allow 28 days for delivery (normal dispatch within 10 days) Your credit cord will not be debited until we have the goods for shipping. All goods ore supplied subject to avoilobility, EO & E 

Cat No: Brief Description Unit Price Quantity P&P Total 
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RESIDENT EVIL THIRD SERIES ony £9.99 oath 2 figure se 

  

  

  

  

                    

  

  

    
  

  

  

Hi 
' 
f 
f] 
i 
i 

3 INCLUDES Mr X/Tyrant (Not sHown) ; 

2 4 ) ' 
2 ¥ aire, © (FEMA) } r ar bal Arm @ (FESADA ) oy i “Oe We 6 Ae . 
z “a, as f , | ns By i 3S 
= , A RESWILL . (mmm \ I Ne , j \ 1 Post and packaging: * 90p per figure, £2.00 per set. Europe and rest of world: Please enquire. Tel: 0161 850 269 Tick for FREE cotalogue Q 2 

} a | f , a ~ ' Your details Remember to enclose payment made payable to Gear for Games GRAND TOTAL 
= q4 j ea Wena era LS ' | enclose cheque/postal order made payable to Gear for Gomes for £ ct debit my VISA/ACCESS/MASTERCARD/SWITCH cord number: Name 

(2) ° Hunk wma ZomBie 
2 ws en ‘LET TTTTTtTttt ttt ft ju Address 
3 : Switch only Switch only 

z 1 Expiry Date: Issue No: 
a 6 Call 01621 850 269 & — Postcode 
Ss H If you do not wish to receive other offers please write to us 

Gex™ ond oll related characters ore trodemorks of Eidos Interoctive. Eidos Interactive is a trademark of Eidos PLC © 1999 Al rights reserved : Telephone number 
  © 1999 Resourus Company Inc Dark Stalker™ is o trademark of CAPCOM CO., Ltd. All rights reserved.



FORMAT PREVIEWED: OUT PRICE: DEVELOPER: 
PUBLISHER: CALL: PLAYERS: OTHER FORMATS: 

   

              

    

An evil 
megalo- 
maniac is 
attempting 
to take over ee 

wm the galaxy 
-—— (aren't they 
“— always?) 

tem and only the 
Jet Force 

Gemini team can stop him. | 

Strap on your helmet and 
get blasting! 

  

   
   

    

  

   

    

     

I'm mad —_— 
‘cos m dog ; 

coat on as ‘ 
five holes! —_    

  

     

      

   

No shoot-em-up would be complete without massive bosses and 
swarms of enemy squadrons. But this time round Rare boasts that 
the enemy Al in JFG has been hugely improved! 

It’s hardly inspiring to learn that 

>) a game’s main characters go by 

the names of Juno, Vela, Lupus and 

Mizar. But when you discover that 
the game is being developed by 

Rare you cannot help being intrigued. 
They are, after all, the brains behind GoldenEye, 

Banjo-Kazooie and Diddy Kong Racing - all of which 
are veritable N64 classics. 

JFG, set in an ‘unknown’ region of our galaxy, 
offers epic 3D shoot-em-up shenanigans. There is, of 
course, the obligatory power-crazed warlord — Mizar — 
and it's up to you to stop him from enslaving the entire 
solar system. 

Throughout the game you alternate between one of 

three characters, each of which have different abilities that 
allow them to explore different environments. Lupus the dog, 

for instance, has jet engines on his paws, making him a sort of 

space-age version of Lassie. It's not all based on destroying hordes 

of baddies though. You also have to negotiate your way through a 

variety of puzzles, obstacles and secret areas. It was initially 
pencilled in’ for a March release but if Rare’s past titles are anything 

to go by, this'll be more than worth the wait... 
@Ceeoeoeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee0e8 

HiDeY SeeKY! 

      
    I... can 

hardly... lift 
this thing! 

     
      
    

    

   
    

  

       

      

   

        

    

Wii. 

      

    
     

   

  

   

     
   

       

  

   
    
     

To complete a Mm 
Any self-respecting N64 title will have a variety of multi- mission you'll “aes 
player games, and JFG is no exception. As well as co- need to alternate 7 1 > 
operation and deathmatch modes, there are also plans for a between control of <p \ > a, 

four-player ‘hunt and hide’ game. Nice. one of three —, P 2 

m, : characters: Juno, inngh oy ; ey 

- * : . = Vela and their we 4 — 

. ee * : trusty sidekick, bat 7 a 
Lupus the dog. j ; 

    
   

GOOD COP 
BAD COP 
Features some novel 
twists on one of the 
oldest genres there is. 

Despite all the gun action 
some gamers may find it 
just a hit too cute. 

WHA cr 2 AF 

Where iTS Al 
It was supposedly about 80% 
complete at Christmas, but there’s —— 

A Some of the 
obstacles look 
intimidating, but 
you'll soon hop 
past them 
with aplomb. 

   still no definite release date. 

It's set to make an 
appearance at this year’s E3 
show, so look for more on 
JFG next issue... 
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ARE YOU NUTS FOR 
NINTENDO? 

THEN THERE’S A 
NEW MAGAZINE 

  

JUST FOR YOU... 

 



oC SPRING 2000 TBC KUJU PREVIEW om wax 7 : : 
it'll be one of 
the first 
UK- 
developed 
Dreamcast 
titles, it's a 
3D space 
blaster, and 

youre the 
a had guy. 

Cool, Just watch out for 

those mercenaries that 
are following you... 

  

THE VASTNeCSS OF SPACe! 
Jump Runner features over 100 locations spread across 50-60 
planets and space stations. Plenty to keep you going, then. 

There’s something rather appealing about 

& being bad. The likes of Dungeon Keeper, - “ 

Grand Theft Auto and Driver all put you on the t Z : ‘A Don’t spend too long admiring the 

: wrong side of the law. ; 1 ; , E scenery: six killers are after your blood, 
But there's never been a console space sim where you're : ‘ 

given the opportunity to be anything other than squeaky clean. Until 

Jump Runner, that is. 
It's set 100 years from now and a cult called the Brethren has taken 

over the galaxy. As a small-time smuggler you have agreed to sneak an 

antique puzzle out of the area but, before your client tells you where you 

have to take it, he is killed by a group of assassins. Whatever that 

antique is, the Brethren badly want to get hold of it — so they set six 
bounty hunters on your trail. Along with about 30 main ‘plot’ missions 

there are a variety of other assignments you can choose to undertake. 

These include rescues, escorts and assassinations which, if completed 

successfully, allow you to improve your ship and its weapons. You also 

have to choose a faction to affiliate yourself with which will dictate other 

character's attitudes towards you throughout the game. 
COCO HCHCHSOHOHCSCSCSHESHHOHHHHCHHHES SHIPAG = => CARGO! 

| \. s 

ie F The cargo carrying system 
PUB ACTION! Sa ON A hangar system, similar to the = , allows you to eke fom 

a given missions youll have mt deal with | foals of gerege Haat Tuten, Meee other ships or drop your own 
odgy geezers in some rather seedy taverns vat you don’t necessarily have cargo if you need to make a 

i Si your prized a order quick escape. You can also 
ane > > > o buy a new one. You'll be , q destroy cargo to prevent 

able to interchange weapons i. other ships from getting it. 

between ships and can also ; , 

swap them with other players 

via the VMS. 

The gameplay promises to 
he engaging, intuitive, 
and visually superb. 

At this point it’s difficult 

A Everything's lovely and curvy in — — to tell whether it'll live up 

the future, didn’t ya know? . to the big-name DC titles. 

> 

Buenos It's still in the early stages of 

noches, development and the Al, trading, 

guy'nor. fis A Ships are split up according to class effects and aac all need work. 
D'you , and manufacturer. ter 
want to : 
buy a 7 4 The first ship you're given in the y-looking 

game is equivalent to a dodgy Transit.



sod vor ion maNTERN 64, GAME BOY . N2000 MAGAZINE! 

      

    

  

AND MA D FOR Nit 1 DO ! 

GAMES, WHICH IS WHY WE'VE f | 

TREATED THIS NEW MAG 

  

  

THE BIGGEST N64 & 
GAME BOY GAMES 

  

   



PRE VEE WA par > rontar previewen: PLAYSTATION PRICE: TBC 

33 LEGCAB aE 

one it looks 

hooks and enjoy! L EGAIA 

like the 
PlayStation 

NEW GAME! Gi FIRST SHOTS! GE NEW GAME! Gi FIRST SHOTS! 

Se Ce NOW THAT'S MAGic! 

is set to 
soak up 

Better than Wisbit and David Copperfield combined, you've 
got tricks that could pull you your own Debbie McGee. 

=> 

PlayStation 

another bed 
wettingly 
good stroll 
and click 

experience. So it's time to 
dust off those RPG tips 

Wher not worn. by a human:a Serv: 

looks tnuch liked stone Figure 

A few cynical types may look at 
with some scepticism. Cries of “It sounds like 
Legend of Zelda” and “They've stolen the 
haircuts from Final Fantasy” will no doubt 
emanate from the sour crowd. 

But the criticism is misplaced, as here — from Sony — is an RPG patch to 
stop the craving that Final Fantasy gave us. 

Now, listen carefully, as the plot isn't exactly crystal. Right, for many 
years humans and creatures called ‘Seru’ lived in harmony. (The Seru 
were stone creatures that when worn by humans gave the wearer 
special abilities.) But then an evil mist descended and perverted this 
harmonious relationship. Now the Seru attack humans and turn them into 
beasts. It is your task as Vahn to rid the world of the mist. This can be 

OUT: OCTOBER 

”- 

NEW GAME! Gi FIRST SHOTS! 

A Time to whip out your magic wand and 
leaf and make yourself feel all better. 

achieved by re-awakening the Ra-Seru (a special mist resistant strain of 
Seru) in dormant Genesis trees. 

Anyway, away from the plot the fighting system is excellent and the 
characters have lovely eyes! Zelda Smelda, this will be big! 

sf" G "7 ed 
Nice 10 SeCRU... 

This is the team that face up to the almighty mist. Each have 
their own strengths, weaknesses and skills. What's more 
the 

A“Me miss! Over here. Oh | know this 
one, please ask me, I'm ever so clever!” 

They must 
never know of 
my past, life as 

a féte 

re all really caring people. “y 

A Here's Noa in a brave choice — off the 
shoulder knit wear. Sexy but practical! 

Here's Gala — freedom fighter 
and entrepreneur, famous for 
his line of bingo halls. 

\Vahn’s basic magic is the fire 
fack. a favourite when 

ined with marshmallows (\Vahn 1807 180~- 207-20 

In the few levels the GM team have tasted, we have encountered a monster sized selection- 
pack of nasties for you to play with. So far their hasn't been anything too repulsive. 
_ - 

we 
Binh wes 

Fibs 

eet 
f Green Slime 

A Here Vahn takes on the terror of school 
dinners battling the evil green jelly. 

This bug-eyed freak breaks through the 
walls of Rim Elm City. 

, A On the left is the Grimard. 
Defeat him and gain magical 
power and self esteem. 

Since the split of the Fantastic Four The 
Thing has really let himself go. Look at 
him he’s almost wasted away. 

wie’ The developers must have 
had really weird childhood 
traumas and nightmares.  



DEVELOPER: PROKION 
PUBLISHER: SONY 

CALL; 0990 998 877 
PLAYERS: 1 

SPECIAL FEATURES D-SHOCK 
OTHER FORMATS: NONE 

country. Each character has over 20 to discover ranging from basic to miracle skill levels. 

2 aye cs) 
oS F 

A First, square up and tell him you're 
gonna tear his eyes out. 

A Give him good lamping and when he’s 
down make sure he never gets up. 

(Black Piura 

A For a little girl with a poor taste in knit 
wear she kick some serious butt. 

A Once you learn a new art, just select it 
sit back and watch all the pretty colours. 

GF 454) | Fil IGeHS’ 
Using the power of Ra-Seru and i open heart’ (bless) Vahn 
and his buddies can awaken the dormant Genesis tree. 

> This is a magical Genesis comeback 
that not even Phil Collins could manage. 

HANGING WiTH THE HOMES 
Meet the gang! This is a game where everybody knows your 
name. People are falling over themselves to help and make 
you feel wanted. You really get the feeling that you belong. 

tml Nene: Um, Mei, 

A This is Mei she fancies Vahn 
and needs some hot loving. 

<4Here’s Noa’s companion 
Terra. More helpful than Benjy. 

dcdddieditede §=P A warrior’s resting place 5 PEEPS IEICE IS ET 5 PAS By BCT 5 Ss TN 
Pera eS RELA EBS we 8 2P IE RE where you get yourself clean, 

a - you can have a good meal... 

La rie 

  

A If you're not up for the fight, keep 
calm and then run like a big sissy’ 

A The sweet smell of i icioy or is that 
burning. No, | definitely smell smoke. 

ie? 
Sin ) 

Ly | | NEWAHI Si! e WOM , 
all ut it’s'the gameplay and 

Basis 

A Noa’s arts have cute titles such as ‘Little A With the help of the lottery we can mai c) 
Bird Feet’, but they don’t half sting. sure we continue to develop new arts. 

OOOOOH!!! MOODY! 
| don’t know if 
you can tell, but 
this guy is evil. 
This is Songi, a 
warrior monk 
who grew up 
with Gala with 
whom he has 
an intense 

rivalry. The fact 
that he is bad 
and that he has 
red hair is purely 
coincidental. 
Needless to say 

he puts a I've won 
large dose avery Granny 
Gites) | (match I’ve ever 
juice into entered. 

the game’s 
plot line. 

  

1384480 6 = ve 20/6 28 

onan Oh, Yahn! 

7 I’m glad you came. 

Special moves - or ery moves as they are apecies — can be learnt or discovered accidentally as you fight you way across the 

Even though I’m not the world’s 
biggest RPG fan, this game 
made.a.convert.out.of me..The 

ere sequence and 

aon is natty enough 

fighting system that_really 
excites. You have the 
opportunity to learn a selection 

fighting combinations as you 
progress through he game. This 
make battles slightly more 
interesting-than a simple 

es of taking turns. 
Bt is refreshing is that 

veryone, particularly in your 
ome town of Rim Elm, is really 

pleased to see you. Everywhere 

you,go.it’s.“Hi Vahn,.how’s 
tricks” and “Hey Vahn, looking 
good!” If you don’t have any 
friends yourself you can see how 
it feels’ tobe popular, all it 
takes is a little politeness. 
We will have to persevere to see 
if this game really has the 
depth to rival the Final Fantasy 

\ series or Zelda. So far though 
it’s got us hooked and doesn’t 

GOOD COP 
BAD COP 

Sucks you in quicker than 
an Electrolux and is dandy O:= 

= 
The plot isn’t fantastic 
and may be a hit cutesy 
for Final Fantasy fans. 

It is already available across the 
Atlantic, so a PAL conversion will 
be here before the end of the year. i 

will be constantly updated 
so we'll have to wait a bit 
before casting judgement.  



rp fi PSX AUTUMN TBC RAGE 
UR INFOGRAMES 0161 827 8000 1-2 NONE 

FIFA to ISS, 
hack to 
FiFA, a 
looping ball 
to WLS who 
megs Actua, 
gets to the 
byline and 
cuts hack to 
UEFA Stiker. 

Oh my word that's a lovely 
game, a lovely game. And 
just look at as his face! 

NEW GAME! Gi FIRST SHOTS! GE NEW GAME! GAFIRST SHOTS! NEW GAME! & FIRST SHOTS! 

SNOW BALL! 
Everyone loves playing in Winter and no self respecting football game would be complete 
without oranges balls and virgin snow. Here's Ronaldo getting Chile. Boom Boom! 

The football is the new rock-n-roll, the new 
black and the New Schmoo all rolled into one. 

Its popularity has spilled onto console gaming 

and seeped into every orifice. 
Super-saturated or not the thirst for virtual soccer sensations 

is inqusnchable: With UEFA Champions League just released, UEFA are 
winding up their licensing releases. We have to see if they are going to 

be FIFA frequent or individual treats. While for many it is question of : ‘ : . - 

FIFA or ISS, UEFA Striker aims to sneak in at the far post and apply the 48 4 ; x ee : i eee, . 

finishing touches. Taare oe ner 

As football simulators are close to becoming the best selling genre 

for console games, being fresh and new is the challenge which all 

developers have to face. What UEFA Striker has to offer in terms 

of novel gameplay will have to be seen but the presentation looks 

as smooth Gianluca Vialli's head. 

oa Le AA corner! If you're playing against Al don’t know, you give all you love to a 
CeCLeBRITiICS! — eee Liroats dees j Lane peop team and what go they do? Throw tall 
Rage has gone all out for and Ws certain goal. We ruled Europe... hack in your face. Sometimes | wonder. . . 

some top footy celebs. 
Jonathan ‘daft as a brush’ R 

Pearce, Ron ‘burnt to a crisp’ “? JUNIOR S | UAD! 

Atkinson and Ruud With transfer prices for top 
‘peetzaah?’ Guillit. Listen out stars becoming telephone 

for such gems as ‘sexy numbers (including the area 
football’ and ‘I don’t fancy sa P, code), you must be prepared 
that keeper’. a. ee to develop young blood. 

Everyone has got an academy 
nowadays and you can get 
one too. Time to perfect those 
tricky skills such as passing 
and shooting 

GOOD CoP 
BAD COP 

It’s foothall! It looks 
great and has all the 
familiar faces. 

It’s football! And it isn’t 
much different from all 
the other foothall games. 

They are still tinkering away 

A The late, great Ron Atkinso. Sad e : es sepia ahd cad eat 
and buried with Nottingham Forest. uss os 

4Channel 5's Jonathan Pearce. Still (iin 

more famous for his radio work. 

JUNE 1999  



clan { » Bagh 
You’d imagine there wasn’t much left for Mario to do, 

such is the huge variety of games he’s appeared in. 
But just when you think it’s time for him to go back to 
plumbing, Nintendo manage to come up with another 3 
unique Mario experience. He’s taking things a bit r - aa 

easier than usual this time and chillin’ with a round or 
two of golf. 

As you'd expect, it’s a cartoon-stylee golfing romp featuring the 

moustachioed one and his usual bunch of associates. There's a firm 

emphasis on fun although there's still plenty of attention being paid to 

accurate ball movement. And while golf is hardly the world's most 

exciting sport, we can still expect the usual addictive Mario gameplay, 
combined with great controls and winning multi-player frolics. 

There are ten main characters to choose from along with a number 

of other ‘secret’ ones. Hidden characters can be unlocked by completing 

different modes. With six different courses, a total of 108 holes and 
options including regular rounds, 

time-attacks, a versus mode, a 

battle mode and a ‘ring shot’ game, 
there's plenty to engage players 

   

  

       

      

It's just like F1 racing, except 
with less wheels. The emphasis 
is on realism and there are 20 
circuits to choose from... 

     
      
     

  

  

  

| 
payaso             
     

   

  

and this promises to be up to 
Mario's typical high standards. 

    A Another excellent chip 
onto the green.     

    
A Even with a length of copper pipe, 
Mario can still crack it for miles. 

V Check out all the turtles hiding in the 
undergrowth. Hmmm... 

Home conversion of last year’s 
arcade update of the classic 
series. The gameplay remains 
the same as always except this 
time it’s in 3D. Only allows for 
up to two players though. 
eeccccccccsccccscccce 

  

      

           

   

    

  

202700 

experience will he reviewed here lickity split. 

it as Bom 

Classic good vs evil beat-em- 
up antics combined with stealth 
and adventuring... 
SCOSSESSESSSSSSSESESESEEEEE 

iN 
            

  

: LN Further details of Marios expansion into all genres of the gaming 

J | 
ha   

  

There’s not exactly a lack of quality beat-em-ups for 
the PlayStation but there’s always room for a new 
twist on an age-old genre. Evil Zone then, rather than 
being the Res Evil-style zombie-fest that the title 
suggests, is actually a Manga-influenced 
fighting frenzy. 

There are numerous modes of play, the main one being the single- 
player ‘Story’ game. Each of the 18 characters (they have names such 
as Linedwell Ruinrix and G ‘Vanish’ Gregman) is capable of loadsa 

special moves and there are plenty 

Te of weapons including light sabres 

ne &s 

Le 

  

o @ 

Bomberman's third N64 outing 
combines the gameplay of the 
original Bomberman games 
with the 3D graphics of the 
more recent ones. Not 
surprisingly, looks to be great 
in multi-player mode. 
SCOSSESHSSSSSSSSSESESESESEEE 

  

    
      

        
        

   

   

  

  

; and massive broadswords. 

It's hardly likely to challenge 
the likes of Tekken 3 for the title of 

» best PSX beat-em-up. But fight fans 
looking for a new challenge — and 
something a little different — could : 
be well advised to keep an eye out foresee 

for this cheeky little game. ' =F = = 

aes 
A “Oh Canada, oh Canada...” Terrance 
tries a distracting fart tactic. 
Look at that! She can move so fast that > 
she leaves and after image. Wow! 

      

A'l'm sure legs aren't cana to bend 
that way, are they? 

  

         
A more detailed view of this title will be-here     Tackle dastardly mobsters as a 

DEA agent in the the shady 
underworld of New York. 

      quicker than a punch from Samo Hung   



BiIGHAZARD: 
CODE VERONICA 

        

     

A It's dark, moody and § 

Dance-em-up sequel. it's got a plot too! : — 
Gameplay remains the same - 
while new characters include, > You also get to wear as —f 
improbably, a zombie. some nifty threads. _— a 
Coeccccccccccccsesseeeece 

  

When it comes to driving games, you pretty much 
know what you’re getting. Jump behind the wheel of a 
souped-up racer and speed round a couple of tracks 
as if you’ve got a mafia hit-man on your tail. 

But Square have decided to do something a bit different. As you 
might (or might not) expect from the creators of the Final Fantasy series, 
Racing Lagoon is a driving-based RPG. It's set in Yokohama and is 
based around two teams: the Bay Lagoon Racers and the Honmoku 
Nights Racers. Superficially, it sounds like any other PSX racing title. 
You choose an opponent to race, with each car's specifications being 
given allowing you to develop a strategy. Points are given for winning 
which can then be used towards buying new parts or new vehicles. 

Ahoy there me hearties! Over- Alongside the racing aspect of the game, you will also be able to 
the-top boat racing conversion move around Yokohama and visit places such as restaurants, shops, 
from Midway's arcade original. garages and houses. A 2D top-down view is used and you are free 
Features silky-smooth graphics to drive anywhere you like in the city. So, Final Turismo, anyone? £ 
and gameplay akin to the N64’s | Keep reading GM for more on this unique driver... 
Wave Race. ; 
eececcccccccccsecccesssece 

  

      

Creeping this way with small and weary 
steps. Well keep you posted. 

BLITZ 2000 
“4 YARD RETUR <a as tone od 

Arcadey boxer, with 20 fighters 
and the option of head-to-head 
modem slug-fests. Oooof! 

  
  

     A Order the carrot juice, it's 
nocturnal drive time.      

Third-person Bond 
extravaganza that takes its 
inspiration from all the best 
007 films. He shoots, he skis, 
he swims, he drives and he 
probably gets off with some 
classy bird at the end too. 

& 

A Just look at the lighting effects as they 
reflect off the wet road — lovely. 

V Lots of wide, dark spaces to zoom 
around. Definitely not for agoraphobics! 

aoe et eal tenn Se “ ne PPTs 

A Another padded casualty hits the astro- A Calls of “42, 23, 36” do little to distract 
turf. Perhaps he’s got a rash or something. _ from this line of arses. 

    Hut, hut, hut, 64! American football has never been the 
most obvious of sports to convert into a console title, 

not least because of all those obscure rules. The 
Dreamcast’s Blitz 2000 - the sequel to NFL Blitz - 
hopes to change all that. 

While it will stick closely to the arcade-style gameplay of its 
predecessor, there are a host of new features. The controls for passing 
have been greatly simplified making it far more accessible to first-timers, 
while defence and kicks have both been modified to give players greater 
control over the game. Play books will be custom-made to consist of 
27 offensive and nine defensive plays, with each team having unique 
personalities and strategies. Helmet-clashing action ahoy!... ih 

Sliding down the touch line like a well oiled 

  

aeons 

N64 incarnation of the PC 
strategy-shooter. It's Doom 
meets C&C, apparently... 

J Just scream if you want to go faster while 
<=> | this game wheel spins its way here soon! 

PlayStation 
truck, this ones a-coming... 
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NEW GAME! ma FIRST SHOTS! mi NEW GAME! 
¢ ~ 

    
    

      

     
A An elbow in the ear does little to > When heavily out numbered do you: a) 
improve relations between your character —_ kak yourself, b) run a mile or c) stand you 
and those around you. ground and dish out a damn good kicking. 

NEW GAME! FIRST SHOTS! ma NEW GAME! FIRST SHOTS! 
It’s still by far the most ambitious 
Dreamcast title we’ve seen and it’s just aS ‘ 

been announced that it'll be released a ria et 34 é 
on two separate discs. Yep, Shen Mue is : j , 
going to be very big indeed. *] Te A 

The first CD of the sprawling, Hong Kong-based & melodic 
RPG will see a Japanese release at the beginning of { . 
August, with the second CD following towards the 
end of the year. The reason for this is that the 
project has become so huge, and the release date 
has already been pushed back so much, that Sega 
couldn't afford to announce yet another delay. 
Instead, they've split the game into two so that at 
| f it will ilable to videogamers within A 5 
Fe not cousin hha aay orem “ A No time to admire the scenery. Head for 

A recent event in Tokyo, during Japan's national the fortification and crack some skulls. 
holiday, saw a public exhibition of a V Three against one. Hardly sporting, but 
demo of the No Mori (Forest) level. then again he is fully armoured. 
Even the game's mastermind, Yu 
Suzuki, managed to take time off to 
give the public a greater insight into 
the title. 

With new screenshots looking 
more impressive than ever, this is 
certain to be a must-have title 
for all DC owners. 

      
a . is al: 
Braveheart. You know the one. It had a 
face-painted Mel Gibson in it yelling 
loudly in a mock Scottish accent. But, 
fear not, developers Red Lemon 
are using the film as more of a 
starting point rather than 
attempting to design an exact 
videogame replica. Phew. 

It's a strategy game that has eg 
’ both the real-time element of 

A Time to practice those dance moves. "| Command & Conquer and the turn-based 
abe style found in Civilization. But on top of the 

Don't think muck of the au though. battles that are obviously catered for, there is 
also a unique resource management system. What 
that actually means is that you are given complete 
control over things such as your population, town- 
building and defences, political influence and so on. 

At the start of the game you are one of 60 
Even the clan chiefs, all of whom are after the Scottish 
scenery is out crown. In order to become king you must 
to get you! persuade all your rivals to recognise you as 
Here a nasty their ruler — whether it be by coercion or 
newspaper bloody violence. (Personally, we'd go for the 
vending latter.) There are no pre-set missions and 

. the game is different every time you play machine ; : : 
it. The game looks like being the closest 

scampers thing yet seen to the perfect blend of /, 
towards you C&C-style combat and Civ-style 
demanding strategy. Now if only you 
cash. Strewth! — could erase that image of Mel 

Gibson from your mind... 
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The N64 version of Mission: Impossible promised so 
much and delivered so little. What should have been 
Nintendo’s version of Metal Gear Solid was littie more 
than a badly designed pile of pants. 

We can only hope that the new PlayStation version doesn't suffer 
from its predecessors horrible Al, bad controls and clunky engine. It'll 
have to be mighty impressive to rival Metal Gear but if the 
developers have learnt their lesson, Mission: Impossible could end ri 
up being a satisfying spy romp. We'll have more info soon... 

: J it's not going he impossible for us to track this 
noma, [one down just for you! 

    
         

   

   

Escape from a condemned 
planet by offering your services 
to the three local warring 
super-powers... 
Cee ccccccccccsssecceseccs 

  

A Hope they're not life size 
sculptures of the owner. 

      

A Here's our hero taking a leek against a 
door after another night on the rice wine. 

VI don’t know what happened. | only hit 
him once and he just exploded!”        

       
            

   
       

   First-person shooting gubbins 
making use of the Unreal 
engine, based on Robert 
Jordan's popular series of 
fantasy novels. A compelling 
interactive world is promised... 

The undead are taking over! Just don’t expect 
console owners to take it lying down. Not to be 
outdone by the Dreamcast’s recent House of the 
Dead 2 and the forthcoming Biohazard: Code 
Veronica, the PlayStation also has a rather 

impressive zombie-fest in the pipeline. 
Developed by the team behind the Resident Evils 
(Biohazard in Japan), Onimusha translates as 
‘Devil’s Warrior’. 

The game was first made public at a recent press conference in 
Tokyo where the developers revealed details of the early version of the 
game they're currently working on. Gameplay will, unsurprisingly, 
resemble that of Res Evil although the game itself is not an official part 

of that series. , 
You'll have to deal with the usual freaky array of the living dead with 

some particularly repugnant specimens blocking your way at the end of 
each level. The major difference in Onimusha is that it's set a few 
hundred years in the past in the ‘Sangoku’ era, with the developers tying 
genuine historical elements into the game's narrative. 

Some gamers may be sorry to learn that, because of the historical 
aspect to the game, firearms have yet to be invented. This would be a 
bit of a shame if it wasn’t for the fact that you're instead given a 
whonging great broadsword with which to dismember the opposition. 
We've only seen one level so far but, as far as details, 
backgrounds and effects go, it's already looking superb. i 

   ‘Arcadia: deuener set in the 
middle ages. Expect a heady 
brew of both RPG and strategy. 

  

        

          

        

   Yet more block-slotting fun ‘n’ 
games, with up to four players 
being able to battle it out. 
Boasts snazzy new graphics 
but can the gameplay better 
that of the classic Game 
Boy version... 
SCOCHSSHHEHSSHSSHSSEHSHSSESEEEEO 

     

  

   

A Someone's been 
here before you. 

  

> This bloke’s got a 
thing about doors. 

Think once, think twice, think GamesMaster 
for your coverage of this title... 

    
      

Your adrenal glands will keep pumping with our High-speed anti-gravity street 
surfin’. Is it destined to 
become the DC’s WipEout? => I continued coverage of this gore-fest. PlayStation 
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There’s certainly no lack 
of quirky driving games 
on the N64. But a worthy 
addition to the list could 
well be the forthcoming 
Monster Truck Madness. 

The focus is on battling and 
exploration but it also aims to 
strike a balance between fun and 
realism. It's based on realistic 
physics and handling, with all of 
the trucks being licenses of such 
famous names as Bigfoot and 
The Gravedigger. 

Along with the standard 
exhibition and circuit games, there 
are some rather novel modes 
including a police chase, indoor 
soccer and a rumble, where the 
aim is to reach a platform on top 
of a hill and avoid being knocked 
off by other trucks. 

Multi-player games promise 
to be a particular laff with the 
huge arenas being populated by 
loads of interactive scenery 
including cliffs, lakes and forests. 
Bung in some secret routes and a 
handful of power-ups and M7M 
looks set to continue the N64's 
fine tradition of cool ‘n’ 
cartoony racers... 

                            

   

     

  

A “Got me ma four by four, now I'm off to the 
tractor pull. Yuk, yuk, yuk... .” 

“4 Red neck antics guaranteed with these 
vehicles. All they need is a gun rack... 

Keep on truckin and don't forget your rubber duck. All four 
wheels of smoking insanity are rollin our way. 

  

     
COM. 

~ — 

PlayStation INFOGRAMES 

© Looney Tunes, characters, names and all related indicia are trademarks of Warner Bros. © 1999. © Infogrames 1999



  

GAMeCSMASTeCRS ESSENTIAL GAMING CALENDAR 
You stand a chance of predicting the lottery 
numbers on a Saturday night. You stand a 
chance of predicting when a British football 

team will lift the European Champions League 
title. You even stand a chance of predicting 
when an English cricket team will get off 
their arses and win something. One thing you 

can never predict though are the release 
dates given by those sneaky old videogame 
publishers. Until now. Now you know it all. 
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TBC 

  

11th 

11th 

11th 

11th 

11th 

11th 

11th 

11th 

11th 

11th 

21st 

25th 

25th 

25th 

25th 

25th 

_Third World Eidos PC 

U x<
 iS) 

D b= 

Castrol Super Bikes THO S 

“No Fear Downhill —=——-C/masters 
_ Rampage World Tour [GTi PSX 
Fs : © Interplay 
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25th 

TBC 

TBC 

TBC 

TBC 

TBC 

9th 

9th 

16th 

16th 

23rd 

TBC 

TBC 

TBC 

TBC 

TBC 

TBC 

TBC 

TBC 

TBC 

TBC 

TBC 

TBC 

6th 

13th 

d T/A Kingdoms GT 

28th |    

        

   

   

    

Jet Force Gemini THE ~ 

Aliens V GF) Fox 
Blade Activision 
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 Activision 

Fox PSX 

| Take Two (KeEy 
hi 
THE GB 

SCi 

LucasArts 

©) Activision 
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Max Payne GTi 

Mes: Interplay 
Quake 3: Arena Activision 
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Spiderman Acclaim 

"EERE Sony 
ixeor iin N64} 

ING4 | 

PSX 

™ Acclaim N64 | 

‘Activision — 

a 
Interplay = 

Eidos _



TBC 

TBC 

TBC 

   
  

CREATIA-PLAIER 

Rayman 2 

Shadowman 

Urban Chaos 

Alien Resurrection 

Gran Turismo 2 

Pocket Station 

Xena Warrior Princess 
Hybrid Heaven 

Perfect Dark 

Alien Resurrection 

Kingsley 

Unification 

Babylon 5 

Half Life Team Fortress 2 

Lords of the Realm 3 

Middle Earth 

Navy SEALS 

Banjo-Kazooie 

Resident Evil 

Shadowgate 64 

NASCAR 3 
Pharoah 

Fi '99 

Freespace Expansion 

San Francisco Rush 
Black & White 

Age of Empires 2 

C&C Tiberian Sun 

Driver 

Flight Simulator 2000 

interstate ‘82 

Prey 

Star Trek: Vulcan Fury 

World Cup Rugby 

Dreamcast 
Sega Rally 2 

Sonic Adventure 

Virtua Fighter 3tb 

1st WCW Wrestling 
Diablo 2 

Desert Fighters _ 
USM 2000 

Raven War 
Pokemon Blue 

Pokemon Red - 
Star Wars Racer 

Destruction Derby 3 
Mario Golf 

Special Forces 

Twelve Tales Conker 

Constructor 

JACKET. 

Ubisoft 

Acclaim P 

Eidos 

Fox 

Sony 

Sony 

Sony 

Konami 

THE 

Fox 

Sony 

Sony 

Interplay 

Sierra 

Interplay 

Sierra 

Infogrames 

THE 

Virgin 

THE 

PSX | 
[PSX |] 
PSX | 
PSX | 
NGS | 
ING4 | 

PSX | 

Cryo 

Psygnosis 

Interplay 

Midway 

Eidos 

Microsoft 

EA 

GTI 

Microsoft 

Activision 

GTI 

Activision 

EA 

Sega 

Sega 

Sega 

Sega 

  

Final Fantasy 8 

Spyro the Dragon 2 

Wipeout ‘99 

Police Quest SWAT 3 

Die Hard Trilogy 2 

FIFA 2000 

Formula One 

ICC Cricket 

South Park 

Tomorrow Never Dies 

Donkey Kong World 

South Park Racing 

Carm 3 Death Race 

Formula One 

Theme Park 2 

11th 

18th 

TBC 

Cyber Shock Pad 

Tonic Trouble 

Draken 

  

Sony IPSX | 

Sony 
Sony /PSX | 

Sierra 

Fox PSX 

EA 
Eidos PSX 

EA 
Acclaim 

MGM |PSX | 
THE 
Acclaim ING4 | 
SCI 
Eidos 

EA 

Blaze PSX 

Ubisoft 
Psygnosis 

    

Actua Soccer 4 

Aliens Vs Predator 

Crash Bandicoot 4 

Dino Crisis 

Ehrgeiz 

Euro 2000 

F1 '99 

Fighting Force 2 

ISS '99 

PlayStation 2 

Resident Evil 3 

Tenchu 2 

Tomb Raider 4 

Banjo Tooie 

Deathmatch Turok 

Fighting Force 2 

Super Mario 64 2 

Turok 3 

Actua Soccer 4 

Baldur's Gate 2 

Commandos 2 

Dark Reign 2 

Deathmatch Turok 

Tomb Raider 4 

Vampire 

Monaco GP Racing Sim 

Resident Evil Veronica 

Shen Mue 

Turok 

All release dates are correct at time of goin: 
change at any time, especially the ones for 

Gremlin 

Fox 

Sony 

Virgin 

Sony 

EA 

Psygnosis 

Eidos 

Konami 

Sony 

Virgin 

Activision 

Eidos PSX 

THE 

Acclaim 

Eidos 

THE 

Acclaim 

Gremlin 

Interplay 

| Eidos 

Gremlin 

Acclaim 

Eidos 

Activision 

Ubisoft 

Capcom 

Sega 

Acclaim 

sl eleedeabolchs sey 
in the year. 

3)8 
3) 2

)2 
2 

2)e 
aa
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L GOING ON A SUHMER HOLIDAY! 
CONNCXiON! 

(0171) 344 5000 
Moreau House, 112-120 
Brompton Road, 
Knightsbridge, London 
SW3 1JJ 

(01895) 456 700 
Gemini House, 133 High 
Street, Yiewsley, 
West Drayton, Middlesex 
UB7 7QL 

(01483) 579 399 

The Mana House, Unit 1A, 
Guildford Business Park, 
Guildford, Surrey 
GU2 5AG 

(0118) 920 9100 
2 Beacontree Plaza, 
Gilette Way, Reading 
RG2 DBS 

(01926).814 132 

Lower Farm House, 
Stoneythorpe, 
Southam, Warks 
CV33 ODL 

(01332) 297 797 
55 Ashbourne Road, Derby 
DE22 3FS 

(01785) 810 838 
Stafford Road, Stone, 
Staffs ST15 0DG 

(0181) 636 3000 
Wimbledon Bridge House 
1 Hartfield Road, 
Wimbledon, London 
SW15 1PR 

(01753) 549 442 
90 Heron Drive, Langley, 
Berks SL3 8XP 

(0181) 343 7337 
The Spires, 677 High 
Road, North Finchley, 
London 
N12 0DA 

(0114) 263 9900 

The Green House, 33 
Bourdon Street, Sheffield 
S1 4XA 

(0171) 258 3791 

The Old Grammar, 248 
Marylebone Road, London 
NW1 6JT 

(0161) 827 8000 
18A Old Town 

Clapham 

London 
SW4 OLB 

(01628) 423 666 
Harleyford Manor, 
Harleyford, Marlow, Bucks 
SL7 2DX 

(01895) 853 0000 

Konami House, 54a 
Cowley Mill Road, 
Uxbridge, Middlesex 

(0171) 505 1500 
Caledonia House, 223 
Pentonville Road, London 

(01734) 270 001 
Microsoft Plaza, Winnersh 
Triangle, Wokingham, 
Berks. RG11 51T 

(01444) 246 333 
Priority House, Charles 
Avenue, Maltings Park, 
Burgess Hill, West Sussex 
RH15 9TO 

(01703) 652222 

(0161) 827 8000 

21 Castle Street, 
Castlefield, Manchester 
M3 4SW 

(0151) 282 3000 
Napier Court, Wavertree 
Technology Park, Liverpool 
L13 1EH 

(0181) 995 3399 
266-270 Gunnersby 
Avenue, London W4 5QB 

(0990) 998 877 
PlayStation Careline 
PO Box 2047, London 
W1V 2LP 

(01753) 854 444 
Hogarth House, 29-31 
Sheet Street, Windsor, 
Berks. SL4 1BY 

(01924) 267776 
Longlands House, 
Wakefield Road, Ossett, 
West Yorkshire WF5 9JS 

(01932) 222 232 

The Studio, 62-64 Bridge 
Street, Walton-on-Thames, 
Surrey KT12 1AP 

(01703) 653377 
Parnham Drive 
Boyatt Wood 
Eastleigh 
Hampshire 

(01372) 745 222 
4 The Parade, Epsom, 
Surrey KT18 5DH 

(0181) 944 9000 
Vantage House, 1 Weir 
Road, Wimbledon, London 
SW19 8UX 

(0171) 368 2255 
2 Kensington Square, 
London 
W8 5RB   

   



Capcom do the impossible 
and teach an old dog some 
new tricks as Ryu returns 

Tee cans Seo STRIKE-FIGHT FOR THE F 
and heg. 

V Despite all the new frills 
you can't beat the old 

guys. Well actually : : - —— - 10300 

you can as that’s use | \ Z y= 2 zz ae 

the whole point . i i we: 

of the game. < {| 

     

  

      
   OUT NOW (JAPAN)  —HOIVIE CONVERSION: DREAMCAST DEVELOPER: CAPCOM = — PLAYERS: 1-2 

BOARD: UNKNOWN = SPECIAL FEATURES: GRADE JUDGE SYSTEM PUBLISHER: CAPCOM CHARACTERS: 19 

     There seems to be in order to chart hits these shores shortly. A total i 
no end to the of 19 characters including the four your development. ~ 

        
      
      

        

  

     

  

         
      
    
    

  

   

      

   

     
   
   

   

a's amount of mileage new ones Makoto, Remy, Twelve SFC Ill also uses a brand 
/ Capcom can get out and the mysterious Q The new technique called 

their cherished Unknown (oooh!) will be ours to ‘analogue processing’, 
Street Fighter slap about. As well as these fresh which in simple terms will 49 
series. Despite the faces, brand new combos and offer more realistic and = 
good showing of improved gameplay has been detailed animations. But 

Power Stone, the promised. This is partly due to the don't expect photo-realism as 
company seem intent new, very technical sounding the trend towards more basic 

\ on milking Ryu and ‘grade judge system’, which gameplay and graphics 
iends way into the evaluates each performance on continues. The popularity of 

next century. offence, defence, technique and the series shows no signs of 
We'll all be kung-fu fighting in EX points. Fight by fight evaluation flagging so this next 

the arcade as Street Fighter Ill means that you'll be able to look instalment is certain to still 
3rd Strike — Fight for the Future at your strengths and weaknesses attract the punters. 

      

         

    
  

@eeeeeaeeeeeeeeaeeeeeeeeeeeeaeeeeeaeaeeeaeeeaeaeaoeaenonoeeeaeaeneaeneeneeneeeeede 

(=) FLASHY BRIGHT LIGHTS) =——<$sS___sS KIS 
Convergence hysteria is the physical manifestation of inner turmoil. It can manifest itself as A new game means some new 

boils or sores but in Street Fighter it appears as bright flashing lights and flailing arms. friends to play with and 

Capcom have delved into the 
depths of their collective 
imagination to create four 
more fighting freaks to nestle 
among the old favourites. 

          

  

   
   

  

  

A Here's Q The Unknown. We only know 
that his first name might be Snooker. 

D+ COULD DO BETTER | 
Thanks to the ‘grade judge system’ you are given point 

scores on you fighting prowess in the best possible 
Eurovision Song Contest style. This should sort out the 
experts from the ‘one-move-johnnies’. 

> Vanity. 
The scrap 
stops as 
someone 
pulls out the 
photo album. 

  

    

    
A This featureless wonder is called 
Twelve or Mr Monkeys to you. 

    
> Remy — Here's what Beck’s and 
Posh’s child will eventually look like. 

1989



   

CODE GIRL 
BRINGS SOME 
IMPORT SECRETS 
4 ON SEGA’S 

   

THE CSSCNTIAL SCLCTION FOR GAMCRS 

Everything you'll 46 Fonyour, Byes A | (The dome headed.one 
ever need to know p only) tie toppest p will listen to yourwoe... 
on WWF fippage:.. 
Attitude... \© 

  

    

     

   



TIPS 
{EXPRESS . 
BOSSES REVOLT I 
WORLDWIDE 
7SCRAP-FEST    

In a move 
straight from 
the Soviet-era 
the bosses from 

Dreamcast’s fighter 
PowerStone have 
revolted and are set to 
take part in the 
proletariat battle for 
the first time. To take 
full advantage of their 
skills you should 
complete the game 
with all the standard 
characters first. 

For those looking to play the 
final boss you must complete the 
game without using any continues 

(choose your own difficulty level) 
then go to the twelth page in the 
book where you should see a 
picture of the final boss. You 
should now be able to select him 
in the VS mode but don't try to let 

999. *. 
“he 

    

    
   

  

ge y From deep within his school 
r for cheating ne’er-do- 

wells, Andrew Collins 
opens yet another dish 
of naughtiness and 
lays out the latest tips 

on the latest games for your 
delight and delectation. 

    

     both fighters use him as he can't 
fight against himself. Also, during 
the game, once you've knocked 
the smile off their faces you can 
view the pose from any angle by 
playing about with the pad. To 
change the victory pose camera 
angle, hold A to zoom towards 
your character. Then let go to 
zoom out and give the analogue or 
digital pad a quick spin. This 
should provide the desired views. 

S.T.A.R.S. bosses have decided to 
send in veteran trooper Chris 
Redfield and unknown, Ada. 
Before the rescues can be 
attempted the game has to be 
finished twice (both with Rank A). 
When this is complete a ‘Hunk 
mission’ and ‘Ex-battle’ option will 
become available. 

If all this sound like too much 
hassle you can always access all 
the levels by hacking the Windows 
95/98 registry editor. Search for 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\ SOFTWARE\ 
CAPCOM\ RESIDENT EVILZ\ then enter 
the value ‘8’ thus making your task 
a whole lot easier. 

Police 
gobi | 
Racoon City 

, for the 
- missing 

members of 
the elite 

) special 
forces team, 
S.T.A.R.S, 

last night 
discovered 

another five mutilated 
bodies in the area. 

The authorities are yet to 
release details of the deaths but a 
source close to the investigation 
spoke of horrific injuries with every 
body recovered showing bite 
marks on the epidermis. In a 
desperate bid to rescue the few 
surviving team members 

     



    
‘The Love Bug HACKER'S PARADISE 

The <i fides again 223 cheat car bridge. 

Herbie, Love Bug S.. Call ‘em what you 
4 | want but we alld love these oddly 

s 

   
That elusive last fire 

lizard has finally been 

tracked to is lair! 

Final dragon of 
Spyro located in 
Haunted Towers During 

To get to the final gameplay, put this code in to 

Dragon located in a secret guarantee yourself 99 lives: 

att ot the castle; super @, ©, © ©, ©, 6,612,064 

charge down the only super ©,»,@. 

aaroe ramp in the level and 

keep super charging through 

the last door to your right. 

When you enter the room 

with many doors, super 

@ charge to the left and go 

     
shaped cars. 
For vehicle owners who like their dangerous driving digital 

Beetle Adventure Racing is the perfect place to try out some dodgy 
driving and exhibit some shoddy street sense. Aside from the normal 
game modes BAR is crammed with secret goodies. First select 
‘Championship’ and head for Coventry Cove. When you get to the must get ten or more gamers 
short-cut by the barn and haystacks drive straight into the haystack calling asking for the Xplorer 
closest to the road and you should hit a box. If you hear someone shout codes to give them all the power- 
‘Groovy’ you should complete the race as per normal then head for the ups. So, in a bid to save the 
Options menu where you'll find the new menu. For a strange Alien nation's phone bills we searched, 
Beetle all you have to do is complete the Metro Madness course and and found of course, the codes 

e beat the Expert Championship. If you fancy the sound of the deeply- everybody wanted. Help yourself. 

It's incredible to think that 18 
months after the release of the 
game we're still getting tonnes 
of calls for people needing help 
on Final Fantasy 7. Every day we 

  

through another door. 

Keep charging until you 

        

hidden Police Beetle you first have 
to beat the standard 

                  

   

   

  

go off to the left of the Championships whereupon a new 3663D64F5957 

castie entrance then super ‘Bonus’ mode will open up. Beat Stop bomb countdown 
charge jump off the ramp to this tough challenge (including 865D288C5BB2 
the secret entrance. You Wicked Woods) and the fastest car Unlimited Gill 
must be super charging Level select in the game, the Police Beetle will 865D2882595F 

throughout this whole part. During the game pause the be yours. Now you can force other Save anywhere 
After a while you will action and go to the cars to pull over by pressing the 865D28C5595A 

come to a staircase full of inventory screen. Now press @ Left C button to turn on the siren. Stop clock 

8 armoured ghosts so be quick ©, ©, @,«,», «,™, ©, 865D2888595A 
and fry the wizard at the top a, », ¥. The next time you go 865D2886595A 
of the stairs. Get a kiss to a balloonist you'll find that Ultimate weapons 
from the fairy (this fairy kiss you now have access to all 865D19786E5F 
lasts forever) then kill all the the levels. 865D19FC6E7F 
ghosts. The final Dragon is Cheat death 365D 1 A806E6F 
in this area. This trick works for any 365D1A046EA2 

99 lives world and on any level 365D1F886E8D 
except the original home 365D1FOC6EB6 
levels. If you fall off a cliff or 365D20906EC9 

ES ledge, just hit the pause $ 365D20146EDO 
button and then immediately Gain huge amounts of EXP 
exit the level. This way when 865D29FC504F 
you restart the game you'll Gain even more EXP! 
find yourself back at the 865D29FA5964 

portal to the level you just Infinite GP (Golden Saucer) 
left. Do this and you should 865D25F2785F 

have just saved yourself Infinite BP (Battle Square) 
a life. 865D25FC504F 

Revive Aeris 
8 8 365D1DFE595B 

Have Sephiroth 
365D1DFE5964 
CLOUD 

GIVE vol aE AR E Level 99 
365D195B59BB 

SAVING SCHEME Nee t you'r santas All limit breaks 
4 865D197A504F 
a Ultimate weapon 

865D1978595F 
i) Bs PS BK a ik | 

  

In a bid to 
recycle old 
fair-ground 
rides in 

Rollercoaster Tycoon 
the powers that be 
have a new scheme. 

Instead of demolishing a ride 
by using the rubbish bin 
option, click on the 
construction icon then 
select the bulldozer. 
This doesn't give 
you all your money 
back but provides a 
decent amount to 
put towards your 
next ‘coaster. 
(Taking a ride down 
piece by piece is 
the best option.) 

   

            

      

  

    

  

     
     
     
   

  

     

                              

     

All summon Materia (Master) 
865D199C50B4 
865D199A504F 
All command Materia (Master) 
865D19A0508A 
865D199E504F 
All magic Materia (Master) 
865D19A450A1 
865D19A2504F 
Max MP 
865D198A785F 
Max HP 
865D1986785F 

ey 

   _— oo 
  

Hair gel 
oisoning 

Fnade me 
mental!



  

   
    

  

       

     

        
    

   
audience with these great men, but after 
much cajoling they deigned to talk briefly 
to us. During the conversation they gave 
up some of their most unpleasant moves 
and grapples. 

Corner (Facing) Turnbuckle, opp 
Kick choke: standing 
down, kick Dropkick: — 
Opp on ground kick 
Side rocky stomp: Corner Copp facing) 

kick Charging clothesline: kick 
Behind opp Ground hit (by feet) 
Atomic drop: Elbow to groin: i 
left or right, up, tieup left,left or right, kick f 
Behind opp Ground hit (by 
High belly to back suplex: head) 
up,up or down, kick Kick to spine: 

Opp ready left,left or 
Rock bottom finisher: right, punch 
left, left, down, punch Opp ready y 
Tieup DDT: f 
DDT: left or right, 

left or right, down, down, 
kick punch 

Tieup Opp 
Samoan drop: ready 
left or right, up, punch Laying the 

Tieup smack Whip forward: left or right, left or right, block 
Shoulder breaker: _ down: Arm wrench: punch 

up,up or down, left, left Hammerlock: kick 

tieup or right, Top wristlock: tieup 
Tieup down, kick Reversal behind tieup backswitch: block 

Rock bottom finisher: Opp ready Reversal tieup eyepoke reversal: block 
left, left, up, punch Samoan drop: Reversal behind tieup back kick: block 
Opp running left or right, 
Arm drag: kick down, tieup 

ground Neckbreaker: ee 
Peoples elbow left,left or right, kick Standing side headlock: left or right, left or right, tieup 

trademark: punch Opp ready Bodyslam: left or right, left or right, punch 

Turnbuckle, opp on Vertical suplex: Hiptoss: left or right, left or right, kick 

ground left,left or Pick up by head: tieup 

Splash: up, right, tieup Head on stomach: tieup 

up, punch Toss over ropes: left or right, left or right, block 

  

 



   

    

  

sTeve AUSTIN) (KAN@ ) 
Corner (Facing) 
Kick choke: 
down, kick 
Corner (Facing) 
Top rope superplex: 
up, up, tieup 

Opp on ground 
Side driving elbow 

smash: down, punch 
Opp on ground 
Side leg drop: 
down, kick 
Behind opp 
Russian leg 
sweep: left or right, 
down, punch 
Behind opp 
High belly to back 
suplex: left or right, 
up, kick 
In Tieup 
Stone cold stunner 
finisher: left, up, 
left, kick 
In Tieup 

Vertical suplex: 
up, up,up or 
down, kick 
In Tieup 
Inverted atomic 
drop: left or right, left or 
right, kick 
In Tieup 
Atomic drop: 

left, left, punch 

On apron 
Standing axehandle 
smash: punch 
Running opp 
Arm drag: kick 
Running opp 
Power slam: punch 
Running, opp on ground 
Fistdrop: punch 
Running opp 
Vertical body 
press: tieup 

Standing on turnbuckle 
Clothesline: kick 
On turnbuckle, opp on 
ground 
Fist drop: tieup 

Corner Copp facing) 
Belly to back suplex: 
up,punch 

Ground hit (by feet) 
Knee strike: 

up or down, up or down, kick 
Ground hold (by head) 
Armwrench: 
left or right, down, punch 
Opp ready 
Drop toehold: 

left or right, down, kick 
Opp ready 
Knee to facel: i 
up or down,up or 
down, punch 
Opp ready 
Samoan drop: 
left or right, up, tieup 
Opp ready 
Stone cold 
stunner finisher: 
left, up, left, kick 

Opp ready 
Vertical 
suplex: 
up, not 

up or 
down, tieup 

  

Corner (facing) 
Kick choke: 
up, up, kick 
Opp on ground 
Side leg drop: 
down, kick 
Behind 
Reverse powerbomb: 
left or right, up, tieup 

Opp ready 
Tombstone piledriver 

. finisher: left,up,left or 
right, tieup 

Opp ready 
Chokeslam: 
up,up,up, punch 
In Tieup 
Vertical suplex: 
left or right, uptieup 
In Tieup 
Shoulder breaker: 
up,up or down ,punch 
In Tieup 
Chestbreaker: 
left,left or right, kick 
In Tieup 
Undertaker chokeslam: 
left, up, left, punch 
On apron 
Standing axhandle 
smash: punch 
Running opp 
Boot to face: punch 
Running opp 
Power slam: punch 
Standing on 
turnbuckle 
Clothesline: kick 
On turnbuckle, opp 
on ground 
Knee drop: kick 
Ground hit (by feet) 
Wishbone legsplitter: 
left or right, down, kick 
Ground hit (by feet) 
Fist to groin: 
up,up or down, kick 
Ground hold (by head) 
Blatant choke: : 
left,left or right, punch 

Opp ready 
Throat toss: 
left or right, up, tieup 

Opp ready 
Shortarm clothesline: 
left or right, down, punch 
Opp ready 
Shoulder breaker: 
up or down,up or 

down, kick 

Opp ready 
Sidewalk slam: 

MD left.left or 
\ right, punch 

Suet 

    

BiG BOSSMAN }- 
Corner (Facing) 
Charging shoulder: 
down, punch 
Behind Opp 
Cobra clutch: 
left, left or right, tieup 
Opp in corner 
Running vader 
splash: kick 
Opp ready 
Bearhug: left, tieup 
Opp ready 
Fall forward slam: 
left or right, up, punch 

Opp ready 
Torture rack: 

up, up or down, tieup 

Opp ready 
Running powerbomb: 
left, kick 
Opp ready 
Choke: left or right, 
up, kick 
In Tieup 
Bearhug slam finisher: 
left, up, tieup 
In Tieup 
Backbreaker: 
left or right, down, kick     

   
In Tieup 
Shoulder breaker: 
up, punch 
In Tieup 
Side slam: 
left, kick 
In Tieup 
Sidewalk slam: 
left, punch 
In Tieup 

Vertical suplex: 
up or down, kick 
Opp Running 
Tilt a whirl 

slam: punch 

Opp Running 
Sidewalk 
slam: tieup 

On turnbuckle, opp 
on ground 
Knee drop: 
left or right, left or 
right, kick 
Ground hit (by feet) 
Wishbone legsplitter: 
left or right, kick 

Ground hold (by head) 
Blatant choke: 
left, punch 

    

     

  

   

    

  

i



TIPS 5 
(-JSHAMROCK J) TRiPLe H) 

Corner (Facing) 
Belly to belly suplex: 
up, up, punch 

Behind Opp 
Octopus hold: 

up or down, kick 

Opp Running 
High leg 
clothesline: punch 
In Tieup 
Three knee combo: 
left or right, down, punch 

In Tieup 
Leg stretch: 
left or right, up, kick 

In Tieup 

Overhead belly to belly 
suplex: left or right, 
up, tieup 

In Tieup 
Side belly to belly suplex: 
left or right, up, kick 
Apron Standing 
Axhandle smash: punch 

4 Opp running 
os Power slam: punch 
= On turnbuckle, opp 

standing 
Body press: kick 
On turnbuckle, 

opp on ground 
nr Fist drop: kick 
— Ground hold 

(by feet) 

Texas cloverleaf: 
up or down, kick 

Ground hold (by feet) 
= Sharmock ankle lock: 

left or right, left or 
ight, kick 
Ground hold (by head) 
Stranglehold gamma: 
left or right, down, punch 
Ground hold (by head) 

Scissored armbar: 
left or right, up, punch 

Opp ready 
Firemans carry: 
left or right, down, tieup 

Opp ready 
pe Hurricanrana: 

: left or right, left or right, kick 
A Opp ready 

i Gutwrench suplex butt: 
left or right, up, kick 

Opp ready 
Kneebreaker: 
left or right, punch 
Opp ready 
Reverse painkiller: 
left or right, down, punch 
Opp ready 
Leg drag: 
left or right, down, kick 

Opp ready 
Small package: 
up or down, tieup 
Opp ready 
Side belly to belly suplex: 
left or right, punch 
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Corner (Facing) 
Kick choke: 
down, kick 
Behind opp 
Rolling german suplex: 
left or right, down, tieup 
In Tieup 
Side backbreaker: 
left, left or right, tieup 
In Tieup 
Inverted atomic drop: 
left, left or right, punch 
In Tieup 
Backbreaker: 
left, left or right, kick 
On turnbuckle, opp 
on ground 
Knee drop: kick 
Corner (Facing) 
Belly to back suplex: 
up, up or down, tieup 
Ground hit (by feet) 
Wishbone legsplitter: 
up,up or down, kick 
Ground hit (by feet) 
Fist to groin: 
left or right, down, kick 
Ground hit (by head) 
Painkiller: 
left or right, up, punch 
Ground hold (by head) 
Reverse chinlock: 
left, left or right, tieup 

Opp ready 
Pedigree finisher: 
left or right, down, left or 
right, kick 

Opp ready 
Headlock takedown: 
left or right, down, punch 

Opp ready 
Fishermans suplex: 
left or right, up, tieup 

Opp ready 
Knee to face: 
left or right, down, kick 
Opp ready 
Vertical suplex: 
left or right,left or right, " 
tieup f 

Opp ready 
Overhead belly to 
belly suplex: 
left or right,left or 
right, punch 

  

—= 
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AL SNOW 
Ground hit (by side} 
Senton splash: 
down, kick 
Behind Opp 
Victory roll: 
up or down, up or down, tieup 
Opp ready 
Seated crucifix drop: 
up or down, kick 

Opp ready 
Reverse tiger suplex: 
left or right, down, tieup 
In Tieup 
Underhook headbutts 
trademark: left or right, left or 
right, punch 
In Tieup 
Hanging powerslam finisher: 
left or right, up, tieup 
In Tieup 
Atomic drop: 
up or down, kick 
In Tieup 
Snowplow finisher: 
left or right, down, punch 
Opp running 
Drop toehold: tieup 
Running, opp 
on ground 
Body drop: tieup 
Running 
Crucifix: tieup 

     

  

    

        

       
    

   
      

  

On turnbuckle, 
opp standing 
Body press: 
up, up, kick 

On turnbuckle, opp 
on ground 
Splash: 
up, up, kick 
On turnbuckle, 

opp standing 
Moonsault: 
up, up, punch 

Ground hold 
(by feet} 
Boston crab: 
left or right, kick 
Ground hit 
(by head) 

Crossface punches: 
left or right, punch 

Opp ready 
Drop toehold: 
left or right, down, kick 
Opp ready 
Frontface DDT: 
left or right, tieup 
Opp ready 
Shortarm clothsline: 
left or right, down, punch 
Opp ready 
Vertical suplex: up or down, 
not up or down, tieup 

        
   

       

  

          
        

      

        

        

  

       

        
      
      

        
      

        

        
      

 



Corner (facing) 
Charging shoulder: 
down, punch 
Corner (facing) 
Kick choke with boot: 
down, kick 
Ground hit (by side} 
Swivel mount punches: 
up or down, tieup 
Ground hit (by side} 
Porn pretzel: 
left or right, down, tieup 
Behind Opp 
Russian leg sweep: 
left or right, up, kick 
Behind Opp 
Atomic drop: 
left or right, tieup 

Opp ready 
Hairgrab takeover: 
left or right, down, kick 
In Tieup 
Inverted atomic drop: 
left or right, down, punch 
In Tieup 
Samoan drop: 
left or right, down, tieup 
In Tieup 
Vertical suplex: 
left or right, tieup 
In Tieup 
Atomic drop: 
left or right, down, kick 
Opp running 
Spinebuster: punch 

On turnbuckle, 
opp standing 
Body press: tieup 
On turnbuckle, opp 
on ground 
Money shot finisher: 
left or right, left or right, 
up, tieup 
On turnbuckle, opp 
on ground 
Splash: tieup 
On turnbuckle, 
opp standing 
Dropkick: kick 
Ground hold 
(by feet) 
Spinning toehold: 
left or right, kick 
Ground hold 
(by feet) 
Fist to groin: 
left or right, down, kick 

Opp ready 
Double underhook 
suplex: left or right, tieup 

Opp ready 
Firemans carry: 
left or right, up, kick 

Opp ready 
Samoan drop: 
left or right, 
down, punch 

Opp ready 
Vertical suplex: 
up or down, tieup   

     
GOLDUST 
Corner (Facing) 

Shattered dreams 
trademark: up, 
up, punch 
Ground hit (side) 
Spinning splash: 
down, punch 

Behind Opp 

Curtain call 
finisher: left or right, 
down, tieup 
Behind Opp 

Bulldog: 
left or right, kick 
Opp ready 
Chin crusher: 
left or right, tieup 
Opp ready 
Leg scissor stomp: 
up or down, tieup 
In Tieup 

Bulldog: 
left, left, tieup 
In Tieup 
Inverted atomic drop: 

left, left, kick 
In Tieup 
Vertical suplex: 
left or right, ,tieup 
In Tieup 
Front suplex: 
left, left, punch 
Opp Running 
Arm drag: kick 
Opp Running 
Power slam: punch 
Running, opp 
on ground 
Fistdrop: punch 
Running, opp 
standing 
Flying clothesline: kick 
On turnbuckle, 
opp standing 

Flying butt bump: kick 
On turnbuckle, 

opp on ground 
Butt drop: kick 
Corner Crunning) 
Butt bump: tieup 
Ground hit 
(by feet) 
Fist to groin: left or 
right, down, kick 
Ground hit 
(by feet) 
Headbutt to groin: 
left, kick 
Ground hold 
(by head) 
Head stump puller: 
up, punch 
Opp ready 
Front backbreaker: 
left or right, 

up, punch 

Opp ready 
Headlock takedown: 
left or right, down, kick 

Opp ready 
Kneebreaker: 

left or right, 
up, kick 

Opp ready 
Shortarm clothsline: 
left or right, down, punch 
Opp ready 
Shoulderbreaker: 
up or down, up or 
down, punch 

    

  

é ee 

4 TIPS 
SsTeve BLACKMAN ~ 
Corner (Facing) - 
Belly to belly suplex: 
left, left or right, tieup 
Behind Opp 
Beast choker: 
left or right, down, tieup 
Opp Ready 
Pump kick: 
left or right, up, kick 
Opp Ready 
Chin crusher: 
Left or right, down, kick 
In Tieup 
Fisherman suplex: 
left, left or right, punch 
In Tieup 
Leg stretch: 
left or right, tieup 
In Tieup 
Three knee combo: 
left, left or right, punch 
Opp Running 
Power slam: punch 

Running, opp 
on ground 
Senton splash: tieup 
Standing on 
turnbuckle 
Shoulder tackle: tieup 
On turnbuckle, 
Opp on ground 
Fist drop: tieup 
Ground hold 
(by head} 
Leglock chokehold: 
damage: left or right, own, kick 
Ground hold 
(by head) 
Stranglehold gamma: 
up or down, punch 
Ground hold (by head) 
Head scissored armbar: 
left or right, own, punch 
Ground hold (by head} 
Scissored sleeper: 
left or right, up, punch 

Opp ready 
Snapmare: up or 
down, punch 

Opp ready 
Armdrag: 
up, up or down, punch 

Opp ready 
Gutwrench suplex: 
left or right, 
up, tieup 
Opp ready 
Leg drag: 
left or 
right, kick 

    

         
     

   

   

 



  

       

   
   
   
   

   

  

Hurricanrana: 
left, left, tieup 
Ground hit 
(by feet) 
Side leg drop: 
down, punch 
Behind opp 
Atomic drop: 
left, left, tieup 
Behind opp 
Rolling prawn hold: 
left, down, tieup 
Running opp 
High leg clothesline: kick 

Opp ready 
Downward spiral: 
up, left,up, punch 
Opp ready 
Crucifix drop: 
up or down, up, kick 
In Tieup 
Northern lights suplex: 
left or right, left, punch 
In Tieup 
Front suplex: 
left, left, kick 
Running opp 
Drop toehold: punch 
Running. Opp 
standing 
Crucifix: punch 
Running. Opp 
standing 
Dropkick: kick 

Body press: 
up, up, punch — 
On turnbuckle, opp 
on ground 
Splash: tieup 

Dropkick: kick 
Ground hold 
(by feet) 
Elevated crab: 
left or right, up, kick 
Ground hold 
(by head) 
La magistral: 
left ,down, punch 
Ground hold 
(by head) 
Neck whip: 
up, punch 
Opp ready f 
Crucifix: left or right, 

left 0 or right, up, j 
punch i 
Opp ready 
Flying 
headscissors: 
left or right, up, 
kick 
Opp ready 
Single arm 
DDT: 
left or right, 
down, kick 

Opp ready 
Shortarm 
clothsline: left or 
right, down, punch 

Opp ready 
Vertical suplex: left 
or right, tieup 

0 OREREE 

THE UNDERTAKER PMANKIND 
Corner (Facing) 
@hoke with boot: 
down, kick 
Ground hit (by side) 
Leg drop: 
down, kick 
Behind Opp 
Reverse DDT: 
left, kick 
Opp ready 
Bearhug: 
up, right, punch 
Opp ready 
Tombstone piledriver finisher: 
left, down, punch 
Opp ready 
Chokeslam: trademark 
left, punch 
Opp ready 
Choke: 
left or right, down, tieup 
In Tieup 
Chestbreaker: 
left or right, down, punch 
In Tieup 
Chokeslam: 
left or right, left or right, up, punch 
In Tieup 
Backbreaker: 
left or right, up, kick 
In Tieup 
Vertical suplex: 
left or right, tieup 
Opp Running 
Boot to face: punch 
Opp Running 
Arm drag: kick 
Running, opp 
standing 
Flying clothesline: kick 
Ground hold 
(by feet) 

Leg grapevine: 
left or right, down, kick 
Ground hit 
(by feet) 
Wrapped leg kneedrop: 
left or right, kick 

Ground hold (by head) 
Blatant choke: 
left or right, down, punch 

Opp ready 
Front backbreaker: 
left or right, up, kick 
Opp ready 
Throat toss: 
left or right, up, punch 

1999 
  

Opp in corner 
Tree of woe: 
left,left or right, tieup 
Ground hit (by side} 
Jumping fistdrop: 
down, punch 

Opp ready 
Hairgrab takeover: 
left or right, down, kick 

Opp ready 
Choke: left or right,left or 
right, tieup 
In Tieup 
Mandible claw finisher: 
left or right,left or 
right, down, punch 
In Tieup 
Neckbreaker: 
left or right, left or 
right, tieup 
In Tieup 
Piledriver: up or down,up or 
down,up or down, kick 
Running opp 
Arm drag: kick 
Running opp 
Tackle with punches: tieup 
Ground hit (by feet) 
Standing knee strike: 
left or right, down, kick 
Ground hold (by head) 
Blatant choke: 
left or right, up, punch 
Ground hold (by head) 
Mandible claw finisher: 
up,up, up, punch 
Ground hold (by head) 
Stump puller: 
left or right, left or 
right, punch 

Opp ready 
Double arm DDT: 
left or right, left or right, not 
left or right, punch 

Opp ready 
Mandible claw finisher: 
left or right, down, left or 
right, tieup 

Opp ready 
Knee to face: 
left or right, up, punch 
Opp ready 
Neckbreaker: left or right, 
up, kick 

Opp ready 
Vertical suplex: 

    
   

  

up or down,up or down, tieup 
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[LTIMATE. C HEAT oe Mall 
Fa R PLAYSTATI =) IN 

  
BLOW YOUR GAMES WIDE 
OPEN, WITH THE UK'S No.1 
CHEAT CARTRIDGE. 

ENHANCED MENU SYSTEM. 

EASY TO USE FOR SELECTION AND 

ENTRY OF CHEATS. 

TOTAL GAMES/CHEATS STORED. 

CURRENT AcTIVE GHEATS. 

XPLORER”, ACTION REPLAY”, 

EQUALIZER™M aND GAMESHARK™ 

COMPATIBLE*. 

Select Cheats 

Multimedia 

      

         

  

THE ULTIMATE CHEAT CARTRIDGE 

Zk 
A:    

  

Press X or 0 to select an option 

NIGHTMARE CREAT 

TOMB RAIDER 1) 

  

NEW MULTIMEDIA MENU. 
VIEW HIDDEN GAME SGREENS. 

ADVANCED MEMORY GARD MANAGER 
ead See ne WITH GOPY AND DELETE FUNCTIONS. 
REST Patent ae ge FUTURE UPGRADES AVAILABLE VIA 

DO Recovee fer MEMORY GARD OR CD. 

No Card Inserted 

  

   Press ¥ to Select a control 

or press START to Exit   

  

3 FULLY FUNCTIONAL CD Music MENU. 
te this cheat } USE GAME OR Music CDs. 

ito Wein Menu 4 6 LEFT/RIGHT VOLUME CONTROL. 

TRACK TIME AND FUNCTION BUTTONS. 

Aupio LEVEL METERS 

  

Pre loaded with over 1000 cheat codes for the latest and greatest games



   
SPONG'S:-SMOKING GUN OF GAMING-JUSTICe. 
iS LOADCD WiTH-SILVCR TiP-CD-BULLeTS! 

CHEATIN' DAWG... 
L GEN Sara sear 

i OVERS
 ©: the game on the 

ER: easy setting after passing 

INNE the torture test and you'll 

pe AGE > Slbe awarded a save game, 
en 

                

     

  

abling you to start again with the —m Pe . Passwords 
bandanna. This gives infinite ammo — ‘ % To gain access to the 
to any hand-held weapon code, first you must All 

r vel and look in the select the password option cheats 
Complete the game on the easy settit n game's from the main menu and then enter off: D, D, 

after FAILING the torture test and you'll be a : I a the following: D, D, D, D, 
a save game enabling you to start again with the " § EEFNIEBA: Easy Racing Circuits D,D 
stealth camouflage unit. This renders Snake invisible ‘gain time attack. It’s EEFPHMBC: Hard Racing Circuits Power Ball: 
to enemies shouldn't be a problem. HEMPCMDD: Expert U, D, U, D, 

fou'll gain the gun Racing Circuits U,D,L,U 
ficulty is set to Anthony Hopkins, London 

FT ‘98 (PSX) j ie guards to : 
d = progress within th @ limit. _ Luckily, though, you're o ? c 

when Snake removes his sub-aqu ge rin the lift, he — given a Socom regular oun with silencer and five ” B Secret Track 
reveals a James Bond tuxedo. Play through : ) sta F P| 4 Enter ‘Cheesy 
again and resume the he end. Snake is e ( oe. Poofs’ in the edit 
will change into a ninja outfit } , C ll driver name option. 

P F i 1 i : Once entered you will 
There are two ways ¢ ryl's pants. Firs "Com irtual E gain access to a secret stunt track 
look down on her from th vent abo\ r cell, ali de is yo ; 3 See = which will appear under the secret 
then, rather than continuing to q a ‘ Mm §=track option 

  

    
    

  

    
    

      

   

  

    

  

    

    

   

  

      

        Play through the game and gain one en ng. Resut 
this save and get the other ending. Resume the 
awarded at the end of this second y through al 

  

   

    

     
    

  

    
   

    

   
    
   

   
   

  

    
     
      

       

    
   
  

   

   

      

    

    

   

   

exercises each time 
visit she has remove 

    

      

   

  

   

  

    

   

              

Secondly, when me ; nehel : General Cheats 
Meryl again in the ~ e © S Yon in the Extra Weapons The Relic Warp: 
Ladies’ toilet in the Nuke SSE : i { j To give Kazooie 
building, get to her h f No > double the 
cubicle quickly and you F : € ve 3 i number of eggs 
can c ate n her before : a " go to the word 

puzzle room in 
\ Treasure Trove Cove 

ain without saving. 1 : and spell out the 
she will my talking to you and stick out | word BLUEEGGS 

  

    

      
     

Enter the 
game and 
pause it, then 
slowly enter any of 
the following 
codes using the 
yellow camera 
keys and you 
should get 
confirmation of 
the cheat 
Open Portals: U, R, R, D, 
L,D, U,R 
Infinite Lives: U, U, U, U, 
U, R, D, R 
Hercules: D, D, D, L, L, D, R, L 
Froggy: U, R, D, R, U, L, L, U
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Assman: Invincibility 
Omgtkkyb: All characters 
Bobbybird: All cheats 
Jamie Cox, Essex Hey, | made XN 

squatting sexy 
don’t ya know     Mobil 

     This is reached trail blow up the 
via a small platform that — different coloured 

appears in the middle of the main wall to reveal a fairy fountain hole Secret Courses 
warp area (near the Load screen) 6. Before the desert colossus For an extra Deadly Fall course 
after you've picked up the first five there's a dried up oasis. Play the lamdolly: Infinite Lives finish all tracks on ‘expert’. For an 
relics. The doorways to the two song of storms on the platform to Toughguy: Advanced secondary extra Dragon Cave course finish 
warps into the hidden parts of two _fill up the water level in the oasis. the five courses but on ‘hard’ 
of the normal levels in the game Then a load of fairies will appear ig , Dafydd A. K. Wilkinson, 
open after 20min relics have been _ Catch a big fish Mid Glamorgan 
picked up In the fishing pond near Lake Hylia 

have a look around the log in the 
centre of the pond. Sometimes a 
sinking lure will appear. You're not 
supposed to use it but it catches 
massive fish. Aim the rod at the 
fisherman's head and eventually, 
after a lot of casting, you'll grab 
his hat 
Adam Woof, 
Cumbria 

TIME ‘6 9"06 

ie = 

  

weapons enabled 
Maestro: All music eee, o2 

Director: All movies 
Chicken: Play as an AT-ST 

   

  

   

        

   
    

  

   
       
   

   
   

  

   

  

      
   
    

      

ROGUE 
SQUADRON Press Start and 

(NG4) then hold L2 and 
press 4, ©, @, 9, 

Passwords @, ©, ©, and ©. The 
Igiveup: Infinite lives new menu options will be on 
Toughguy: Advanced the pause menu including a handy 
secondary weapons invincibility mode and a level skip 
Chicken: Play as an AT-ST Liam Briggs, Halifax 
Deaddack: Alll levels, all 
secret levels and all ships Unlock all wrestlers: 
Farmboy: Millennium Falcon At the menu screen press R1 x4, 

(after Farmboy has been L1 x4, R2 x4, L2 x4, Select and 
entered) Press Up at the team select menu you should hear a noise 
Tiedup: TIE and the words ‘Start New’ should Alter might: 

To access 24 bonus teams, type in 
the code ‘PREM CLUB’ at the 
team creation screen. To 

access a further 24 joke 
teams enter the code ‘TFF 

TEAMS’ at the 
same screen 
Terry Thomas, 
London 

Interceptor (select appear. Then type in secrets and At the menu screen press L2 x4, 
Millennium Falcon press © to get the cheat menu. R2 x4, L1 x4, R1 x4, Select and 
and press Left Now input the following: you should hear a noise. (Note: 
and then Right to | Seaweed Red means weak and green 

get the Interceptor Lizard means strong.) 
behind the Falcon 
James 

Matthews, 

Reptile Unlock all rings: 
Scary At the menu screen press L1, L2, 

R1, R2, L1, L2, 
R1, R2, Select 

and you should 
hear a noise. 

     
      
    

      

OF ZELDA: 
OCARINA OF 
TIME (N64) 
Location of the Fairy 
Fountains 
1. In the north west of 
Hyrule Field, near the trees and the 

  

   
   

          

    
   
   

   

Go into options 
small waterfall coming from and then go to Special Moves 
the market password and type: To do the double arm DDT 
2. In Zora’s Domain on the island in © FADIKLPS: Scorpio League Bem which is Dude Love's and 
the water/ice. Play the song of IKKIBJPA: Taurus League Cactus Jack's special move, 
storms to reveal a hole with a fairy William Mitton, Wakefield SOUTH pick Dude or Cactus and 

when your opponent's on 
red press Left, Left, Right, 
Left-C, Bottom-C 
Chris Hollis, Burton 
-on-Trent 

fountain in it PARK (N64) 
3. On Zora's river before Zora's 
domain there's an elevated cliff. To Passwords 
get there as young Link use the Theearthmoved: Level select 

Fatterknacker: Unlimited ammo 
If you can't find all the boxes on Fatknacker: All weapons 
Level 16 then go backwards at the — 
beginning and you'll find four boxes 0 f= aaa 
Joe Harrison 

r2.¢ = 

    

Extra Shield: 

      

    

  

   

      

      

    
  

Eye patch hen Crash buys the farm 
Go to Road Crash on Dimension Monocle press ©, @ and he will 
13, Level 14 and start driving Toque reappear with an Aku 

cucco to float around the river slowly on the left-hand side. When 400 Omar Khalil, London Aku mask 
course and you'll eventually come you come across a yellow and 

to a bank on the side of the cliff. black alien sign, drive into it and 
Climb the ladder and then blow up __ you are transported to a secret | | 

or smash the rock to reveal the level called Hot Coco wD a 
hole. As adult Link do exactly the Tom Kelly & Steven Hardy, 

same thing Cae eee Gia co; Barham Cheats, valets, knaves, rogues, scoundrels, your country needs you! We 
want the filthiest cheats and the most despicably cunning tips that you 
can lay your hands on. You get the ultimate honour... a welcome to the 
ranks of the Secrets Service. We'll award the secret agent with the best 

Sirepiredtartins tip, a spanking Nu.gen controller for either the PlayStation, N64, Saturn 
following code: ®, ®, ®, or PC... as long as you remember to send us your address! So what are 

©, ©, ©, @,@ you waiting for? Get cheating... 
Leo Forde 

4. In the front of the Gerudo 
fortress, just before the 
four barrels, play the 

. song of storms to 
N reveal the fairy 

fountain hole 
i 5. On the 

\ ~ \ Death Mountain 
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Return Bouts: 
If you wish to fight the bosses, 
stand on the relevant pad and 
press L1, R1, R2, R2@, @ 
Bonus Lives: 
To receive 10 extra lives go to the 
second warp zone outside the 
Bear level. You'll see a cute polar 
bear and if you jump on him 10 
times he'll give you 10 extra lives 

  

OF THE 

Cheat Menu 
Start a new file and enter 
your name as 
__Wampa__Stompa 
(where __ is one space) and 
then start a new game. At any 

point in the game pause and press 
Z, R, L, all four C-buttons and Left 

   

  

       General Cheat 

Bonus Heads 
Complete International 
Cup on Level 4. Go to 
create a player. At the 

      

      
     

    

      

head select screen press — When fighting Phantom Ganon, Even ‘ 
L and new heads await instead of using a sword, use an foot don’t 

empty bottle to bat back his taste that 
W-RALLY "99 (NG4) ‘balls. It's a fast and effective good! 

way of killing Ganon and 
his phantom 
lan Tolerton, Co. Antrim 

All Tracks and Cars 
Press Start screen and then hit 

L +R, Left-C, Right-C, L + R. At 
the main options screen hold Z 

and tap L 
Jonathan Campbell, Co. 
Tyrone 

Type the following 
during play: 
DNKROZ: God mode 
DNHYPER: Steroid mode 
DNITEMS: Items 

and keys 
DNWEAPONS: All 

weapons and ammo 
DNKEYS: All keys 
DNSTUFF: All weapons, keys 

Marc Leigh, Bradford on the D-pad and then push the 
analogue halfway to the left. You 
should hear a noise if you've done 
it right, at which point you should 
push the analogue Right, Left, 
Right and then Left again, while still 
holding all the buttons and waiting 
each time until you hear a chime. If 
this is done correctly, pink writing 
will appear at the top of the screen 
and you will be able to scroll 
through the cheats with the L and 
R shoulder buttons 
lan French, Basingstoke 

  

         

   

Select tournament mode and enter 
WONITALL as a name 

Hold L2 or R2 and press «, @, @, @, 
Select the tournament mode and On OM a A) 
then enter OPEN_EM as 
your name 
Jason Atkinson, Bradford 

Hold L2, R2 and press », », «, ©, 
®@,a,@,« 
Ali Fathalla Bahrain 

    
   
   

  

   

            

       

          

   

                      

   

      

   

   
    
   
   

  

   

  

These used 
to belong to 

Pamela 
Anderson passwords 

Enter the following at the name 
select screen which is reached 
by pressing R at the bike 
selection screen 
Micro Machines 
At the name select, enter 

Ry, SPYEYE to get an overhead 
view of racing. 
Wipeout mode 
Enter your name as 2064 
at the name select screen 
and this'll convert your 
superbike to a futuristic 
flying machine 

Space age weaponry 
Enter MISTAKE at the name select 
screen. Then when you've got 
your bike, press Right-C 

for weapons 

"98 (NG4) 
General Cheats 

If you're tackled with a 
shoulder barge (not a 
slide tackle) press all 
the C buttons and 
your player will dive 

and items 
DNUNLOCK: Opens and unlocks 
all doors 
DNMONSTERS: Turns monsters 
on or off 
DNCLIP: Walk through walls 
DNSHOWMAP: Shows whole map 
DNCASHMAN: Spews cash if you 

  

press space 
DNCOORDS: Detailed 
map information 
DNDEBUG: Gives 
debug information 
DNBETA: Prints ‘Pirates Suck!’ 
DNALLEN: Prints ‘Buy 
Major Styker’ 
DNTODD: Prints ‘Register 
Cosmo Today!’ 
Be careful, though. I've discovered 
that DNCLIP can make your 
computer crash if you get 

squashed. After every time you 
play it's best to reboot 
your computer 
Steve Thomson, 
Clackmananshire 

ITSAWONDERFUL: Extra life 
POPQUIZHOTSHOT: 1000 bullets 

ONANDONANDON: Maximum 
continues obtained 
SLAUGHTERHOUSE: Access to 
the first five levels on the 
file menu 
DDOQD and IDKFA: Each will show 

a different credit screen 
HATMAN: Turns Jim into a 
stick figure 
PULSATING: Makes Jim look 
ike Groucho Marx 
BLOATED: Makes Jim have 

an afro 
PESTERING: Makes Jim have a 
red afro 
SWEATY: Makes Jim have 
big lips 
PUSFILLED: Makes Jim 
have antennae 
MALFORMED: Makes Jim 
have glasses 
SLUGFORABUTT: Makes Jim 
have an arrow through his head 
No name 

  
     

     
A bomb: ©, ®, ©, ©, ©, 
Win the battle: @, ©, © 
Ore into men: ®, ©, @, 
Remove darkness: ©, 
@, 6, © 
Chronosphere: ©, ©, ©, ©, 
Para bomb: e, ®, ©, ©, ®, © 
Ore into pints of beer: ©, ©, ©, 
®,6,© 
Money: ®, ©, ©, ©, ©, © 
Robert Doody, Hants 

  

   

On the 
Liberty City 
level (part 

1 or 2) 

enter the 
following 

password 
‘Blow Me' 

To get three extra wrestlers you 7 This will give 
must first complete the tournament . ” you the co- 
mode on hard or medium. When ordinates 197.91. 
you return to the character Go to this point in north 
select screen there will be west Estoria and you'll 
two up and down arrows. To find two tanks 
use them, when you're on Adam Dunbar, 
the top row of wrestlers, Liverpool 
press up to select your 
new wrestler. Complete THE 

OF ZELDA (NG4) 
tournament with him/her to get a 
new wrestler. Repeat this 
procedure with him/her to get a General Cheat 

If you walk 
up toa 

    

  

    

      

     

  

   

    

final wrestler. This can be repeated 
with all the wrestlers until 
you have 48 new 
wrestlers and 16 
original 
wrestlers 

When you're in options, press 
R1, R2, R1, R2 and then quickly 
press Select. Keep pressing 
Select until you get the ring you 
want. The easiest ring to win in is 
the Disco Ring because when you 
do your taunt you will do the 
YMCA and everybody else 
wrestling will do it too. Therefore 
you can keep your opponent out 

of the ring and get a count out if 
you've selected the count 
out option 

Thomas Scally, Kent 

time stone and put a bomb down 
next to it the stone will start 
flashing and then rocket up into 
the sky. Sometimes when you do 
this a hidden hole will be revealed. 
Also, if you fire an arrow at 
the stones they grow and you 
can flatten them with 
the hammer 
Jarred Toms, Bristol



    Press @, «, », «, @ at the title 
screen. You'll hear a sound and a 
small face will appear at the 
bottom right of the screen to 
confirm correct code entry 

   

Access to Skops: 7?2MC9JIGTB 
Access to Space Mama: 
T64HSMI7BB 

As soon as the circuit has loaded 
and the countdown starts, 
simultaneously press ® and «. 
Rikki Devlin, Newcastle 

      

   

      

   

   

On the opening title screen go to 
options and type the following 

in on sound test: 
19b, 65b, 9b, 17b and A 

All levels completed: and Start at the same time 
OD2KV7WWMD 
All levels with 99 lives: 
492KV3WSXD 
Everything but the last 
level: SDS3BKFOOMN 
Fight the final boss: 942KV3W9XD 
Finish the cave level: 
SMIKV7WSXD 
Finish the mountain level: 
J5KIZZC8MD 
Finish the music level: 
J5VLFP58MD 

While playing the game 
press Start and type ABBAABBA. 

Christopher Boiling, 
Southbourne 

    

Inter Milan squad 
and you'll be flicking < 
and frolicking down \) 

the pitch in no time ¢ 

Press L1, L2, R2, ® 
R1, ©, ®, ©, ©, Start 
and Select on the team 
edit screen 
Russell Williams, Flintshire 

Big Spice Girl: 
©, ©, 0, © 
Spice Messages: @, ®@, ®, © then 
hold Start and Select and press: 
@, ©, ©, ® for message 1 (and 
again to take the message off 
the screen) 
@, ©, ©, ® for message 2 (and 
again to take the message off 
the screen) 
©, ©, ©, © for message 3 (and 
again to take the message off 
the screen) 
Naked Spice Girls: ©, ©, ©, © then 
hold down the following together: 
L1+L2+R1+R2 + Select 
and Start 
Spice Girls around their handbags: 
©, ©, ©, ©. When you enter the 

  

« Sky rockets 
in flight! 

Afternoon 
delight, 
Ahhh... 

studio you'll 
find all the 
Spice Girls 

standing around 
their handbags 

Siriol Thomas, Barry 

General Cheat 
In Kakariko Village, between the 
tree and steps leading up to the 
well is a circle shape on the right 
hand side (looking from the gate) 
on the grass. Just place a bomb 
there and a hole will open. Go 
through it, kill the zombies and a 
small box will appear. Open it for a 
‘yellow’ coin worth 200 rupees 
James Barker-Morgan, 
Stoke-on-Trent 

For all the levels press: 
@aaqaeaqtv0wnvaass,s. 

ean 

On the first level jump up from the 
well then jump onto the second 
platform and smash it three times 
Ross, Scotland 

       

  

    

       

    

          

Image level complete: 
SX2IZP58MD 
Play game with 99 levels: 
XNB9FMIZ2? 

To get 31 lives, 7 hearts 
and an instant 
teleportation to the last 
boss type in 
‘Almabhol’ at the 
password screen 

Level 1: ADEAMIE 
Level 2: EPIIAKCA 
Level 3: FBIJAKCI 
Level 4: KOCCCIEE 
Level 5: NGIAIBJJ 
Level 6: AFACBAIK 
Level 7: FFAIAKDI 
Level 8: PIIAIBCA 
Level 9: AHACBAJC 
Level 10: ELIIAKBC 
Level 11: AIICFAJG 
Level 12: AIICBAJI 
Level 13: FDIIAKDC 
Level 14: AKACBAJO 
Level 15: ADMCFAID 
Level 16: EMIIEKBE 
Level 17: OEIBIBMJ 
Level 18: FAAIAKCE 

bom free: level select 
coronary: tonnes 
of hearts 
evildead: enemies 
never die 
hardbody: you 
never die 
tommyboy: play 
a pinball game after 
a level 
Tom Bowskill, 
Hanworth 

a 

    

    
   

To acquire the skills of Ronaldo 
himself simply select Calcio in the 

4 a y the 
@, - 

  

    
    

    

  

To get to Eggipus Rex you have to 
go to Level 2 (Dino Mights) and 
use the yellow platform. When 
you're being chased by the 
Triceratops and can see the 
second Pterodactyl, walk or 
run into it. You will be 
dragged away to Eggipus 
Rex. This is a fun level to 
play on because you can 
ride on the baby T Rex 
Sam Whitlow, Jersey 

    

       
     

  

    My power BO 
will smite all 
you fools!        

  

        

        

    

  

Start on the Sanctuary 
* j of the Scion and a door 

will open in front of you. 
Get out your magnums 
and go down the stairs. Kill 
the two guards. Up the next 

flight of stairs and then go 
back down. Go to Lara's right 
and pick up the Uzi chips. Go 

to your inventory and you 
should now have unlimited 
ammo. If not, go up the stairs 
and, at the very top, there's a 
stone column. Go round it 
and you should find some 
more Uzi chips. Pick them 
up and you will have 
unlimited ammo 
David Smith, 
Devon 

      
      

      
      
        
       
     
      
       
     
      

      
      
      

      
      
      
     

    
    

              

    

  

Enter the cheats at the 
main menu by holding 
down Start and typing 
the following: 

     
     
      
       



He’s going to have a short if he’s not careful. Best download as many    
PlayStation 

aaceces Bought iterom a friend at work! Just 
Dear Games ss how,old are you man? Don’t you 
| need your help. ' knOw you're taking up my valuable 

ight Croc trol" time’ when |should be answering 
iena oF nen &~—_/ questionsromour youngenreaders? 

nd have gov evn, iim going’to answer this only beeause 
r j.\ — there aré going to be a few people buying 

I'm a bad games 4 this-game Once the latest adventure is 
player but \ could an réleased so here,we go: Fora'level select 
with a bit of help Ye Giving you aceeéss to all levels including the 
you. Are there any secret island enter.the following key combo 

codes | can use to in the password’Screen: €, «, 4, 4,5.» > @ 

skip haa o1 «8, if <a». i you just want to go'to a 
he earlier \eve : io level without rui th 

YOUR QUCSTIONS ANSWERED BY THe HEAD... ean see, what: Wey coalesce the foliage giles. 
f k like? Level P. d 

\! Owe Thompson, aa as Coe Oe ee ee 
’ él Wirral 

CONSOLETATION fice 
      

     

  

    

  

     

            

    

    

  

   
      

     

  

       

     

       

    

Struggling with that game? Looking for a 
set of cheats? Plain hopeless and cack- 
handed? You've come to the right chap! 

TO SEND YOUR 
QUCSTIONS S@e P60 

  

     
» 1|don't know; why do people always 

want to tell me their life story, Just 
ask for the information and make do 

with that won't you? In answer to your 
pitifully long-winded question the 

characters taunt when you press the A 
button rapidly during a game. If you want to 
fight in one of the alternative costumes 
press C to select your character. If you 
really find the game too easy load it 15 
times or more and the new gaming levels 
Defence, Berserk and Judo will appear. 
Finally, to fight against the wonder fighter, 

            

y ‘%, Damnation! It's. good to see that we're 
$ starting with simpletons keeping the 

   
     
    

  

       

    

  

     
      
     

‘theme from last month. Incredible; go: La Grey, set all Options settings to 
“7 -no matter, how good a game : wondere oO DEFAULT then start a new game in 
ae really is all some people want ; sell me any 2 ed tO Arcade Mode. If you can beat the first 

; use eight battles with more PERFECTS than 
DEFEATS, Grey will appear after Stage 
eight. Hope that’s enough to satisfy 
your fist fighting desires. Just 

remember to keep it brief next time! 

ane jj; ie eRe r 

to dois cheat their way to 
the very end... I'm ina good 
mind not to tell you how to do 
this but | bet you’d get all upset if | 

didn’t help you out. To always win, : : 

regardless of the score, head for the y 

Classic Match password screen and A 

enter the password ‘GETBRIBE’. Here ~ 
are the other Classic 
Match passwords: 

    
   
   
   
   
    

  

{ t Ra 

SS
S 

      

  

     
    
    
    
     

Level Password er purarh ‘ 

4 OVERTIME i) \ 
3 SAUSAGES a ih 
4 DILLBERT m 

5 BATKINGS i 
6 PANCAKES 
8 PLACEBO1 
9 CLUELESS 
10 .. NOWAYEAS 

Finally, here’s one of the 3 “ 
more amusing cheats which y s Select 2 tegm to view 

you can find included in the i an a | : “ 

game. If you. wish to pA *\ A\ — EA \ 
brighten up any of your pues ia 
games, simply go to the « | ) 
Classic Match password A af 7 y, — 
screen and type 
‘SUNSHINE”. This will 

.2 ff result in glorious sun 
~ beams illuminating all your 

players. Pity this sort of 
technology can’t be 
employed for some of 
England's home games. 
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DIDDY KONG RACING "7 
‘poonece eee 

i A~amecMaster é a) Ah, that's more like it. None of 
~ id this | was sat as school yadda... 

“Ny yadda... yadda... just nice and 
§ simple and to the point. Excellent. 

Because you were so nice in your 
letter Jane I'm going to help you even 

u fire though | don’t normally offer advice on 

oug these pages. Yes, Diddy Kong Racing me 
uying and is well worth buying especially at the . k2 Can you y : 

new bargain price so | wouldn't worry . ecrets é he Sa — 

too much about possibly wasting your j 

money; it’s great. As for cheats this is 
one of the most impressive games 

I've ever had the pleasure to deal with, but before | tell you 

them here's a very quick tip. Whenever you use any of the speed | 
bursts let go of the accelerate button just before the speed boost is 5 
triggered and the resulting boost will be twice as fast. 

Cheat Codes 
Enter these codes on the cheat menu, then go to 

the Code List option and activate them. 
FREEFRUIT: Start with 10 bananas 

TOXICOFFENDER: All balloons are green 
DOUBLEVISION: Two players can use the 
same character 

OPPOSITESATTRACT: All balloons are rainbows 

BODYArmour: All balloons are yellow 
BOMBSAWAY: All balloons are red 
ROCKETFUEL: All balloons are blue 
NOYELLOWSTUFF: No bananas in multi-player mode 
BYEBYEBALLOONS: Computer can't use weapons 
JOINTVENTURE: Two-player Adventure 
TIMETOLOSE: Computer is VERY good 
BLABBERMOUTH: Changes horn sounds 
BOGUSBANANAS: Bananas slow you down 
VITAMINB: Unlimited bananas 

ZAPTHEZIPPERS: No zippers 
FREEFORALL: Fully powered-up balloons 

JUKEBOX: Adds Music Test to AUDIO 
OPTIONS menu 
ARNOLD: Large players 

@ PY TEENYWEENIS: Small players 
: OFFROAD: Four wheel drive 

WHODIDTHIS: View Credits 
— . To uncover the secret character, 

Drumstick, find all the amulets 
then go to the main field 

and pop over to the 
frogs by the water. Look 
closely at them all until 
you see one with a little 

red bird resting on his 
head and run over him in the 

buggy. As you go over him he'll 
magically turn into Drumstick. 

PARAPPA THE RAPPER s | Si Well young man, and youmust be young 
P i, (we don’t get enough letters written in 

crayon any more) sol’m going to be a little gentle on you 
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A yi) eeueed “a “sy To add 99 lives to your tally press @ six times followed by @, @, 
_ sMaster é ~~ Oh my goodness. | can’t think that ©, «, © », © when you've paused the game. At the same time 
Yo Mr Slappyone: 7 gs reise know PaRappailet alone you pone pigee (COMOORE f «2,@, ates 8 and the helpful : 
ve been Kickin’ it 7 be a gooc friend of the old deggie balloonists wilknow give you access to all the levels. IF you don't opt 
ve © homeboy wey boy. And surely, you should’be for the extra lives trick you can cheatdeath when you fall over a 
wit me se he Rapper ~~ spending more time onsyour grammar ledge by pressing pause and exiting the level. This will take you 
FaRappa a dissing my Rr) ofmessing about rapping or back to the portal of the level leaving yur life intact. Finally, 

and he walle when | whatever you call that infernal noise. If if you reckon the young chap 
ol Pai that | was you've still got:time to play once you get doesn't have enough speed 

lev Ww 2 'P ienced in his outof yourtemedial classyourCould try in him simply press the Run 

not Seren in’ in getting this rating on@very level then you and Jump buttons simultaneously 

freesty ot athe: can wateh SunnysFunny and Katy Kat for that extra burst of acceleration ‘ 4 

eile nal me out dancing in theif 
Can you ne'p Own special level 
as | want to be cool 

too. Cheers. 

MG Homer, York 

You can change 

the view, with 
the D-pad 
zoom in and 

out with RI and L1, and 
change Sunny's and Katy s clothes with the 
®@ and ® buttons ifthe desire takes you To 
watch some hiddemimages on the first level 
press and hold @as you keep rapping. Give 

it some time and the shutters open ( ® C @) 

revealing a picture of Master Onion 
Head in the.shower. Try this on, 
other levels as well. Finally, if you 
really want to be,cool MC aim to get a 
Cool rating on’the last level then you 

can rap on.your own by hitting a few 
more buttons: Ifyou rap for a long time you will 
get over 3000 points, and be able to watch the 

\ 

old Onion break dancing, Pos : 

——an Ste 

¥ . 
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Am ——— 

 



TIPS 

MASTER 

    

STCP-BY-STCP TCCHNIQUCS FOR THE ADVANCCD PLAYER... 

There can’ } 
the SF games, but for those who haven't here are three 
hints which should speed you on your way. 

DUKE NUKEM ZERO HOUR 
With all good multi-player blasters there are a few techniques which you should all know Before 
you can go hunting the nickname they call ‘Master’. Here are three of the finest to get you 
started on that long road to perfection. 

DieFicucTy RATING Worth the required 
VovAagiat a) practice it'll take. 

rile the othe 

nin the é 

it ait the 
em to locate you 

~- Getting the trajectory right 
can he tough. 

Accuracy can he 
a problem. 

FIFA ’99 
It might seem cheeky but for single 
player cheat action there’s nothing 
better than starting a game playing as 
your opponents, scoring a couple of 
own goals then switching the joypad 
back to take control of the proper 
team. Down right crafty if you ask us. 

If there's one thing that's guaranteed to put 
another gamer off it’s the constant switching of 
options and changing of viewpoints. Repeat this a 
few times while claiming you can't quite get the view 
right and you're bound to put the other gamer right 

off their stride knocking their prowess right 
down to zero. 

There are few things more annoying than 
scoring courtesy of a cheesy goal so here are two 
soft spots we've found in FIFA that makes scoring a 
goal far easier than it should be. First, instead of 
running down the middle trying to pass it off the run, 
take the ball along the wings and get right up to the 
goal-line. Once here press the auto-cross button and 
the ball should swing into the area right in the path 

58 (Games JUNE 1999 Ss 

of one of your fellows who'll slot it into the back of 
the net with impunity. 

Alternatively, attack the goal from an steep 
angle so you run in crossing the corner of the 18- 
yard box and smack the ball. Another goal. 

  

can't be many of you out there who've yet to master 

Takes time, hut the 
henefits are worth it. 

Hard to crack, but the 
heart of the game. 

try and 

leaving th 

to keep it 

ive ten-hit 
} yourself 

‘s which 

Not too difficult hut 
highly effective. 

Bet you knew that using two turbos is much faster than one, 
but did you know that there are a few more double combos 

out there worth trying? Here are the best... 

Simple and a real 
result getter. 

DOUBLE LEADERS 
Picking up two of the leader missiles in close 
succession is tops. Blast them off at the same time 
and you're near-as-damn-it guaranteed to knock the 
leader off the track and out of the race. Even if they're 

sitting smugly with 
in the safety of 
shield. It's cruel 
world out there. 

a pin Hard to locate the two 
\ missiles required.  



   

         
   

   

  

All the cocky Dreamcast owners seem to have had the 

smiles wiped off their faces with the release of Blue 
Stinger. So here’s a few hints to keep them chirpy. 
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if you want to be a 
member of GM's Secrets 
Service. if you need help 
from GamesMaster, if 
you want to contribute to 
any of the new tips pages 
then send this form to... 

1 p p f 

help with your import ranks of GM's and crawl to this, the tips, you'll need t 63, got anything that 
games then tick here, Secrets Service? mightiest of gaming illustrate them with should be in Glitch 

fill in the form and There's a joypad for beings... he can diagrams, maps and City? Send it to us 
send it to us... the hest entry... solve any problem! level sketches. with your photo! 

BEST GET SOME GARLIC PASTE FOR THIS MONTH'S ART. 
AWAITS...   JUNE 1999
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PlayStation 

Attention all 
driving game 

© fanatics. You 
reckon you’re 
the king of Gran 

Turismo? Got lap times to 
die for in Ridge 4? Can 
outrun the cops in Need 
For Speed? It’s time for a 

new challenge. 
Driver is unlike any 

other driving game 
you've played. 

In it you've 
got to 
carry out 

all kinds 

* @ 

A See that over there? That's Alcatraz! 
Driver is riddled with smart landmarks. 
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A Watch your suspension on 
B San Fran‘s bumps and turns. 

    

A Wahey! The Golden Gate Bridge in San 
Francisco! Drive like a maniac on it! 

Despite darting down this alley the cops | 
are closing. Time for some expert driving. : 

re 
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of (ahem) ‘jobs’ for a variety of 
‘Mr Big's in four different 
American cities. Complete your 
mission successfully and you're 
onto the next. Fail and you're out 
on your ear. 

DESTRUCTION 
Driver is from the minds of the 
same blokes that made 
Destruction Derby 1 and 2 so the 
car handling is very familiar. 
Smash into another car and bits 
come flying off as well as mangling 
your motor big-style. 

Mind you, this time, rather 
than hurtling around trouser-filling 
tracks there's the wide and wild 
open spaces of New York, San 

Francisco, Miami and LA to 
bomb around! The whole 

cities are in there, with 
loads of famous 

buildings 

   

  

and stacks of lovely traffic to 
steam through! 

GALL THE COPS 
Since the missions you'll be 
served up involve picking up bank 
robbers, smashing up buildings 
and delivering a truck-load of high 
explosive (erk!) you're hardly left 
to go about your business. The 
cops are soon all over you like a 
rash and only rapid application of 
accelerator and D-pad can get you 
out of trouble. 

Drive like a Gran (rather than 
Gran Turismo) and the fuzz will 
leave you alone. Stop at lights. 
Wait your turn at junctions. All that 
stuff. However, drive like a goat 
possessed while in sight of the 
cops and they'll give chase. 
Likewise if you pull up 
outside the bank and offer a 
lift to a posse of robbers... 

    

  

OUT: 

  

A The movie director option allows you to 
Move camera's around and replay your 
missions from any angle. It’s too good! 

  

) LIGHTS! CAMERA! CAR CRASHES! Ji 

     

  

   
  

FREE POSTER 
Spruce ? a wall proper with 

-0-matic Driver art!



Yet another scandalous brush with the law. But, hey, i 
can’t beat ‘em, join them head on with some heavy metal. 
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REFLECTIONS 1 44 DUAL-SHOCK 
REVIEW GTl 0171 486 5099 YES PC 

DRIVING GAMGS! SSRESNN AMR eee aes 
In addition to the main mission-based game there are six (count ‘em — six!) additional sub-games. You can either play these as games in their own right 
(earning hi-scores which can be saved to memory card) or use them as practice sessions before grappling with the full-on gamery. 

Gerrof! In Survival Mode it's you versus four mad cop cars In this mode a line of triangles is laid around the city and Here you've got to charge around town making it to various 
who chase you. They're programmed to smash you to bits (thus wiping you've got to pelt around them while a clock ticks down. Each triangle checkpoints marked on the map before time runs out. As you can 
you out) as quickly as possible. How long can you stay in one piece? you collect adds one second to your time. Drive quickly and carefully! imagine, as the game continues the time limits get ever tighter. 

The inevitable repercussions of lucking out in the The definitive car chase mode! Here a game-controlled car A simple practice level made groovy by the slippy-slidey 
Survival Mode. Here you are rolling on your hood waiting for the other tries to evade you as you pursue it around the city. It's dead clever too, ground underfoot. There's a Time Trial dirt track and all kind of stuff to 
two boys in blue. See, crime doesn't pay. doing all sorts of dummy turns to shake you off the scent. Go get ‘im! practice skidding around. Just the ticket for fine-tuning your skills. 

for your ears. (A rocking '70s 
feast of tracks that draw heavily 

@:: is all done by some on all those bygone chase films.) 
true cream-of-the-crop 
visualisation. The '70s-styled TREAD MA R KS 

motors ooze around the city 
streets in a Starsky and Hutch- And so you've got four massive 
inspired timewarp. Rain lashes cities, a Dagenham-load of tasty 
down sending the back end wheels, the finest crashes in the 
slewing out round hairpins and biz and enough undercover 
night falls prompting twinkling missions to please even James 

A Get a load of those lighting FX. Its like illuminations and phat beaming 
real life — only it isn’t! Great Scott! headlights. It's a real treat for the - % | 

optic nerve with the ace-on-toast E 
V There’s no greater thrill than hurtling SFX and soundtrack doing similar 

down alleyways sending litter flying. eeceeeeeeeeeeee 

a /’, 
a J ‘ 

A Driver: it's what happens when you combine loads of missions, 
loads of cars, four smart cities and the best car-handling ever! 

Seeger 

: ; sus ; A Nice paintwork but 
Be : : 2 who's driving. Show 

yourself, you cad! 

<4Err... looks like the 
cameraman’s going to 
cop-it. Look lively! 

JUNE 1999  



AND THEN SOME FOUR VAST CITIES 
FAT US GAS GUZZLERS NOPE 

V Little do these hapless cones know, but 
we are about to mangle them. Ha haar! 

The Felony bar adds up all the crimes 
you've committed on your mission. 

AA pork chop with wings? No, just the 
cops realising that air provides less 
resistance than the road. 

Bond. Thing is, there’s only so 
many ways you can fry a goat and 
some of the missions end up 
being a bit samey. 
The game involves driving 
between set points — picking up 
bad guys, dropping off bad stuff 
— without having the cops in 
tow. There's a bar which lets 
you know how busted your 
car is — max it out and you're 
a gonner — a bar which shows 
how many crimes you've 
_committed — and therefore how 
heated the cops are — and a bar 
which is used to show anything 
from the state of an enemy car 

you're chasing to how shook up a 
crate of gelignite is. Want to get 
out of the car? Nick another one? 
Have a shoot out with the law? 
Tough. You can't. 

YOU RE NiCKED 
But who gives a monkeys! There's 

so much fun to be had just pelting 
around the streets that each 
mission becomes its own little 

breathing city you're 
driving around. 

And if you don't fancy getting 
involved in the missions and the 
game's plot line you can hit the 
road in a whole host of extra 
modes (see Driving Games box). 
There are five brilliant driving 
games and topping the lot like a 
buffed up cyber-cherry is the 
exquisite replay mode designed to 
turn any would be petty criminal 
into a world class action film 

BREAKABLE 
NONE 

JUST THE ONE 
YOU MUST BE JOKING! 

AWhoh... Erk... Doink. Pesky oil 
barrels. Which nerk left them there? 

DRIVE Like THE WiND! 
Before you can get into the mission game properly you've 
got to pass a super-cool driving test. Set in an underground 
car-park you've got to drive around, pulling off all kinds of 
stunts in order to impress your boss enough to be given 
your first job. The test must be completed within a strict 
one minute time limit so you'll have to practice with the 
other bits of the game before you stand a chance! 

A Hit the cars or walls three times during 
the test and you're booted out. Best 
practice a bit more on the other games. 

<4 Hold down the burnout button to set the 
wheels spinning and pull of some 
cracking donuts. Pictured, thus. 

story. No two attempts are the 
same thanks to the living and 

director! Cut and splice and A There's loads of lovely scenery to smash. 
you've got the next Bullit... Like these nice white fences. Tum te tum... 

COP SPOTTING: 
The eagle-eyed cops look around in a similar way to Metal Gear Solid. Commit a crime 
right in front of their peepers and you've ‘ad it! 

A There's no shaking this cop! He's right in A The white cone on the map scanner A The dots on the map show the cops. 
front of you and you're in plain sight. shows where the cops are looking. Keep out of sight and you can escape. 

Ife 
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TO THE MAX 
FRENCH 

Lose THe COPS! 
Actually shaking the fuzz off your tail is a skill that must be 

mastered if you're to get anywhere. The red triangle at the 

bottom of the screen shows you the position of the cop 

car behind you and its intensity and distance away. 
Fortunately there’s a foolproof (if bloody tricky) method to 

get you out of trouble. Look and learn, L-platers! 

A The mission starts and the cops are A Damnit! The cops have caught you 
nowhere in sight. Just play it cool. speeding and they're on your tail. 

A Turn a corner and the cops lose sight of you, the triangle disappears and you can 
escape! Make another turn quick. before they make the corner and spot you again. 

A Excellent! You made another fie 
turn and the cops have lost ff 
you! You're one cool driver. 

> Oh arses! You forgot that 
you were carrying explosive in 
the back and you're 

A The cars have reallsortarta 
squishy suspension and rock ‘n’ 
roll all over the shop as you do 
jumps and hit obstructions. 

A BULLIT 
A-SMOKIN’ 

IS THE KEY INTRAVENOUS 
MISS DAISY CHARGED 

All these elements 
combine to produce a 

throbbing V8 of a game that 
somehow manages to capture that 
‘70s cop film atmosphere 
perfectly. The car's are all rear 

wheel drive making the 
back end snap around 

at the merest 
touch of the 

40ne mission has you giving a lift to a 
rival crime boss in your taxi. You've got to 
scare him witless with your driving! 

brakes. while the interactive 
scenery provides numerous 
explosive moments. Picket fences, 
barrels, cardboard boxes and 
dustbins all bounce beautifully off 
your fender as you snake around 
the city's back streets. Your 
driving skills are always pushed to 
the limit by the constant pressure 
of police pursuit, until feats of 
insane bravery are the only 
solution. Pull a stunt off and you'll 
feel like a king for the day. Muck it 

@eeaeeeeeaoevde02e2e ee ee008080 
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(@) DuKes OF HAZARD!) 
In addition to the cities there’s an ace training mode ‘back home on the farm’. Burn around 
dirt tracks to perfect your powersliding and handbrake turns before setting off for the city! 

   

              

   

up and all you'll feel is the front 
end of yet another a cop car. And 
that's how arrests are conducted 
in the wacky world of Driver. 
Because there's no physical 
characters other than the 
pedestrians, the police just keep 
smashing into you until your once 
beautiful motor becomes an inert 
pile of junk. No reading of your 
rights, just bang, bang, bang! 

BUY il! 
So do you lust for a driving game 
with a difference? Ever wished 
that Grand Theft Auto didn't look 

In addition to the squillions of 
other cars tootling around the 
cities there are hundreds of 
pedestrians and joggers too. 
Ripe for a gore frenzy, yes? 
Nope. It's impossible to hit a 

A The dirt track is your home before you 
moved to the city — in the game's story. 

<4/it's here that you perfected your insane 
driving skills — so we're told. 

like a digitised dog's dinner? Ever 
had the urge to drive like a maniac 
through the streets of four ice- 
cool American cities? If the idea of 
any of these suggestions appeals 
then Driver is your toasted muffin. 
If you want your driving games 
with a few nefarious pleasures 
thrown in for good measure, then 
you've really got no excuse not to 
go out a get this as soon as it hits 
the shelves. So get up, get into it 
and play the most manic, frantic, 
highly illegal automotive headrush 
known to man. Driver — 
remember, accept £ 
no substitutes. ) 

pedestrian! After the gore fest F 
of GTA, Driver is Nan- 
pleasingly tame. 

    
THE FUZZ WiLL 
Leave You 
ALONE... 
However, 
DRive Like 

A GOAT 
possesseD 
AND THEY’LE 

cnase 
A And if you're in need of practice you 
can go back home for a burnout 
whenever you fancy — which is nice. 

C A Some missions take place at night and 
there's loads of great weather effects too. 

   

   

      

   

  

   
   

  

   

      

  

   

PMIUDGEMENT 

PRESENTATION 
As tasty as a hakewell smeared in 
spam with graphics to make your 
eyeballs exit your head! 

GAMEPLAY 
Big as oxen — cool as milk. This is 
one mother, father, brother and 
sister of a game! 

ees LIFESPAN 
¢ lock ¥ Nice and sizey. Once you've sussed 

out the 44 missions there’s those 
ace-mungous driving games too! 

THe BEST Bil 
Doing a ton the wrong way down a 
dual carriageway with the cops in 
pursuit. Yee-haw! 

Each of the four cities in the game look noticably different. THe WORST Bi 
Why bother spending thousands on the american holiday? eSeiaees 

ee Driving like a real pro and then 
getting smashed up at a junction 
by a hunch of dozy Sunday drivers. 

A Sunny San Francisco's bumpy roads 
and jump-worthy hills are all intact. 

A New York is a bit dingy and dark — just 
like the real thing basically. 

A totally new type of driving game. 
It’s amazing that they've got all this 
brilliant stuff together in ONE 
PlayStation package. 

If you like this... 

It's still well worth checking out 
Grand Theft Auto and new mission 
disc spin-off GTA: London 1969.
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PlayStation 

  
_ Go on, admit it. 
Dou As much as you 

© enjoyed the 
wrestling when 
you caught it on 

TV you could never talk 
about it to your mates 
because they all gave 
you grief. 

Well thanks to the WWF this 
is no longer true. They have 
ditched the old farts grunting and 
groaning and gone for a soap 
opera style approach to the 
action. The girls can have their 
Coronation Street teenage hunks, 
while us blokes stick to watching a 
bunch of guys kick the hell out of 
each other using whatever comes 
to hand. A “Are you dancing?”, “Are you asking?”, 

“I'm asking!”, “Then I'm dancing!” 
A If they are flat on the floor you can do 
just anything. Especially if you pay. 

HET A PROPER JOB! 
Your parents paid for you to go to college so you could become a lawyer or work for the 
local council — but no, you decide you want a career with prospects like being a pro 
wrestler (those prospects being broken bones). 

A You can marginalise terrestrial TV 
viewers with the pay-per-view schedule! 

MATCH LENGTH 

14 

SPECIAL 
ATTACES 
BEHIND 
ATTACES 

AERIAL 
ATTACES 

GROVAD 
ATTACES 

GRAPPLE 
MOVES 

READY 
MOVES 

A “| went for the shirt and tie look 
because lycra just gives me a rash.” 

Y The vast amount of options almost 
creates a game within the game. 

ATTITUDE see 
OMSICE OPTIONS ana 

ESS JUNE 1999 miter 

AGTION 
Wrestling games have always 
relied on over the top action for 
their thrills. Acclaim have taken 
this all one step further with some 
of the craziest in and out of the 
ring action you're going to see 
outside of a real life WWF 
TV show. 

Whereas before, using a 
baseball bat or a chair may have 
been considered on the edge 
fighting, you'll think nothing of 
smashing a TV over someone's 
head or turning their nice clean 
outfit into a blood-soaked rag 
before this one is over. Fast and 
furious doesn't do the action 
justice once a fight starts. 

ee 
WN 

A Give the poor opponent severe scalp 
damage with the killer nuggie move. 

V We just can’t get enough of those WWF 
goodies. Check out the novelty rucksacks!    
  

  

How many different kinds of 
matches do you usually get in a 
fighting game? Six? Seven? For 
WWF Attitude try 15. And that's 
before you get to the different 
kinds of rules and ring set-ups. 
This leaves all the previous WWF 
and WCW games for dead. It 
adds so much longevity to the 
game that Eastenders is likely to 
run out before you discover 
everything that this has to offer. 

All that, combined with 
dozens of your favourite wrestlers 
(and for the first time EVER in a 
wrestling game, all the characters 
are actually still current) means 
that there's no end of 

A | really love that 
contemporary dance stuff!



DEVELOPER: 
PUBLISHER: 

CALL: 
PLAYERS: 

9) PAY-PeER-Views! 

  

entertainment in WWF Attitude. 
You can even wrestle the women 

for God's sake, how many more 
options do you want? 

What? More? Okay then, how 
about creating your own wrestler. 

So that’s been done before but | 
bet you've never been able to not 
only design your wrestler but give 
him his own style of entrance and 
entrance music and then equip 
him with a unique arsenal of 
moves to use in the ring. Attitude 
has unique stamped all over it. 
Each character has almost the 
complete range of moves that 
their real life counterparts pull off 

CPiaren T 
FeaTuReo 

— meaning that you'll have to 
master hundreds if you want to 

get the best out of each character. 

MOVES 
Thankfully, you can pull up an on- 
screen menu at any time to see 

what moves you can do in any 
situation. Get a couple of people 
who've had a bit of practice, set 
up a PPV and before you know it 
you'll have something that looks 
like a full-on WWF TV show. 
Developers Iguana have obviously 
spent more time than is healthy 
hanging around WWF events, 

   

  
C2) BATTLE OF THE BiNTS! 

4 

SPECIAL FEATURES: 
OTHER FORMATS: 

     A You can run but & 
youcan'thide, 9 
mainly because 
of the ropes, 

judging by what you can do in 
the game. The entrances of 
each of the wrestlers are 
pretty much spot on, right 
down to Triple H and his 
crotch chops. 

. sist REALISM > 
Investigate the disc further and 
you'll find all the specialty 
matches that the WWF have been 
using to make wrestling popular q 
on TV again. The brutal hardcore 
matches are always good if you 
want to spill blood while the 
Tornado, Lumberjack and Iron : 
Matches will test your ring eeckee be. 
skills even further. a 

Let's face it, if it's in the yi 
WWF, it’s in WWE Attitude — and 
then some. To put it simply this is 
the most awesome wrestling 
game that we've seen on any 
system. The graphics are 
nearly photo realistic and 
each character have all the 
mannerisms and little 

  

   
    

    

   

          

     

“Manxing 

your 
whatever fail to make any impression you 
can’t beat a good old kick in the knee. 

4 Dope on the ropes! Use every part of 
“tena mate te hugs sue



CHARACTERS: 
SECRET CHARACTERS: 

‘()FRANKENSTCIN! 

   
CPiaren 1 
FPREATUREO 

oe 
FPEATUREG 

6 PANTSLEES © 

| can identify 
with Descarte’s 
cogito pole le, 
except | fight 
therefore |am 

  

       

   

     
     

    

details of real wrestlers 
making WWF Attitude as 
real as you're going to get 

without wearing some really stupid 
clothes and beating up your mates 
while everyone else pays 
to watch. 

HALLMAIIAILL 
The moves are suitably painful 

looking and there are a hell of a 
lot more of them — the options 
and bout set-ups are 
practically endless. WWF 

There’s nothing more frustrating than forgetting how to do _ 
| your fave move in the middle of a fight. It's not a problem 
now though, just press start and call up a move list when 
you want to pull off something a bit clever. 

“A Okey cokey. pig in a pokey! Now that’s The next shot has something to do with 
_how to perform a Half Flying Itchy Crab. face, messed up and canvas. Go figure. _ 

4 fi) 22 JUNE 1999 

   

A In someone's armpit, no one can 

SPECIALTY MATCHES: 
WEAPONS: 

~wCREATERsPLATER-~ 

Attitude has it all. Any wrestling 
fan will love everything that's 
going on in here while the 
doubters and those that poo poo 
the whole idea of sports 
entertainment should hang their 
head in shame. This could be any 
fighting game and still be great, 
but the fact that it’s got all the 
glitz and razzmatazz of the WWF 
just makes it better. 

WWE Attitude is the 
complete WWF game and is way 
ahead of the pack. Wrestling is 
enjoying a huge comeback (on 

hear you scream... 

  

V Catch them laying down on the job, leap 

PPVS: 
MOVES: 

Sky now it regularly pulls in more 
viewers than a Premiership 

ootball match) and WWF Attitude 
is going to clean up as it appeals 
to a much wider audience than the 
hardcore grapple-em-ups that have 
gone before. It's much more than 
ust a another wrestling game — 
but if you haven't realised that 
already, you're probably the sort 
of person who thinks that Big 
Daddy was the pinnacle of 
hysical fitness and 

athleticism. A truly awesome if 
wrestling game. J 

  

on them and lock those legs. 

  

SEQUELS: 
BLOOD: 

YOU'LL THINK 
NOTHING OF 
<j’ 
SMASHING A 

TV OVGE 
aT ee 
SOMEONES S 

HEAD OR 

ijt UDGEMENT 

PRESENTATION 
Fireworks, loud music, great 
graphics, cool sound. Yup, this one 
has it all. 

GAMEPLAY 
Outrageous moves, outrageous 
characters and plenty of fun to be 
had exploring. Perfect. 

2 ey i 

LIFESPAN 
With this many options it’s hard to 
see where this will start to fall flat. 
It'll live forever. 

THe BEST Bil 
Options. Hundreds of ‘em. The most 
complete wrestling game we're 
ever likely to see, 

“. 
el 
"45 

© WORST Bi’ 
Putting together a flash sequence 
of moves just to have someone 
plaster your head with a TV.      
All the glitz and glamour of the real 
thing, with some solid gameplay 
and fun elements thrown in. There’s 
nothing missing here. 

If you like this... 

Then you'll love the outdated but 
still good fun WIWV/F Warzone. Forget 
the WCW games.
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5 OO00H GET YOU 

As Acclaim say goodbye to their license, they gracefully 
leave us with the best grappling jamboree on any format! 
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REVIEW 1 
14 Og 

| forget that 
outing. Zero 
Hour is here a4 
andhasa = ea 
whole new world of hurt for you to 

} wade through. So don't just sit 
<8) there, come get some! 

vo
re
we
ra
re
e 

we’Re ON TV 
By simply tapping the left shoulder button, you can access 

the TV in the top left of the playing screen. This keeps you 
vf to-date with objectives and how you're doing generally. NN 

PRIMARY GORL 
RE ESTRBLISH CONTACT WITH HP 

CURRENT OBJECTIVES 
LOCATE POWER CELL ALPHA 

} LOCATE POWER CELL BETA 

LOCATE POWER CELL CELTA 

A A useful way to keep well up-to-date 
with how you're doing in Zero Hour. 

> Just tap L and your current objectives 
and primary goal are listed. Easily done. 

A Nice, this. Duke cooly 
shoots over his shoulder. 

A Spread that blood nice and wide. Duke 
certainly throws those guns about. 

V The game's also rock hard, so scenes 
such as these will be all-too-common. 

N64 

If you named the 
Duke Nukem 
game you were 
most looking 
forward to this 

year, chances are it 
wouldn’t be Duke Nukem: 
Zero Hour. More likely - 
and especially if you 
happen to own a PC - it 
would be the forever-in- 

development Duke Nukem 
Forever. Right? 

Well, maybe. Either way, 
Forever isn't really an option if you 
don't have a thousand pounds 
worth of voodoo card, so it's Zero 
Hour or nothing at all. Fortunately, 
opting for this, the Dukester's 
second third-person console 
outing in almost as many months, 
isn't too bad a second string. In 

Tne TRAIN) MAR! 
Zero Hour begins with a Turok-style training course, giving you a taste of the rigours to 
come. Best of all, you get to keep all the power-ups you find for the main game. Handy! 

Ez 

A ... and, nicely enough, the first ‘test’ is 
this firing range, which allows you to get 
to grips with aiming. Onwards. .. 

4A transmission from Victorian Duke, 
gets present day Duke into training... 

NOW 

OUNROAMIN CASTLE 
SCOTTISH HIGHLAND 

fact, this part-conversion, part- 
original game is actually 
pretty fantastic. 

, 

Time to Kill on the PlayStation, 
you may remember, was fun, but 
filled with problems, not least 
Duke's fairly feeble attempts to 
shoehorn some Lara-style leapage 
into his game. Add in a dodgy 
camera and an obvious lack of 
enemy variety (plus a sluggish 
two-player deathmatch) and you 
had a game that didn’t do much 
justice to Duke's reliably 
impressive gaming history. 

Buuuut, all that has changed 
for Zero Hour. Out goes the 
platforming that threatened to ruin 
Time to Kill, out goes the two- 
eeceoeeeeeeeeoeee 

A... to the assault course. There's no: 
much jumping in Zero Hour, but you c:-1 
get the basic stuff sorted out here...  



EUROCOM 
&T 

0171 486 5099 
1-4 

SHOOTING FROM THE HIF? 
The multi-player mode in Duke, while never coming up to the 
standard of GoldenEye’s, is still top fun. 

A Castlemania. It's got walls, it's got 
purposeful fogging and it's hard. 

A Cool as ice. Comp! 
floors make for slippety-slidey fun. 

letely frictionless 

A Mind Funk. This is easily one of the best deathmatch arenas. Weird-shaped doors 
and odd surfaces means it’s actually pretty difficult to see opponents coming up. 

player deathmatch, out goes the 
dodgy camera — to be replaced by 
an absolutely ace N64-specific 
version — and in comes a more 
traditional, blood-filled Duke ‘feel’. 
A rocking four-player fragfest, a 
couple of new levels, a 
wheelbarrow-load of cut-scenes 
and reams of sampled speech. All 
in all, pretty tasty stuff. 

DION! 2 

The story, though, is the same 
ropey old yarn: Duke — for no 
other good reason than he can — 
has to travel through various time 
periods in order to dispatch some 
hideously scaly beasts who are 
plotting to take over... the... 
world. Of course, this pitiful 
nonsense is merely an excuse to 

demonstrate an enviable arsenal- 
o-doom and repeat, “Your ass, 
your face, what's the difference?” 
at frequent intervals. But what the 
hell. The different levels (see the 
World of Hurt box) provide ample 
scope for some old fashioned 
dressing up — our old mates, the 
pig cops, also get in on the act — 
but, most of all, they enable 
developers Eurocom to show what 
they can do with the paint palette. 
And, with the expansion pak in 
tow, the results are brilliant. 
Fogging? Pffff. Just look at the 
city's skyscrapers. Crystal clear 
resolution all the way up! 

The levels remain 
faaaaairly similar to the 

i an 
A Oooof. That's a whole world of pain. 
Watch even Duke weep at this little lot. 

EXPANSION PAK 
NOPE 

KiSS GOODBYe TO YOUR ASS! 
If this latest Duke outing has expanded in one area, it’s the 
weaponry. And, thanks largely to Turok's arsenal, our vested 
pal has now got stacks more options, all served with a side 
order of pain. 

A Doesn't look like much, but 
this'll fill enemies full of lead. shiver and explode into pieces. 

A Not quite as impressive as GoldenEye's, but 
the effects are ten times as bloody. Nicely! 

> Ooof. Charge this baby up and it'll happily 
flatten tower blocks. Oh. and it has the ability 
to kill a few bad guys too. 

A The superb camera, means it’s an absolute cinch to take out 
enemies — even when you're running. Well done to Eurocom, eh? 

Aboard a Wild West steamboat, Duke's 
about to deal out some cowboy-style hurt. 

Lizard man. 
Feel the power 
of my head- 
removing lead. 
Er, hopefully. 
> Ina World of 
Ship. That's the 
name of the 
level. Clever 
punning, that. 

> Ace! Freeze enemies, watch them 1uU 

A One of Duke's favourites, this. Just lob 
‘em and blow ‘em. Result: Hurt. And 
plenty of it. 

puke _ |) 
In a brief 
moment of 

relaxation, 
the Duke 

occasionally 
finds time 
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A WORLD OF HURTS 

Just like a gorier version of 9 9- ""77""">> 
Quantum Leap, Zero Hour 
sports a number of tasty time 
slots, all complete with plenty 
of willing cannon fodder and a 
smidgen of pleasing scenery. 
Here are just some of the 
places the Dukester visits 
down the timeline... 

4 Jack the Ripper’s loose — but you're 
more concerned with the zombies. 

A Present day gun- 
play. The skyscrapers 
are a ‘no fogging’ joy. 

> Duke dons stetson 
and sparkly boots for 
tumbleweed-filled 
cowboys and Indians. 

PlayStation version, 
except for the inclusion of 
the Victorian sections, 

which 32-Bit Duke never had 
access to. But, what's noticeably 
different is that Zero Hour includes 
a host of new, head-scratching 
puzzles. Admittedly, they're not 
going to require a degree to 
fathom, but they do provide a 

Many of the levels are 
so dark, you can 

‘barely see yourself. 

There's a stash of screen-filling bosses in Zero Hour. You 

start off with a fairly cretinous pig at the end of the city 

sections, move onto the great Western scorpion shown 
here, by-pass a nasty Scottish surprise in the Victorian 
levels and end up with the Alien mother... 

A Cyber Scorpion. He's not the first 
boss — that’s a rubbish pig — but he’s a 
great, hard~as~nails boss anyway. 

4 Thankfully, Duke's got more than 
enough weaponry to cope with this 
poisonous nasty. Look and learn, bug... 

JUNE 1999 

ABSOLUTELY STACKS 
FOUR PER LEVEL 

fresh, and pleasingly new, 
direction for Duke. Okay, so a 
maze of corridors in one of the 
Western's prisons isn't exactly the 
height of originality, but it’s still 
tricky. There's some good scares 
too, including a face-hugger 
incident in an Alien-esque lab. 

| \ 

Action comes thick and 
fast in Zero Hour— even 
if the enemies are a little 
limited and still seem to 
herald from a school of 
Al that got tossed out 
the window when 
GoldenEye arrived. 
Regardless of this the 
second half of the game 

THREE SETTINGS 
HEAD REMOVAL 

A It's boss time! Er, once you 
get rid of these mangy critters 
with a hearty boom, it's onwards 
and upwards to the big fella! 

‘\. | <4Brilliant! Tonnes of rooms, 
loads of enemies, some useful 
weapons and no Leonardo. 

is rock hard, filled with sprawling 
levels and super-tough bosses. 
Strangely, though, and despite the 
switch to third-person, this is 
closer in feel to the original Duke 
than Time to Kill; perhaps because 
it's reverted back to what Duke 
was always about in the first 
place: unfussy, mindless gunplay. 

And probably that is the 
reason Zero Hour is such good 
fun. Cast your mind back and 
you'll fondly remember 2D Duke 
being a basic, but blinding, first- 
person shooter. Well, this is more 
of the same. New levels, new 
viewpoint, new ideas, but the 
same old Nukem gameplay. And, 
when all's said and done, that's 
exactly what we wanted in the 
first place 

in Zero Hour is 
absolutely ages. 

The viewing di 
incredible, You can see 

NOT LIKELY 
A MILLION (MAYBE) 

66, ROCKING 
FOUR-PLAYeER 
FRAGFeCST, 

A COUPLE OF 
New tevets, A 
WHECLBARROW 

LOAD OF 
CuT-scenes 
AND REAMS 
OF SAMPLED 

Superh attention to detail, no 
fogging at all and tonnes of 
speech. Impressive? Indeedly do. 

[GAMEPLAY 
A simple blaster at heart, but good 
locations and an inspired camera 
help bolster things up. 

The second half of the game is rock 
hard, and the excellent multi-player 
mode provides longevity. 

Taking off an enemy's head with 
the ace sniper rifle. Needless? 
Mmm. Fun? Oooh, certainly. 

i+] 

The lack of variety in enemies and 
gameplay. Intelligent this game 
definitely ain't. 

Like the Dukester himself, what this 
lacks in brains, it more than makes 
up for in death-bringing weaponry 
and cheesy one-liners. 

You'll love dabbling in the slightly 
less bloody Tomb Raider trilogy, or 
maybe even the first 3D Duke game.  



ONLYGAME 

       Zelda: Link's 

Awakening DK



Oh Lord! As 
if we didnt 
have enough 
Formula 1 
games on the 
PC, here 
comes another one. And shack 

Jhorror!) it carries the Official 
moniker too. 

all important when racing F1 cars. Basically, 
if you drive up to the bumper of the car in front, you'll be- 
able to go a smidgen quicker thanks to the wind fl 1 

his backside (ooh missus). It ele when y 

A Get close enough so 
their bumper sti 

A i you're out in front and need a break 
simply pull in the lay by for a picnic. 

Traditional camera angles? Forget it. Thanks 

to the magic of... well, angle-y things. Official 

Formula 1 Racing boasts an unbelievable 
array of alternative views. Along with the 

traditional first and third person varieties, 

highlights include the rear view (for when you 

want to block a rival) the tower and TV cams, 
and most peculiarly, the pinnacle of 

uselessness — the helmet cam. 

ey e 

A All you'll ever need — the country air, 
an open road and your Brian May tape. 

A Not the best 
for racing, but 
great for 
inspecting the 
paintwork. 

Okay, so it’s 
officially ‘official’. 
That much we know. 
But because of the 

baffling nature of the 
licence, so are the rest. 

Go figure. It's perhaps just as 
well then that Official Formula 1 
Racing manages to be an exciting 
drive in its own right, if not the 
perfect sim of the sport we're still 
waiting for. 

HANDLING 
Since the outrageously good 
Grand Prix 2 debuted three years 
ago, F1 games have rightly been 
judged on their handling. And 
while OF1R is certain to please 
those after a quick racing fix, it 
won't satisfy the hardcore petrol- 
heads out there; the reason being 
that despite the standard 
simulation and arcade modes, it 
still feels lightweight. It may be 
because it's a conversion of a 
console game (the N64 classic F7 
World Grand Prix) but rivet-perfect 
it ‘ain't. Instead, it's an extremely 
quick, exhilarating spin around the 

A The fear of people laughing at his 
paintwork propels him to record speeds. 

world's 17 Grand Prix tracks. Just 
don't expect realism. 

EN UT 
As you'd expect, every bit of your 
car can be tweaked and modified 
in the pre-race garage. Tyres, 
gears, spoilers, and even race 
strategies (how much fuel to 
carry, how many pit-stops to take 
etc.) can all be fiddled with. 
However, for all its supposed 
realism, taking a quick detour 
across the grass or gravel doesn't 
harm your chances as much as it 
should. Like Psygnosis’ F7, this 

A It certainly looks pretty even though it 
lacks the realism of other sims. 

game's unashamedly arcade-y, 
and offers the kind of ride you'd 
expect from an old 50p arcade 
cabinet rather than a state of the 
art PC with 3D card. 

OHI AOMING 
Crashes, although rare, are 
spectacular when they happen. 
Clipping a wall or another 
competitor in sim mode will often 
see your wheel or spoiler fly off. 
In fact, it's just as much fun to 
watch your souped-up wagon-o- 
death fall to pieces as it is to 
race, because the quality of your 

A To keep up with the best, the racing line 
has to be stuck to like glue. 

A Graphics delight, demonstrating the 
wonders of some reverse action. 

AAdry road and good conditions mean 
the whole field will be going flat out. 

A This is the alternative helmet view as 
you actually get to see the shiny helmet. 

A Sneak up on the inside then smack ‘em 
on the fender in a Schumacher stylee. 

A Oooh! What a grey day. The brave 
Formula 1 drivers tackle the evil 
atmospheric pressure. 

A Often the lack of detail in the 
surroundings accentuates the lack of 
gaming atmosphere.  
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WORN. 

You shouldn't really be able to, but Official Formula 1 

Racing lets you cut a few corners here and there. In arcade 

mode it’s pretty simple to just run straight over grass and 

gravel traps at top speed, but even in supposedly-realistic 

simulation mode, you're still able to take a few short-cuts. 

You might do a bit of damage, but it won’t matter at the end 

of a race. 

opponents is woefully poor. The 
pack tend to slow to a crawl on 
almost every corner, leaving you 
to pass them with ease, and even 
on the highest difficulty, you'll find 
yourself winning races before 
too long. 

UMMENIAN A uM JES 

Even the atmosphere of the game 
is lacking, due in the most part to 
the unforgivable lack of 
commentary. Formula 1 being 
known for Murray Walker's 
enthusiastic squealings, it would 

They might look good here, 

but Official Formula One 

Racing's graphics are sadly 

a bit hit-and-miss. 

Everything just looks too 

colourful, with the crowd in 

particular appearing as a 

chunky mess of pixels. 

Y Blocktastic! The graphic designers 
went for that stylish minimalist look. 

A You must be popular as there is an 
almighty scramble to take up the request 
of having someone to ride your tail. 

<4 While it is best to keep it tarmac all the 
way, a quick spin on the grass gets you 
there quicker and it’s closer to nature. 

have been prudent to include 
some kind of commentary — even 
a bad impressionist's 
approximation would have been 
better than none. But, like the rest 
of the game, OF1R is again found 
wanting. It's by no means a bad 
drive, but offers far less than we'd 
expect from Video System and far 
less than most of its rivals. If it’s a 
fast-paced, simple coin-op 
experience you're after, look no 
further. If, however, you're like me 
and prefer a bit of substance 
to your racing, Grand Prix 2 is 
still the only option. 

wy A There's one 
thing this Formula 
1 simulation 
doesn’t lack, and 
that's lots of 
views of lovely 
racing cars. 

A Despite the fact that it is just rich kids driving round and round in go-karts for 
tobacco companies, a lot of people really love Formula 1. You could call the drivers the 
modern day chariot racers, but Ben Hur had more personality than the lot of them. 

A They missed out on 
the handling, but at 
least they've got the 
sponsors bang on. 

Garish graphics, a sloppy, 
confusing-to-use interface and 
(unbelievably) no commentary. 

Fast, furious, and fun to drive, but 
it doesn’t feel realistic enough to 
please hardcore fans. 

Sp eae 

A bit of practice, and OF7R will be 
mastered in a jiffy. Even upping the 
difficulty makes little difference. 

It’s still a real buzz to watch the 
lights go out, and roar past your 
rivals on the grid. 

_ ll ) 

FORMULA FORMULA 

The computer-controlled cars slow 
down almost to a halt on the 
tighter corners. 
Ley TT 

DORNULA FORME 

A fast, arcade style F1 game that 
suffers from being a hit too 
lightweight — even in simulation 
mode. Not for the racing purists. 

Geoff Crammond’s Grand Prix 2 is 
still the best F1 game. Check out 
Monaco Grand Prix too. 

JUNE 1999 {!  



Dreamcast. 

They ve only 
sone and 
bloody done 
it. Sega 
finally bring 
the arcade 
experience home, leaving me feeling 
empty, used and dirty. Damn them, 
damn them all to hell. 

V Alright smiler — at least 
there is no tooth decay. 

The training option 
provides essential 
target practice such 
as trying to hit a 

golden jumping frog 
inside a barrel. 
Yeah, exactly. 

START SUTTON 
FOITE: 9 

A Violent? Well it's just a 
piece of ‘armless fun 
between fiends. 

<4No head shot here. 
Looks like someone has 
got there before you. 

Y The scrotum shot isn't 
that effective but it 
doesn’t half sting. 

MOORE RED TEA COME 
tt! 
HH LMOALMMSEDTIBLA 
PHRILU UD? 

1ROMCREA LIVER 
—SUVIK 
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Since the words 
‘video’ and 
‘games’ learnt to 
love each other, 

there has always been a 
disparity between the box 
of delights we all played 
down the slotties on 
Morecambe pier, and 
pixel power within our 
consoles at home. 

The perfect arcade to home 
conversion seem a distant dream, 
a vain hope. Consoles were 
always playing catch-up in terms 
of technology, power and often 
innovation. But now it's 1999, the 
age of the Dreamcast when 
perfect arcade conversion is 
possible. The search is over, we 
have reached nirvana. 

HOTD 2is not unlike HOTD 1. If 
you're not accustomed to either 
then try to imagine a first-person 
shoot-em-up Resident Evil. This is 
in the Virtua Cop/Time Crisis 
mould where baddies pop up and 
you pop them down with your 

lightgun. But rather than evil 
henchmen or armed criminals 
suffering at the explosive end of 
you weapon, a gaggle of ghastly 
ghouls and zombies pay for their 
indiscretions the hard way. 

You play James, a Bryan 
Ferry looky-likey, who's embroiled 
in a B-movie plot which is 
mumbled to you in the cut-scenes. 
With your trusty fire-arm you must 
blast a route for yourself through 
the infested town, saving the 
innocent and dismantling the 
deceased. Much green blood is 
spilt, as the dead just don’t know 
when to give up despite having 
half their head missing or a severe 
chest wound. 

While the gameplay is very 
linear, different routes can be 
taken by rescuing the living who 
give access to various paths. If 
you are particularly accurate no 
two games need be the same. 
Also on offer apart from the usual 
arcade action is the original mode, 
a training mode and a boss 
practice mode. All of which help to 
make the gameplay slightly 
less predictable. 

HOTD 2is a very intense game 
with frantic trigger action. The 
graphics are all you would expect 
from an arcade machine - fluid, 
deeply detailed and rich in variety. 
The gameplay is lighting fast, 
extreme and particularly violent. All 
types of nasties are sprayed 
across the screen in glorious 
technicolour and precise 
animation. What's more, this is a 
difficult game even on very easy 
setting. Unless zombies are taken 
out with a clean head shot, they 
dish out some serious damage. 
Time Crisis has more one-shot 
pleasure, but as far as lightgun 
action goes, this has no peers. 

ViSU 
Actually, as all console games go, 
this is the ultimate in graphics and 
responsive gameplay. This is a 
first release on the new generation 
console so nothing less was 
expected. But behind the gloss 
and gore what is left? Well your 
basic lightgun game. You shoot 

@eeeeeeeaeveonveeoeoeoooeoeoeoeoeoeeoeoeoeeeoeeeeeeeee eee eee @ 

4 Well said sir. | couldn't agree with 
you more. 

V Even though they're minding their own 
business, every zombie must die. 

POFSS START BUTT 
COrOitie 5 

A Kwik-Fit — an MOT while on 
the go! Amazing. 

Perss sract RUTTeH 
Coron 7  



Alere, graphically illustrated, are the 
dangers of handling a chain saw. 

A Are those from retty Po y? A demon 
pair of legs tries to get tough. 

PRESS StAgT guTtOM 
corer 7 

A Kermit has been a big bundle of 
bitterness since the Muppets were axed. 

things, then you shoot some 
more, then once you've finished 
shooting you shoot. Get the 
picture? It all gets a bit repetitive, 
but what do you expect? After all 
you're got what you wanted — an 
arcade game. 

Arcade games are specifically 
designed to be intense, visually 
stunning and very simple. They 
make money on the movie-goer 
bored of queuing or the holiday- 
maker tired of seagull poo. As 
such, they are not designed to 
provide hours of fulfiling gameplay 
and for all its surface goodness, 
HOTD 2is ultimately shallow. It is 
technically brilliant and points to a 
bright future for the Dreamcast 
but sometimes getting what you 
want isn't always a good 
thing. It's like getting too 
close to the sun... 

If the game gets a bit samey, 
there’s the odd detour. Save 
the odd passer-by, pick up the 
odd key and a new path of 
destruction opens up for you. 

0181 995 3399 
1-2 

GLADIATORS READY! 
The old adage is true — ‘If you’ve seen one flesh eating 
zombie then you've seen them all.’ 

faces complete with instructions of how to mess them up. 

A Here's a rare shot of Paul Daniels waiting for 
makeup backstage on the set of Odd One Out. 

So here are few fresh 

eneeeistanmadtien: 
caren © 

A ‘| didn’t know you had dandruff?” 
‘| don’t —| don’t even have a head!’ 

Y The hydra creature is a many headed nightmare 
that can be dealt with by careful sequential shooting. 
Learn the pattern and get blasting! 

combination to stumble upon. 

INSEOTCOINISD 
ceroITm? oO 

A While it is very tempting to shoot the guy with the aay oi in knitted tank- 
tops, you must blast the lad with the empty eye socket. Pure ‘ascism. .. 

A Here's a Hierophant. Famed for its long memory and trunk. It's weak 
spot is its heart when the chest involuntarily opens. Blimey! 

6 
Ons IAG 

A ‘Angry’ and ‘chain saw’ are a really bad A This particular dragon is soo mad because you referred to him as a ‘Puff’. During this 
little misunderstanding you'll soon be reaching for little Jackie Toilet Paper. 

NO
. 
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PRESS STAT BUTTON 
CermD 6 

NUMBER OF TRIGGER PULLS 

A Just look at those split 
ends. With hair neglect like 
that, they deserve to die. 

KEY: 
POINT BLANK 

HOTD 2 

VIRTUAL COP 

Iaseer coo 
Pes "s 

Sore finger 

score! Just 

one of the 

perils of HOTD 

2s frantic 

trigger action 

compared to 

the others. 

MUCH 

Tile DEAD 

DON'T KNOV 

WHEN TO Give 

uP DeS PTS 

HA VING HAL 

This is a feast for the eyes. The 
graphics are immaculate and ooze 
class and slime in equal measure. 

Faster than a speeding bullet but 
after a bit, repetitive and 
ultimately unrewarding. 

It will take a long time to master 
all the difficulty levels, hut do you 
really want to? 

Getting up close and personnel 
with some of the gruesomely 
drawn zombies. 

  

The inaudible cut-scenes — ‘James, 
hefjiweo gos crew yousff’ Really? 
That's fascinating... 

Base Cy 
FRAMING 

HOTD 2 is like a trampoline — lots of 
fun to start with, but after a while 
it’s all the same and you feel a 
bit sick. 

Go to an arcade or get Virtua Cop or 
Time Crisis. Best value though would 
he the pick’n’mix Die Hard Trilogy. 

» 

fi)  



NOW (JAPAN) 

  

Looks like 
there s yet 
another 
monster- 
infested 
island to 
contend with. 
But sadly, in the case of Blue 
Stinger, its only the gameplay 
that s Jurassic. 

    

I don’t like 
.) reviews like this. 

> ~ In fact, | would go 
7 {so far as saying 

' that I find them 
deeply unpleasant. Why, 
though? The game’s 
obviously not that bad 
and it should all, 
therefore be rather 
straightforward. 

Play the game, write the 
review, play the game some more 
and then hand it in. But no. 
Somewhere between playing the 
game and writing this, things have 
gone a bit, shall we say, squiffy? 
There's problems with Blue 
Stinger, and they're all below 
the surface. 

LOCATIONS 
The thing is, Blue Stinger is a 
good game, but only just. 
Mercilessly snatching the finest 
ideas from the likes of Resident 
Evil, the game places you (one 
Eliot G. Ballade) in the hero role, 

investigating the disappearance of 
a groups of scientists from a 
Mysterious Island™. Like the 
aforementioned Resident Evil 
games, Blue Stinger has semi- 
static locations (The camera 
swoops and rotates beautifully — 
most of the time, anyway — around 
you, but you have no control over 
its movements), a startling array of 
weapons (which range from a 
standard pistol to a napalm gun 
and lightsabre) plus a freakish 
collection of mutated misfits to 
contend with. 

Graphically and aurally, the 
game's a masterpiece. The 
locations are polygon-based rather 
than rendered and they look 
astounding. The detail of the neon 
market, for example, has a brain- 
popping array of garish lights to 
contend with, huge animated 
billboards and Christmas muzak 
tinkling away in the background — 
although the limited camera 
movement does give the game 
more of an ‘on rails’ feel than it 
actually has. As the levels are 

  

A Personally | hate the smell of napalm in 
the morning. It gets in your clothes. 

    
A Eliot is horrified when he discovers 
Nick Berry on the set of Harbour Lights. 

RRL. Pr RAABOTONLOE 
1 DA-KMAOEARBIMTE BIZARF 27 AURY A Yo! Check the big blue message Eliot's 

giving out with his ‘denim’ vibe. 
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   created around polygons, there's 
no sensible reason why this 
couldn't have been given more of 
a Tomb Raider approach to 
the gameplay. 

AMEPLAY 
Nice touches abound. You collect 
money every time you defeat one 

of the multi-limbed zombie 
enemies and this money can then 
be exchanged for various types of 
goody at the many vending 
machines dotted around the 
levels. Mini puzzles are 
everywhere and the level design 
means that you're never too far 
away from a challenge. 

ANNOYANCE 
What's worrying about Blue 

Stinger, though, is the speed in 
which the graphical effects start to 
wane, the rapidity that the levels, 
challenges and puzzles gripe 
rather than grip. The problem with 
this game is a lack of suspense, 

HITRR VENDING SYSTEM 
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A The local health clinic are happy to 
provide information on angry crabs. 

* 
A And here's a real angry crab as 
someone tries to clamp his home. 

pace and general brain-stimulating 
entertainment. It does try and, 
graphically at least, it succeeds, 
but in the more important 
‘gameplay’ department, large 
pieces seem to be missing. 
Irritation continues with the fact 
that dead enemies reappear when 
you return to a previously-cleared 
location, the plot lacks any 
interest or enthusiasm and, apart 
from the odd pleasing touch 
previously mentioned, there's little 
here to lift it above the common 
herd. All eyes now turn towards 
Resident Evil: Codename 
Veronica, for the killer game that 
the Dreamcast so desperately 
needs to make the grade. Until 
then all we can do is sit back, 
marvel at all the pretty graphics 
and wonder if the new kid on the 
block can cut it when it comes 
to gameplay. The evidence so 
far isn't that encouraging. 

» 

A At the local Woman's Institute Eliot has 

There’s tons oe tat bing around Blue Steger and, by looking 
around each corner and over every pile of boxes, you should 
be able to locate items such as these... 

Fa 
TiN Lie 7 
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A Gonna be wings for all with this flame 
grilled genetically modified chicken. 

A Great, nice, sleek. Even better if you 
own a handgun. 

¥ Used later in the game. | won't spoil it 
for you by revealing its use. No, sorry | 
won't. Just leave me alone. . aa 

A Now that’s more like it 
How would you like your 
zombie cooked? 

ber ciainad niet 
cli es cee 

HASSY, 
A Cans of drink to replenish health. They come in two sizes and are either found (like 
this one) or bought from vending machines. 

\. ) -eli07.5 PROGRES 
It's all very easy when you know how. The 
baffling range of corridors and multi-exited rooms 
all become much clearer when you start to use 
the comprehensive map function. 

REYH-CLYAOK-AAP 
LCKYA-CLRYAIOX-AIOk 

A You can pick any travelled location, spin it around, zoom in and out. It's all very high 
tech and modern. Beats an ordinance survey any day. 

HORROR-METER 
Violence? Horror? The ability to frighten? Let's see the 
scores on the bores shall we, and check out if Climax’s 
effort is comparable to a typical shopping expedition in any 
provincial town... WITH YOUR MUM! 

OB Bue stincer © snoprine 

GRAPHICALLY 
AURALLY, 

@ GAMe’S A 
MASTeRPIeCe. 
LOCATIONS 

AR@ POLYGON 
BASe@D AND 
THEY LOOK 

Fair. An average start leads to a 
lengthy RPG-style intro. Clear but 
hasic throughout. 

GAMePLJ 
Occasionally difficult to follow the 
unusual camera angles, but fine 
apart from that. 

Not very big and not too difficult. 
You'll complete it in a weekend and 
be unlikely to replay it. 

|THE BEST BiT | 
Shooting off a monster’s head and 
then locating it. Cue Nelson from 
The Simpsons — ‘HA-HAA!’ 

  

Accidentally leaving a location to 
find that all the dead monsters are 
resurrected on your return. 

A good game, but nothing special. 
Too short and little more than a 
graphical demo. We're waiting for a 
lady and her name’s Veronica. 

Wait for the incredible Shen Mue, 
Undercover or Resident Evil: 
Codename Veronica. 

picked up some handy self-defence tips. 

> Disco inferno! Eliot warms up the 
dance floor and gets the party going.  



Another 
hombtastic 
cannon fest 
of heavy 
metal and 
depleted 
uranium, 
armour piercing shells? Sadly no. 
instead It looks like a case 0 
Tanks, but no tanks. 

A The helicopter’s aerodynamic design lacks somewhat, doesn't it? And who decided on 
the blue and red colour scheme? It’s a fashion crime and no mistake. 

A Another of those 
tricky hill things. 
Will | make it 
up? It's hard 
to tell. 

A Nice lens flare, but it does little to distract 
from the faet that you're lost again. 

A The large circular flower thing is where 
you start the level. Handy to remember. 

A The Roadrunner makes it up a hill. We 
will do a tribal dance to celebrate. Wooo! 

a6 fi): 

You gotta love 
wants. After Apache 
Gunships they’re 
the coolest and 
most lick-worthy 

piece of military 
hardware available in 
today’s modern arsenal. 

Hence basing an entire game 
around their hilarious capers 
would seem a fine idea, wouldn't 
it? Especially when kings of old 
skool game action DMA are in 
the captain's seat, eh? 

The first thing that makes you 
nod thoughtfully when playing 
Wild Metal Country is how... 
well... old it seems. Everything 
from the concept to the 
presentation to the game 

mechanics dwells lovingly in the 
past. Rather than Grand Theft 
Auto, which took an overhead 
view game and made it ‘90s 
dance-beat crime crazy, this title 
doesn't even bother. 

This is what you have to do. 
Driving your tank (see box 1), you 
have to find a number of pick-up 
objects around a hilly-landscape 
and return them to your start 
point. Oh yes; and kill anything 
that tries to stop you. It hardly 
grasps you by the heart and 
shouts “PLAY ME” does it? 
Your tank's control is actually a bit 
on the dodgy side too. You have 
complete control over each track, 
deciding when they'll go forward 
or backward. This allows all sorts 
of exciting twists and turns with 
dextrous manipulation of 
the keyboard. 

Problem is, since you're a tank, 
your movement is a little bit 
plodding. This isn't assisted by the 
geographical summits and valleys 
that litter the landscape. A slight 
loss of control can lead you to 
being thrown hopelessly off 
course. Also your questionable 
ability to be able to propel 
yourself up hills slows the pace 
somewhat (see box 2). 

As well as your tracks, you 
have to manipulate the direction 
of your turret and the elevation of 
your gun-barrel. The longer you 
hold down fire, the more your 
cannon aims upwards, making 
your missile fly increasingly 
further. Nothing could be simpler, 
could it? 

TRACKS OF MY TEARS! 
The levels are covered in hills. Fair enough. However it 
occasionally it's down to guesswork whether your all-terrain 
tank-mobile can actually make it up them. It's one of the 
most frustrating things to edge closer to the ridge of a hill 
only to lose traction and roll back down. Erk. 

it is | Sbebenikacl 
Los ee 

A It’s hardly the most action packed 
game, is it? You'll see lots 

of this sort of thing if you 
play it. 

V The boulders 
are all boucned 
around by the 
explosions 
as well. 

a ere a 

A Here | go... full speed to the engines. 
captain. I'm gonna make it... . 

A Only to roll down the hill ina 
hilarious fashion. | am ashamed. 

 



0114 263 9900 
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BARRCL OF LAUGHS! 
As a side effect of the realistic physics of the battles, you can often find yourself 

on your back. Are you a defenceless tortoise? No. 

6 Gene most 
successFut 

TACTIC SeeMS 
TO BE ROLLING 

V BLAM! A spectacular flip flop which 
sets me back on an even keel. Hurrah! 

A Erk. I'm on my back. What am | 
gonna do? 

A The aztec design is curiously 
reminiscent of Zzzzzzzzz (falls asleep). 

COMBAT 
However, when you actually fight 
against anything except a 
stationary target it proves 
impossible to connect with a shot. 
The most successful tactic seems 
to be rolling right up to your 
enemy and pressing your weapon 
against their side. Explosions 
effect anything nearby, knocking 
objects (and you) all over the shop 
(see box 3). 

What really stops it being 
much fun is its pace. There are 
test cricket matches that are more 
quickly finished than Wild Metal 
Country's levels. 

a) 

... 1... can just turn my gun so it's 
pressed against the ground | can... 

A The green thing on the right is one of 
the things you have to capture. 

RADAR 
Basically, locating the objects is an 
exercise in tedium. While your 
vehicle's radar does pin-point 
objects nearby, its range is so 
pitifully small that it's almost 
useless. It's only when you're on 
your starting position that all the 
object's locations are revealed, 
making you trundle back to it 
every time you need a reminder. 
This just artificially increases the 
length of each level, while 
proportionally reducing your desire 
to play the thing. 
Wild Metal Country is ultimately a 
flawed title rivetted onto the 
occasional moment of inspired 
gameplay. If only your tank had 
some kind of auto-aim, a better 
range of detection and more 
realistic traction, then this would 

be a choice piece of 
hardware and a half 

decent game. 

a> erare ee 
a2 = 

aw ie a es 

A Hey you! In the shadows! 
(Breaks out into a recital of 
top sixties hit Apache). No... 
you'll never get that joke will 
you. Sorry, friends. 

GRRR TiGeR! 

This is the Bulldog who is is 
around by men on chains. Hon 

  

RIGHT UP TO 
your enemy 
AND PRESSING 
YOUR WEAPON 

AGAINST 
THEIR Sibe 

—nOSENTATIC 
Big chunky cartoon menus with 
chunky graphics. Functional but 
chunky. Like a hig sweater. 

| GAME DT A v 

All the typical DMA elements, but 
just at a s-l-o-w m-o-t-i-o-n pace. 
Great moments, just stretched out. 

ory V 

Ages, but a fair chunk of that will 
be from you retracing your steps 
on the same level. 

THe BEST BIT. 
The game’s physics. Everything 
bounces around like a helium-filled 
Space-hopper. 

Spending too much time aimlessly 
wandering around looking for the 
last required object. 

A real disappointment. But it is a bit 
like a real trip to the country — i.e. 
not much to do with a vague 
nauseating smell. 

Tank Racer has similar ‘houncy tank’ 
theme, but isn’t much cop, while 
Lander and V2000 are similar too.   JUNE 1999 ff)



Over £5,000 in prizes 
to he won EVERY MONTH! 
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0171 533 1400 NONE SMASH TENNIS 

  

Anyone for 
tennis? No 

PlayStation really = 

Crim | anyone for 
| tennis? 

      

inyone..2 wl 
im cold and 
the wolves 
are coming! 

GLOBAL! 
Smash Court Tennis takes 
your players into the 
underground world of 
street tennis, where illegal 
matches are held in the 
most unlikely of places. 
Strange days indeed. 

BMMA OU Tiois 
SiJSY COURT TENNIS 

» We all know what 
“ ee eve Anna Kournikova 

needs. Instead 
they’ve given her 

a computer game title. 
Strange choice but it does 
give you the chance to 

they achieved the same rhythmic 
back and forth with a minimal use 
of backlift. 

There are 24 cheeky little 
racketeers who can participate in 
either the grand slam or street 
tournament. It's all pretty 

channel the pettiness and hatred 
that four friends can generate, and 
Smash Court goes some way to 
fill the void. HMUDGeMeNT 
id D Top PRESENTATION 

play with some yellow 
furry balls and try out a 
few ground strokes. 

inoffensive with the exception of 
the Bomb Blast option where the 
ball becomes a bomb — a touch of 

This is the nouvelle cuisine of the 
gaming world and rejoices in it's 
own stick graphics and lack of 

The secret characters available 
really shows an attention to detail 
and adds a touch of ingenuity. 

GAMCPLAY 
It has no frills and so sits high on 
the purist’s gameplay table with 
GTA on its right-hand side. 

ugly that spices things up. The 
only draw back is the our dear 
Anna can't be selected for the 
semptex sessions. | know a few 

options. But unless you have a 
multi-tap and constant company 
you will not be getting value for 
your money. Just being a slight 
improvement on the original 
makes it the best tennis game 
around. But as tennis is about 
knocking a ball from side to side it 
does not open up a world of 
deep gameplay. 

The eagerly awaited follow up 
to Smash Court Tennis has arrived 
and has remained stubbornly 16- 
Bit in attitude, as we expected, 
but this time it has been sprinkled people who'd like to drop 
with a bit of nubile celebrity magic. | something explosive in her lap. 

A Tennis on the Streets of London’, was 

    

   

    

    

  

   

   

    

f A What made the original Smash It is the multi-player area where Db 
a sama bit for the Smiths. Court Tennis so good was that it this game r Ale PAI 

was all gameplay. While other really comes gg On your own it’s so repetitive you'll 
sports games want the athletes to alive. There © fall into a coma. With friends a 
be motion captured and have is a dirge of whole different ball game — years! 
psychological problems, Namco sporting 
are just concerned with how consoles mie Rjeer 25 
addictive stroking balls over a net games that ih 4 B Cx J i] I 
can be. The good news is that manage to 

Four players with a point to prove. 
Find the weakest and continually 
pick on them — it’s jungle law. 

  

Oe * 

A This was a good idea until a pervy 
swimmer started to look up Anna's skirt. 

A Heihachi and Eddy see off the 
challenge of Pac Man and Yoshimitsu! 

ie w\ 

hl Se WOR Y 
The stick graphics. Stick men and 
women aren't exactly a feast for 

A Park life is halted as Smash Court the eyes. 
takes over the whole of the paved area. y 

A With a bit of net domination you can 
make your opponent look like a fool. THO Vem NEMCOLTD ALL AIGITS RESERVED: HELO FOTO. RGEHEY    <4iHere’s Anna in Charlie Brown stylee. 
Just look at the size of her head! 

A Ahhh, the lovely Anna. Far more radiant 
than her computer generated double. 

A lot to be proud of. Its simplicity is 
its strength but at the same time 
may scare off some of the eye 
candy generation. 

A Hey you mook! Even Italian culture 
isn't spared the Smash Courttreatment.   

With a bit of practice and a tournament win, you'll be able to 
unlock some familiar faces to keep you company. A few are 
unlikely tennis ee but everyone needs a Year! cue work. 
ema Ewe 

A Wonderful lawn but ~ 
grass stains are 
absolutely murder to 
get out of whites. 

<4AIl alone with no- 
one to play with, Anna 
is left to bash her balls 
against a brick wall. 

  

If you like this... 

Have a go at some monkey magic 

  

with Sampras Extreme or try more 
kiddy sport with Everybody's Golf. A Practice is everything. All Anna needs 

is a little personal attention. 
A Voila! A couple of friends from Time 
Crisis and the lass from RR Type 4.     

JUNE 1999 {fl)) ESS gg NASI Ls



     

      

   

ATAD PLAYSTATION MAY £19.99 ROCKSTAR 
UAH P TAKE TWO 0171 384 7500 1 PC 

A return to 
| the values 
| that made 
| Britain 

reat: an 

psychotic "== 
sh with 

We must reflect It's the same GTA action, but this 
on our national time you're getting your hands 
identity. Europe, dirty for the infamous Crisp Tiwns 
and the possibility = rather than the American branch of 
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The eyes close together, the 
low forehead and the 
evidence of a limited gene 

pool all point to the fact that 
these men are criminals. 

“\ Love them or loathe them — 

they're ugly. 

  

    

    

   

of devolution, the Mafia. ak 

threatens what it Is to he SnD A A few fresh loading and options 
British and asks if we POP MUSIC! screens can’t hide how hasic this 
have anything left to be game is. 
proud of? Well, fear no London doesn't really look like 
more, we now have our London, the police have guns and 
own GTA mission disc. you have a pager even though its - | Gl \ é if 7, yy 

eecooo0 @@@ 1969, but these are tiny quibbles. 
Re 7 London pop culture from Alfie to As pure a Billie lying, freshly 

Del Boy has been nicked and washed, in some virgin snow. As 
resprayed across the characters good as it ever was. 
you encounter and the missions 

you undertake. It's refreshing to 

  

   
     
     

   

  

   

A ‘You're only supposed to blow the 
bloody doors off’ great - | loved Jaws 4. 
        

        

   
   
    

      

     
       

    

   

  

    

  

* 3 4 the aa be sworn at with English OCT A | 

’ ; ‘ oA profanities and the music is : 
perpetual wl» : sr ay Apa Fag are as absolutely fantastic. A mix a Ska You don’t half whip through the 

articipant, in = Pie i and ‘60s Euro-pop perfectly levels so don’t be surprised to see 
hat is known 2 4 ; : ' evokes London the kitsch way more mission packs on the way. 

that Austin Powers did. 

The music. It doesn’t rely on cliché 
This is the first mission pack 60s tracks or Chaz’n’Dave and is 

A Here’ tkinson brother, Harold 3 & CAL tel available for PlayStation owners, : 
sah ssa) le — ; . = you need the original to load GTA almost worth the price alone. 

London and so it has no real 
pretensions of being a new game 
or a great improvement on the 
original. It has the same gameplay, 

| the same chunky graphics, the 
Ader leave eal same attitude and the same 

’ | baggage unattende disrespect for the law. For £20, 
scant Raat MY because I'll nick it lnick this is well worth the money for 

f ; 4 ei anything | will. fans of the original game. he streets, : ; M : | ything eoccesesecocce 

   

     

      

   
Y7...around the 

    

   

A Don't mess with this crook. He is pure 
evil and master of the Labirynth. 

Wo \ 

  

      
    

A touch up on the graphics 
wouldn’t have gone a miss — 
London is whole lot dirtier.          

    

   

   

" 
      

  

spread of cars available for your pleasure, all with that 
classy British bent. 

  

     
    

      
     

A top GTA extension that is certainly 

   
        

  
      

          

    

  

   ieeininasairdit og bale Maternend tami enpeit Bae is value for money. Even if you have 
to buy the original to play, it would 

LOADING ONLY LOADING ONLY he £40 well spent. 

A Battersea Power 4 ‘ ; . YOU'RE 
Station when it actually nn BROWN Soe 
produced something BRE A p! ae. 

  

other than weeds. A Hop inside Austin Power's ‘Jug Swinger’ 
die ; yeah baby, yeah. Shagadelic! 

      <40r how's about Del Boy's motorised 
wheel barrow. You'll look a bit of ..-You would have already played 
plonker, but it's good on fuel. the original Grand Theft Auto. Wait 

for Driver out fairly soon! 

> Oh yeah, well your a 
wholemeal grained bap 
with poppy seeds on! 
Hold the ketchup... 

90 i) 2022 JUNE 1999 De \ \ YN 

   
  



EXTRA’ CARS! 

   

Now 
01859 456 700 

Imagine a cross 
\ between Interstate 

'76 on the PC and 
Twisted Metal on 
the PlayStation, 

and you’ve pretty much 
got what Vigilante 8 has 
to offer. 

Or, indeed, if you've actually 
played Vigilante 8 - which itself 
has made a PSX appearance — 
then you'll know what to expect 
from this, the N64 version. 

i! iPHICS 

UNA THIGS 
Although, thankfully, developers 
Luxoflux have made the effort to 
give Nintendo fans a bit more 
bang for their buck. So, slam in an 
expansion pak, and you'll find that 
Vigilante 8 runs in crisp, smooth, 
hi-resolution. It gets a bit jerky 
when the action hots up, but 
it doesn't look out of place 
next to such graphical 
whizzes as Turok 2 and 
Rogue Squadron. Lovely. 
The game itself takes 
its cue from Mad 
Max - in some 

  

   
   
   

  

   

  

    

SUVS? DRS NEA ID 

alternate, post-apocalyptic version 
of the 1970s (hence the comedy 
disco music and flares) - 
featuring, as it does, a variety of 
beweaponed vehicles all out to 
destroy each other. And that’s 
basically all the plot there is. 

WAMEPLAY CANT LF 
The game's divided into missions, 
each of which sets a certain 
objective — such as protecting a 
gas station — while you hare 
around blowing seven shades of 
the proverbial out of the other 
road warriors (aiming to get you, 

naturally). It's rollicking good fun, 
in the short term at least, as the 
simple nature of the game can 
hardly be called subtle, or deep. 

Each car can pick up the 
toe usual missiles, 

Drivin’ in mortars and 
mines, but also 

has it’s own, 

  

       

     
    
      

   

                        

    
    

    

    

ay | 64? 

LUXOFLUX =  WIGILANTE 8 

  

specific, power-up, such as the 
fantastically good bass quake, 
which emits a stereo blast so loud 
that the ground, well, quakes, 
sending nearby opponents flying. 
Boing, and, indeed, zoi. 

HANDLING 
Unfortunately, the ‘floaty’ nature of 
the cars — hit an incline and you'll 
go flying — soon irritates, because 
your attacks and driving are never 
as precise as you need them to 
be. Elsewhere, a slick multi-player 
mode and detail-packed levels 
(working cable cars, blimps and 
totally destructible scenery all 
make an appearance) serve to add 

to Vigilante 8's charm, but 
the fact is that the game 

is simply good rather 
than great. It's 

slick, polished 
and far 
superior to the 
PlayStation 
original, but it'll 
never 

surpass 
Mario Kart. 

  

   

Luxoflux have included an ace N64-only level in Vigilante 8, called Super Dreamland 64. It's 

Seca earcee 1eceeilne sore ee Date eeaa atheares 

Alt's a marvellous graphical showcase 
for Vigilante 8 - lovely stuff. 

“4 Look at the lovely pigs. Super 
Dreamland 64 is a top level. 

  

typically Nintendo — all bright colours and castles — but is the game’s best looking level.       
V The castle looks outstanding, and 
there's a drawbridge to the front which 
allows you to enter it. 

    <4 Watch out for that plane - it'll shred 
you with its propellers. Yoiks! 

PP MUDGeMeNT 

PRESENTATION 
Quite simply luvverly. Get yourself 
an expansion pak and treat your 
eyes to some hi-res tastiness. 

GAMEPLAY 
Too simple to sustain your interest 
for long, but full of gun/car fun and 
some good multi-player options. 

LIFESPAN 
You'll whip through the single 
player game, but the multi-player 
mode is always good for a laugh. 

THe BEST Bil 
Discovering what your car’s secret 
weapon is and then letting loose 
with it. 

Ste ny 

n@ WORST Bil 
The naff physics making you fly 
around like a helium balloon rather 
than hug the road. 

Vigilante 8 is a fine update of an old 
PlayStation game, with plenty of 
extras for the N64, but you'll be 
done with it in a long weekend. 

If you like this... 

Try Mario Kart 64 — for the best 
four-wheeled multi-player 
gaming ever.  



  

   

    

Snowboard 
pamest 
ersonally | 

think 
they're all 
pon down 

ill! No, but 
seriously, 
take 
my wife... 

    

A This chappy relishes the chair lift 
breaks because of his big-boned nature. 

et Oe 04 

  

A Show off with a few neat tricks and 
gain pocket money to buy weapons. 

  

A The Back Street Boards! Dark back    
passages leave this rider bricking it. 

There no busine 
Show Te as th 
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Cool Boarders, 
schmool boarders. 
Snowboarding 
games to me are 
all knitwear and 

posing. But SBK 2 is set 
to change all this. On the 
surface however, there 

isn’t anything too 
surprising here. 

Nintendo have done what 
they are good at — producing lush 
backgrounds, slick gameplay and 
sickly cute characters. The 
gameplay is varied slightly with 
the options in Snow Town where 
you can try a few tricks and a 
snowy version of Paperboy but 
basically it's Mario Kart on ice. 
Whoopee do! 

AUDIGIIVE 
But hold on, there's something 
very dark lurking in this particular 
grey cartridge, sitting innocently in 
your N64. 

  

In Zulu culture, there is an evil 
spirit called a Togalosh. This is a 
ghostly dwarf who drives people 
mad by repeatedly punching them 
and then disappearing. This is just 
what SBK 2s like. You think 
you've mastered it then someone 
turns you into a snowman or 

drops a pan on your head. You 
see the funny side and get going 
again. But then someone else 
wants a go. They keep on 
niggling, slapping you face and 
running away. They keep on 
pushing you and pushing till you're 
blind with rage, sweating blood 
and spitting at the screen. They've 
pushed you too far now and they 
WILL pay. Oh yes, and their 
families. They may have cute 

Ka 

Pick up coins and do ice tricks so you ack up the 

smiley faces but they're going 
to suffer. 

NU MANES awd 

Despite having very a simple idea, 
SBK 2 gets under your skin and 
annoys you so much that you just 
have play more. Its so addictive 
that it warrants health warning, 
and the multi-player action brings 
out the dark, petty, vindictive small 
minded side that resides in 
everyone (well, it did in the GM 
team anyway). If you have an N64 
and friends you want to humiliate — 
buy this game. But be warned, this 
could be the game that 
completely ruins what life you (i 
had left after Mario Kart. 

  

   

    

   
   

   A These brutal non-stick tools of 
destruction pan everyone's face in. 

<4\ce day for some unfriendly competition 
with split-screen delights.    

      

sweetly wrapped power-ups. Get the red parcels for the 
shooty things and blue ones for other items. 

“/ 4 

ee 178 PEt 

oa a 

  

A lts a lonely life being out there in front. Try and ignore the demented dog on the 
Its just you, your board and a big parcel. wrapper and collect some serious ammo. 

A The appearance of sheep forces this 
kid . Jus the flock outta there. 

        

  
    

It is all lovingly caressed with 
Nintendo’s child-like wonder brush. 
As inoffensive as Ronan Keating. 

Does the simple things well. The 
hoards go down hill in a slidey 
fashion and turn on demand. 

The one-player mode should hold 
interest for a fair bit, but the multi- 
player option will last longer. 

T 

Freezing the leader right on the 
line, then gesturing and sweeping 
past them for victory. 

Leading for the whole chuffing race 
just for some monkey to freeze you 
on the line and sweep past. 

Follows in the illustrious line of 
GoldenEye and Mario Kart to 
provide some of the best multi-play 
action available. 

If you like this... 

Try Cool Boarders 3 or if its racing 
carnage you enjoy, Mario Karts or 
the up and coming Speed Freaks.



Bomberman 
returns, 

PlayStation but this 

rparemeraa| time he's 
; not out to 

end his 
(| Career 

with yet 
another sad 
3D title. 

mal Fe a=    

    

ADDING POWER! 

_ Not so long ago, 
o> sey the Bomberman 

==> name was a 
guarantee of a 
genuinely classy 

piece of multi-player 
entertainment. Sequel 
after sequel expanded the 
original 2D bomb-or-be- 
bombed formula, reaching 
a peak with an utterly 
ludicrous 10-player 
Saturn version. 

Since then, Bomberman has 
lost his way slightly, in a trio of 
dismal N64 games, but 
Bomberman Fantasy Race is a 
welcome return to form for the 
little pyromaniac. 

DINUSAUKS 
This is a blatant rip-off of Mario 
Kart, and a surprisingly good one 
at that. It doesn’t have the depth 
or subtlety of Nintendo's classic, 
but at least it tries to be a little bit 
different. Sort of. The most 
obvious difference is that none of 
the vehicles have wheels, since 
they're the two-legged dinosaurs 
featured in many of 
Bomberman's later 

  

—— 

@ STABLE — 

  

    

   
    

      

| wish | 
had a facial 

expression for 
this moment, 

   

  

01:47:44 

&-, 

o% 

The animation of the Tirra is ace, 
especially when it starts sprinting. It kind 
of bellyflops its way around the track. 

BOMBED) 2 FANTASY 
outings, before he went 3D 
and unplayable. 

Dinosaur racing requires the 
same sort of skills as karting 
does, except you have to make 
sure you don't push your creature 
too hard, because if it gets 
annoyed it'll wolf you down in one 
massive bite, bombs and all. Well 
maybe not, but using the sprint 
button at the wrong times is 
guaranteed to lose you the race. 
The handling is different from 
Mario Kart, with a slightly unusual 
method of cornering which allows 
you to make your creature jump 
off the trackside walls to gain a 
massive speed boost. 

PUWEH-UFS 
Best of all, the familiar power-ups 
from the old Bomberman games 
are in there, from speed skates to 
gloves and (of course) bombs. 
You stock up on them before the 
race, using the coins you earned 
by finishing first, second or third. 
Winning a race gives you the 
chance to race a solo bonus lap, 

Keep an eye on the stamina 

meter in the corner of the 
screen. When it’s full you can 
turn on a burst of speed as 
your mount sprints for all it’s 
worth. The key to beating the 
computer is having enough 
stamina left for a line sprint 

on the last lap. 

    

   

    

     

ih IM UDGEMENT 

phesel TATION 

ROE 

GAMCPLAY with the track littered with extra 
coins. You can also spend them 
on tickets to open up the later 
tracks. In fact you can race any 
track in any order, provided you're 
rich enough. 

The combination of 
Bomberman, dinosaur things, and 
lashings of Mario Kart should be 
enough to convince a good many 
gamers to give it a whirl, and we'd 
recommend this to PlayStation 
gamers with a bad case of 
plumber envy. It probably won't 
take all that long to complete on 
one-player, but the versus 

LIFESPAN 

THe BEST Bil 

mode, time trials, and loads 
of different dinos give it legs. 

    

    

        

ITEM SHOP 

THe ¥ ORET a 

A Would you look at that bad boy go! 
There's no stopping him when he's in that 
kind of form. He'll soon catch up again. 

4A sprinting Tirra has the turning circle 
of an oil tanker. Watch out for solid walls! 

JUNE 1999 f)))



  

After four 
years of 
constant 
pleading, 
Bomberman 

  

    
     PlayStation 

    

   

    
    

     
      

  

launch. 
   

I know 
you're going 
to say “What 
about 
Bomberman 

World?” But that 
doesn’t count. 
What we’re talking 
about here is 
the original, the 
bonafide classic in 
every respect. 
The dog’s danglers. 

boom biddy- ) Bomberman, simply 
boom, biddy- / the finest multi- 

DOOM... 909900000008 

Sails Ls 

     
       

      
ence” It goes.. 

boom, biddy- 

         

  

   

     

   

  

   

  

   

  

   

      

    

    
    

    CHA* —_| BREEDING! 
There are’a total of five aiavars on-screen at any one point 
and up to four of them can be computer-controlled. If 
you're on your own, then this is a saving grace.         

  

    

player game ever written. 
Or is it? 

Y'see it was, and on some 
formats (like the SNES, Saturn 
and Mega Drive) it always will be, 
but time has a inevitable way of 
rolling on and, with time, there's 
been the arrival of some other 
cracking titles. | won't go too far 
down that road but to give you an 
idea. I'm talking about Circuit 
Breakers, Smash Court Tennis, 
Everybody's Golf, Micro Machines 
V3... See the pattern that's 
starting to emerge? 

HOTU HUE OOUN HISTORY LESSON 
To inform our fresher gamers, 
Bomberman is an extremely 
simple game. You control a simple 
sprite in an even more simple 

maze and, by destroying the 
bricks of said maze, you get to 
collect bigger and better bombs, 
speed-up icons and rideable 
creatures that endow you with 
greater abilities. The one-player 
game has always been awful and 
that's no different here, but it's the 
multi-player games (where you and 
up to three other mates can fight 
it out) that have always drawn the 
crowds — with the best moment 
possibly being the ten-player 
version that the Saturn managed. 

PAULI GoD 
As conversions go, it has to be 
said, that this one's pretty 
©0886 868 
> Which path to blow, 
and who to take out first? 
Decisions, decisions. .. 

eee 

  

faultless. The options are basic, 
with a choice of one or multi- 
player games and, (via a 
password) the chance to continue. 
There are also eight very different 
locations, a choice of up to five 
players (four of which can be 
computer-controlled) and the 
ingenious handicap system where 
‘lives’ can be allocated to 
weaker players. 

Rope in a few friends and 
you've still got one of the best 
party gaming experiences you can 
get but, sadly perhaps, many have 
learnt from Hudson and the above 
list of multi-player games give 
Bomberman a serious run for its 
money. Fun for a while but aa 
slightly nostalgic. 1 
@®@eeeeeeeeeeseesd 6 

   
       

      
    
      
    
    
    

The secret to Bomberman is simplicity itself. Run around like a demented lego character on a sugar high. Then, lay a 
selection of bombs to trap your opponents and leg it to avoid being killed handle Explosively easy. 

A Ah, my Final victim. By 
leave a bomb in their way, which also blocks their escape. avoid dying from my own bomb blast.   sneaking up behind them,!can 4 Making sure, of course, that! nip around the corner to Tidy! Game over, call the priest and order the flowers... 

there's a new stiff in town. 

  

   
   

    

Lye so eo SAS 
<4The variation of scenery in the levels 
provide an endless combination of 
ambush and hide opportunities. 

Simple but clear. Bomberman has 
won prizes for its simplicity so 
don’t expect outstanding visuals. 

Again, pretty basic, but like all the 
hest arcade games this aspect 
makes it very absorbing. 

+ 
Rubbish as a one-player game but 
much, much longer if you're a 
popular type. 

THe BEST Bil 
Hounding your opponents into a 
corner and trapping them with a 
series of bombs. 

SS oe 

Realising that the one-player game 
is duller than Barnsley on a rainy 
Sunday afternoon. 

Great as a multi-player game, but 
not if you're on your tod. History 
repeats itself, but I’d hoped for 
more contest for my currency.   

If you like this... 

Look at Circuit Breakers. A bargain if 
you shop around and one of the best 
multi-player games on the PSX. 

 



PC 
~~ UBISOFT 

Ti het if 
jangels had 
shotguns 

—reraa! more people 
would go to 
jchurch. 
}Now theres 
jan idea for 

ia] the Pope to 
J chew on. 

DAMNATiO 
Requiem’s a bit funny in the 
head. Instead of saving its 
imaginative levels for later in 
the game, it just throws them 
in right at the beginning, 
where you find yourself 
marching through Hell trying 
to find a portal to earth. Not 
the easiest of tasks 
considering the odds. 

SD) 
5 —_ 

o 

Alts all a bit dark, innit? Hell needs a 
few sixty-watt bulbs if you ask me. 

A If Indiana Jones was here he'd say 
something about hating snakes. 

A Don't fancy yours much. Another half 
day in the office then. . . 

A Particularly yucky, as they beg and 
writhe in pain as you wander past. 

WE 
- 0181 944 9000 

If you were an 
Angel, you’d get 
bored. All that 
sitting around on 

clouds would get tedious 
after a while. So what 
better to let off some 
steam than to tool-up 
with a big cannon and 
blow some demons into 
meaty chunks? 

Which is where Requiem 
comes in, a Quake clone where 
instead of playing a beefy marine 
you play a pretty beefy winged- 
servant-of-God. With guns. 

GENESIS 
It's a bit like Half-life in that as 
opposed to just progressing 
through level, the plot plays a big 
part in the slaughter. You head 
through Hell (See Damnation) to 
reach Earth and stop a fallen 
Angel called Lilith from doing 
something very nasty to 

o 

A The rail-gun fails to shoot trains from 
its muzzle. How disappointing. 

A This is Lilith, the 
chief Baddie. All 
together now, boooooo! 

Y Bloodboil in full 
effect. Watch them 
all squirm. 

£35 
1 (8 INTERNET) 

everyone. But this isn't as difficult 
as it sounds because you're 
guided through the levels by 
friendly members of the 
resistance who tell you what to do 
next. The story, one of the best 
things in Requiem, is terrifying and 
gripping. However, unlike Half-life, 
the levels themselves don't give 
the impression of the real world, 
with weapons and health packs 
lying around randomly. This injures 
the atmosphere somewhat. 

“Forget plot,” | hear you cry, “tell 
us about the guns”. Because, as 
ever, that's what first-person 
shooters are all about. 
Unfortunately, they're the least 
innovative thing about Requiem, 
with the usual crowd of shotguns, 
rocket-launchers and rail-guns. 
They're more than made up for 
though by your angelic powers. 
As well as the Wrath-of-God ones 

A Taking the Wrath-of-God thing a little 
too far here, methinks. 

CYCLONE 
~_ NONE 

(See Hand of God) there are 
some that let you raise people 
from the dead, slow down time or 
even possess your opponents. 

gf gt NE 

The pace of combat is different to 
most shooters, with you being 
assaulted by massed throngs of 
fallen angels every few minutes. 
Luckily you're much harder than 
they are, and you soon realise 
that head shots kill instantly 
effectively turning you into a 
demon lawn mower. Which is the 
problem as determined play by a 
skilled player will finish this off in 
no time. 

There's so many games like 
this on the PC at the moment that 
a title needs to be really divine for 
it to stand out from the crowd. 
So, while Requiem isn't burnt by 
the flames of hell, it's a long 
way from the gates of Half- em 
life Heaven. by 

CHOHOSOHSHSHSSHSHSSHSSHSHSHSHOSSSHSSSSSHSSSSESSSSESESSEESEEE 

Alt all set in the future on Earth, by the 
way. Hence spaceships like this one. 

HAND OF GOD! 
You've probably got the hint that you're not exactly a peace 

and love angel in Requiem. Instead you've got a whole host 
of powers you can use to smite unbelievers, from throwing 

a swarm of locusts to making their blood boil until they 

explode throwing limbs everywhere. Yuk. 

a@ ; 4 ae 

A Just unleashed it... he’s starting to 
look a bit pasty, isn’t he? 

A Best power of all... the Sodom 
and Gomorah Flesh-to Salt 

ne bd f aw 

A Voila! And now all we need is some 
pepper for a full set of condiments 

A And now he’s gone completely. Proof 
that too much salt’s bad for you 

A real mix of classy and lazy. 
People move and die gorgeously. 
Buildings look like Lego. 

r vy = 7 Mj 

A fun, if derivative, mix of Half-life 

and Jedi-Knight, but not your risen 
lord and saviour. 

» FANE 

Too short, and any Mr Perfects in 
the audience should play on ‘hard’ 
or finish it in a few days. 

| THE BEST BiT | 

When you turn another heretic into 
a pillar of salt then laugh in a 
worrying manner. 

The grenade launcher being 
ahsolutely impossible to use. Tsch, 
tsch, tsch... 

Rather than soaring above the 
buttresses of heaven, it clips its 
own wings and dips towards Earth- 
bound mortality. 

Half-life's is the God that Requiem 
prays too. We'd strongly advise you 
to follow suit. 

JUNE 1999  



Basketball. 
A speed 
sport, full 
of baskets, 
skills and 
slam dunks. 
NBA Pro 
99, a 
terrible pile 
of crud. 

2 
PlayStation 

    

A NBA '99 seems to have paid so much 
attention to the court details that things 
like gameplay have been forgotten. 

eaeairant 
Ait-starWeey 

  

A The game has some of the best rim 
inspectors in the game. With their leap 
they clean them better than Domestos. 

Baskethall is 
=e. wicked! It’s fast, 

© the ball pings 
about all over the 

place, there are loads of 
baskets and it’s non-stop 
action all the way. Think 
of the most action packed 
footy match ever and 
multiply it by ten and it 
wouldn’t even come 
close. That’s why 
baskethall is good and 
netball is rubbish. 

Not that the makers of NBA 
Pro '99 seem to have noticed. In 
fact they seem to think they are 
the same sports, give or take a 

few slam dunks. See, NBA Pro 
‘99 is a dullard basketball game. 
We were so excited as well. 
Basketball! From the same people 
who brought us /SS Pro '98. 
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A Basketball — a game played by 7 foot 
tall freaks with big trainers. 

Surely it would give NBA Live the 
sort of kicking ISS Pro '98 dealt 
out to FIFA. So wrong. 

NANG GAME 
NBA Pro '99 even has the sure 
fire winner of having all the players 
names. That means Rodman, 
Jordan and O'Neill. There's no ISS 
Pro style Codman or Morban. 
There are slam dunk and three 
points contests too. How could it 
go wrong? Easily. The makers 
obviously spent too much time 
skiving off basketball practise to 
ogle at the girls playing netball. 
The best bit about basketball is a 
speedy run, followed by an arcing 
climb and SLAM! A fat slice of 
dunkage. But the jams in NBA Pro 
‘99 are about as exciting as 
dunking a rich tea biscuit. The 
player runs to an ideal position, 

  

  

A Gallons and gallons of Mr Sheen was 
used to get this quality of wood shine. 

stops and then jumps. It’s even 
worse watching the computer as 

they stand for an age, lining up a 
shot. Just like netball. 

The players can't run either. 
It's like they're pegging around in 
the local rec. in November as they 
trudge towards the basket. Even 
the turbo is achingly slow. The 
passing is rubbish too. It's as if 
you're lobbing a sponge ball as it 
floats in the air before landing. 
There's no rapid moves here. 

EDM 
It's so boring, that you can't even 
be bothered to finish one game. 
NBA Pro '99 has the same blocky 
graphics as /SS Pro '98, but 
whereas in /SS we could rely on 
the gameplay, NBA Pro '99 

  
  

fails us completely. We're 
so gutted. 

     A The B-ballers 
Ss: forma spiritual 

circle around the 
ball to summon 
the power of 
the rib. 

    ,” 

A The once mighty Bulls are playing like 
a pile of arse since MJ went away. 

(ijMUDGEMENT 
PRESENTATION 

Cool basketball videos, but the 
graphics are exactly the same as 
ISS Pro ’98. Not such a bad thing. 

GAMEPLAY 
Low scores, slow action and no 
laughs. The complete opposite of 
baskethall, then. 

LIFESPAN 
The games last so long that it will 
take ages to complete. Mind you, 
we'd switched off way before then. 

Thié Die yy 
me BEST Bil 

Man alive, this is tough. Probably 
the slam dunks. Once the players 
actually move they can he flash. 

TWe WORST Bi 
The slam dunk contest. Press the 
buttons and win the competition. 
They must think we’re stupid. 

| 

star MeKine   
The only game which manages to 
make baskethall look boring. You've 
got to hand it to them — it’s an 
achievement that. 

  

If you like this... 

Then you must he a granny. “These 
sports are far too quick these days”. 
Buy NBA Live ’99 instead. 

 



]For every 
{RPG that 
rts an 

J English 
|release, 20 
never leave 
Japan. Does 

| this game 
| deserve 

J the honour? 

WORDY! 
The game only comes on 
one CD, so it's no surprise 
that it doesn’t include the 
same degree of extra 

presentation fluff you find in 

FF7. The character speech 

is shown in text only, and 
there's absolutely loads of 
it. You can’t speed it 

up either. 

A Put your reading glasses on and get 
stuck into the text heavy storyline. 

A More conversational fun as Misty 
starts to boss her minions about. 

> The choice is yours and 
you haven't even got our 
Graham to help you out. 

VA ghostly raver enters the 
story line with his own brand 
of the Ready Brek glow. 

A Get tooled up with a comprehensive list 
of all your weaponry and magic. 

PSX SUMMER 
IMPORTER 1 

If you’ve never 
played a proper 
strategy RPG 
before then 

Legend of Kartia is a fine 
place to start educating 
yourself about this 
complicated and almost 
exclusively Japanese 
style of game. 

Forget the likes of Final 
Fantasy 7. Those games are 
child's play compared to the often 
mystifying combination of 
wargame and role player you'll 
find in Atlus's highly specialised 
tactical world. 

y , \4 

Strategy RPGs place far more 
emphasis on epic battles between 
huge armies than on simple 
puzzles and stories. 

Kartia is a bit like a much 
slower, turn-based version of 
Command & Conquer, with some 

A They've both got the evil eye, but have 
either got the gift of the gab. 

story sequences to break up the 
action. You play as either a 
priest's daughter or a roaming 
knight, and their tales become 
intertwined as you progress 

through the game. After a lengthy 
and somewhat boring bout of 
storytelling, you'll be pitched into 
your first battle. You control a 
party of four characters, each of 
which can use magic attacks or 
summon extra phantoms to do the 
fighting for them. You have to 
move them all one by one, putting 
them in the best possible position 
on the 3D terrain, ready to mount 
an attack. 

Instead of just attacking the 
enemy you can develop new 
weapons or spells and save them 
to use later. Each item has to be 
upgraded in the correct sequence, 
so you can't just summon up a 

massive head-cleaver and wipe 

ATLUS 
NONE 

A The Artist Formerly Known As Prince 
reveals his new purple threads. 

out the enemy in one go. In fact, 
knowing when to attack and when 
to hold back and develop a new 
weapon is the key to making 
progress, as the armies you 

encounter later won't even be 
scratched if you use the stuff you 
started with. Fortunately there's a 
tutorial mode, which is essential if 
you're going to get the best out of 
the game. The story won't 
draw you as it did in FFV7, 
but Kartia's tactics surly will. 

PHANTOM MeCNACeS! 
So that you don't have to get your hands dirty in a battle, 
you can summon little goblin things called phantoms to do 
the hard work for you. They can be used as much more than 
just general cannon fodder, softening an enemy's defences 
and picking off his troops before you deliver the final blow. 

A Our gang of mini-heroes face up for a 
bit of a ruck. Hit ‘em in the back quick! 

A Yeah you and whose army! Time to get 
stuck in when the odds are against you. 

A Good for distracting pandas but 
bamboo can also used for action. 

PRESENTATION 
Suitably epic music, and nicely- 
drawn characters from one of the 
men behind Final Fantasy. 

| GAMCPLAY _ 
It’s easier to play than some of the 
hardcore RPGs from Atlus, although 
experts might find it too simple. 

LIFESPAN 
There are two different stories to 
play through if you want to see 
everything the game has to offer. 

THe BEST BiT 
The combat system, with its 3D 
terrain and masses of units. 
It’s excellent. 

He WORST B 
All the tedious waiting around 
while characters finish their 
lengthy monologues. 

Strategy RPGs will always have a 
limited appeal, but Kartia tries hard 
to introduce a new breed of player 
to the Atlus way of doing things. 

You should try Ogre Battle (you'll 
need a Japanese phrasebook). 
Failing that, try Final Fantasy 7. 

JUNE 1999  



FORMAT REVIEWED: GAME BOY © PRICE: £19.99 © OUT: NOW 

efore the advent of kicking 

around i pig sldie. ind the oft 
side rule, there was something 
we could beat the Italian: 
[well, Romans, but it’s the same 
thing) at. Fighting. 

[hey may have invaded us, but our 

lads — in the shape of Asterix and the 
rather unusually shaped Obelisk — gave 
them a sound kicking. Now it’s your turn 
to help out as you guide one of the . Biss ‘ h A nasty 
heroes through level after le f : sottnetinetiansinetinetioss ! Roman. 
cracking Roman skulls and gene ly jumps up 
showing them a hard time. Bonus levels 4 — ne : and farts in 
and sub games break up t emely | 
linear and not very varied levels, making 
this one of the more playable cartoon Y A an oe sure he’s 

licenses on the C ame Boy Color. going to 
Thoroughly recommended for kids and regret that 
adults who like a good laugh ee 

The levels are quite dull, although ‘ Doesn't rely on gimmicks or 
_ varied, and there’s little that will trickery, just tries successfully to 
el make you want to play this again make platform action fun again. 
” after you’ve switched it off. Enjoyment guaranteed. 

  
God knows what this is, but it’s decided to fa 

the young Gaul as well. Disgraceful! 

If you can’t beat the likes of FIFA * 4 Just how dumb do developers think | 
and /SS then why hother spending % rege ED we really are. Repackage the same | 
money to develop tripe like this? vet } old rubbish and hope everyone buys | 
Relegation this season. Be s | ; f it, even if the first game sucked. —f 

  

and randor Wwe 

V | the settings We're 
=e oth | Uc arm Off, surfing dowr 

the time stream to 
  

Their ephemeral shapes wobble 

sperately to its sides 
r voices here  



FORMAT REVIEWED: PLAYSTATION » PRICE: £39.99 » OUT: NOW Jl FORMAT REVIEWED: PC » PRICE: £24.90 OUT: NOW 

SPORG> Can GE 

You fly around a series of dark cl 
maneouvering with your jet pack to zip 
hate rings and shoot down targets. 

posses and made you work for 
rewards, Aironauts is just a ‘keep your 
finger on the gas and blast wer kind ~ 
of affai 
: As ie acon goes "WS sight up 

ricket — vast periods of not - 
uel followed by a short burs a) : ‘ 
interesting stuff testa 1e and out of place on 

PlayStation OW 

i Hardly likely to set your pulse | Stuck in the pits, leaking oil all over 
racing. Pilotwings with guns is a , § the place, three flat tyres and a 
great concept but this just doesn’t ( noisy exhaust. Possibly one to send 
pull it off at all. & ’ §j straight to the scrappy? 

> Cornering 

like a cow, 
anothel 
touring car 
decides to 

| take the 
: on . = | scenic route 

A Check this crazy dance floor out! All it needs once again, 
~ some drunken prats in suits and a few boilers. 

    
| FORMAT REVIEWED: GAME BOY PRICE: £19.99 © OUT: NOW 

~ 

Green 
am CIOS: s toad? 

in) RR RRR RRR RR RRR RR Wher lere’s a 

y "i SpE 73 lollipop lady 

when you 

really need 
uP é 

| A good conversion of a classic game t eee: An old school RPG attempt that 
although it is starting to show its ae . » 9 sucks in every way. Appallingly 
age. Compelling to begin with but is tom ‘ designed and flawed to hell. Just 
ultimately rather repetitive. Ay > fj leave it to rot on the shelves. 

BREE RE RRR REE ERE RR PERRY, \EwE? “pero 

  I 

Froggy jumps and cars zoom past. Froggy doesn't SS 2 ; Se eath has never been a popular thing, but with 
jump and the road looks like a snotty hanky. this game you soon become numb to it. 

  
HINGE WAGER TYPE 4 = Pak 83% 
‘MARIO PARTY NG4 85% 

N64 78% 

ROLLEREOAS ci 
MONACO GRAND PRIX2 PSX 87% 
‘CIMILIZATION 2. PSK BAH 

| TANKRAGER PSX TK   Oye



  

MASTER your GUIDE TO THE BeST iN ON-LINC CNTECRTAINMENT. LET'S SURF... 

: {| SiTe OF THE MONTH [NS Boerne 
lll | | Sieacearte® | 

http://play.at/gns 

Meee hd oe a 

Gun owaein!ss mre! 
moments mbes tes 
Chega ereyerh Poa 
aw (eeets 
feorae bar be Berea: Had ee 
ee ea 
+5 OF Se Se) ES 
os Pee Ro Rey Pete eet 
a Oa, Marre 
OF ag! Dah A Bg ew 
re eee — 
ee ee ned 
eel Pabd Om cali De We 
eT atm 

  

  

     
downloads and you can even get 
hold of free copies of games such 
as backgammon, chess and 
hearts. It only supports Netscape 

ME ROMA eee version 4.0 onwards though... 

Hot Games 
http://hotgames.com/ 

eee pepeters beers 

> eee Foo ute alt 

Gabe OF re vers rt, ba 
cH Ar Ce cae ; 

mT wow * 

Primarily, this is just a cheats site, 
with a strong emphasis on PC titles 
(although there are also a few 
PlayStation and N64 games 
included). There's a handy search 
facility although the number of 

What's it about? 
If there’s one thing that Eidos will 
be forever known for it's Lara 

Croft. Believe it or not though, 

they do publish games other 

than those in the Tomb Raider 

series, And if you want to find 

out about any of them — TR 

included ~ this is the place 
to look 

What's on there? 
It's all rather Lara-heavy, of 

SELAPGRLEMESTS ASE ON THERE WAT 

course, and this is where to go if 
you wish to join Ms Croft's 
official fan club or are after some 
rather fetching Lara-approved 
merchandise, including posters, 

mouse mats and T-shirts. But for 
those of you who can't bear the 
sight of the improbably-chested 

heroine, there’s plenty on Eidos’s 
other titles, which 

include the likes 
of Akuji, UEFA 

Champions 
League, Soul 

Reaver and Gex 

What's it like? 
I's impressively 

fast to navigate 

your way round, 

with download 
times being 

minimal, There's a 

  

support, downloads, on-line 
tutorials and a newsletter you 
can sign up for, It's also country 
specific, making it all relevant to 

UK gamers 

Best hit? 
There's thorough info on each 
game, including storylines 
gameplay, demos and 

screenshots — even for titles that 
aren't in the shops yet 

Worst bit? 
Although there are huge guides 
on a few games, including 

Warzone 2100 and Commandos, 

there are no hints or cheats for 
the vast majority of Eidos’s titles 
even those in the Tomb 

Raider series 

Typical Quote 

games they cover doesn't really 
warrant it. There is an e-mail cheats 
service though where you can 
request cheats that aren't on the 
site. If you're feeling sociable 
there's also a chat room. And while 
the site looks far from dazzling, it's 
continually being improved upon 
and updated. Thanks to GM reader 
Craig Astley for pointing this site 
out to us. “The people that work 
there are a bit strange,” he says, 
“but strange is good.” 

MSN Gaming Zone 
http://zone.msn.com/ 

Signup 

   

      

   

  

   

  

   

   
   

  

   

  

   

    

   
   
   
    
   

  

   

  

This is updated daily and is ‘the 
world's number one game demo 
review site’ apparently. It would be 
pretty difficult to argue otherwise 
as the list of demos you can 
download is phenomenal (go to 
http://hotgames.com/fulllist.htm 
for the complete A-Z list) — there 
are around 70 under ‘A’ alone! 
There are also cheats for many 
games on the list, making this an 
invaluable resource for 
PC gamers. 

GBC Dojo 
http://www.nintendojo. 
com/ghcdojo/ 

   
   

   

        

     

    
    
    
    
    
    
    

  

    

       

      
      

       

    

      
     
     

       

  

      

  

       

  

       

  

      

  

      

    

       
      

      

     

good variety of ‘Lara doesn't consider tomb 
stuff on offer, raiding as a job, merely a way of 
including tech life — although she has been 

known to uncover archeological 

artifacts on commission. To fund 
her radical lifestyle. Lara writes 
travel books. Titles so far have 
included 'A Tyrannosaurus is 

Jawing at My Head’ and 

  

If you're wondering what the MSN 
stands for — it's Microsoft Network. 
Aaaarrrggghhh, they're taking over 
the world! Anyway, once you've got 
over any moral qualms you may 
have about visiting anything 
Microsoft-related, if on-line gaming 
is your thang, this isa great place 
to visit. There are also loadsa 

    
   
    

  

COMMANDOS “= We don't see too many Game 
Boy sites so it was a pleasant 
change to stumble across this 
one. There's frequent news 
updates, a huge list of cheats,and 
it's very pleasing to the eye. A 
must for GB owners. 

‘Slaying Bigfoot’. Her 
common complaint 
though is that she 

doesn'vhave enough 
time to put pen 

to paper.” 
     

  

There's nothing like a d bit of ossip, as your Great 
Aunt Beryl will no doubt attest to. If it’s videogaming 
tittle-tattle you're looking for, there's only one place...    ie 2 yee’ 

HEADERS) WED olla: 
If you've got a Web site and want 
other GamesMaster readers to know 
about it, drop us a line and we'll 
include it in the mag. It’s as 
easy as that! 

This site had only been up and 
running for just over a week when we 

took a look at it, so it's perhaps a little 

unfair to review it so early on in its life. 

There are plenty of good ideas floating 

around the page (it's particularly worth 

a look if you're a fan of Worms: 

Armageddon) although it's a bit bare at 

the moment. There's still lots of work 

to be done and it could do with having 

some more graphics and visuals. Given PEACE AND LOWE? YOU WISH! 

time and effort though, this has 

definitely got the potential to be a 

unique and entertaining site. 

From Lee Garbutt 
http://members.tripod.co.uk/Eel2/ 

“A San Francisco Federal 
District Court has announced 
that Sony's request for a 
temporary restraining order to 
block shipments of the Bleem! 
PlayStation emulator for PC has 
been denied. Their attempt to 
stop the sale of Connectix's 
Virtual Game Station has also 
been refused. Bleem! chief, 
David Herpolsheimer, said, 
‘We're very apey it the 
court's decision, We've always 
held that Bleem! will be good for 
Sony, since it expands the 
PlayStation's reach to include 

be released in the Japanese 
arcades this summer. The title is 
said to use similar technology as 
Tekken 3, with each character 
having an unlimited amount of 
combo attacks, although Namco 
has yet to officially confirm these 
additional details. 
http://www.next-generation.com 

“According to sources at the 
Nintendo-supported development 
house Marigul, the company is 
currently helping Taito develop a 
VR-compatible version of the 
best-selling Densha De Go! series 

millions of PC gamers."" for Nintendo 64, The game will 
http://www.fgnontine.com reportedly be fully compatible with 

Marigul's voice recognition pak, 
“Namco has posted a few which shipped with Nintendo's 
details on its Japanese web site Pikachu Genki Dechu late last 
regarding the next step in the year. Furthermore, the Japanese 
hugely successful Tekken series, gaming world is already abuzz 
The latest installment of the about another sequel to the 
series will be called Tekken Tag upcoming Pokemon Stadium 2." 
Tournament and is expected to http://www.ign.com 
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EARTH: ANAL CONFLICT  BABYLONS BATMAN STAR WARS; 

on the reality of eXisten2 

Move over Scully. Chris Carter DEEP SPACE 9 ; 
introduces Samantha Mathis es final 10 episodes in 

The Soler Lone 

HY? | 
Of Special Fx 

I 

MONIES, WiBESS, BOOKS, Wi & : a om 70 iad SF & FANTASY REVIEWS | 
seeietieeeiiaaeinsaiasiiemaaaaidiaiisaiaiiatiuaiiieteameall 

“Files & 
beyond! 
Exclusive interview with producer Chris Carter about the 
future of The X-Files, and his new series, Harsh Realm! 

David Cronenberg: 
The Canadian King of visceral 
screen horror discusses his new 

movie, eXistenZ... 

| The Matrix: 
Keanu Reeves talks Kung Fu, black 
fingernails, hanging upside down 
and life within The Matrix... 

CG Why? 
Will computer-created special effects 
spell the end of traditional special 
effects technology? 

- Babylon 5: 
Actor Richard Biggs interviewed! 

  
     
    

    

   
     

     

      On sale Friday 4 May 
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UNOFFICIAL 
FOOTBALLI NETWORK: 

  

MORE BALLS THAN MOST 

ee * oe €@ ©& 
»ee 

  
UFN's goal is to give you the most passionate, 

knowledgeable, timely and quirky football coverage 

on the planet. And because it's published by fans for 

fans, it's uniquely placed to bring you the most 

informed comment on Premiership football on the 

Internet. So whether you want to know about the 

latest transfer talks, kit design or player bookings, 

UFN is the only site you need. 

Hit the net today at 

www.ufn.co.uk



  

Be AF RAID, BE VERY AFRIAD. NEXT MONI SILENT MILL iS HeKe? 

LIL | | a comes Sa — 5 

mr Cae yiagasep 3 
FORMAT _)D PRICE: £94.07 —a 

It was awarded the prestige of being a GM Gaming Masterpiece back in 
issue 80 and, as if by magic, here it is slam-dunkin’ its way into the top of 
the charts. An absolute treat for anyone with even the vaguest interest in 
footie. It’s incredibly comprehensive and you'll soon find yourself 
immersed in its mammoth array of options. Be warned though, to get the 
best out of it requires a lot of time and dedication. But it’s worth it. 

J ce) 

| Gusral a 

i) 
Tommy, Chucky, Phil ‘n’ Lil, LL. metal Spike and co in 3D kiddie action- 
adventure frolics. It’s hardly the most challenging piece of gaming you're 
ever going to come across but it does remain faithful to the cartoon — so if 
you like the TV show, you're obviously in with a better chance of liking this. 
The gameplay is vaguely reminiscent of that of Croc, so we can only assume 
that the popularity of the game is solely due to the popularity of the ‘toon. 

      

    

  

      

   

    

    

          

   

    

   

   

  

Metal Gear Soli) 

p= limi |" [Oy 
Quite possibly the best PSX game 

   

    

   i Fanelli Fantae L 5 

  

       
    
    

  Fantastic footie fun but it still 
| lacks the magic touch of ISS '9. 

        

     
   

   

    

  

‘ ; Rem ever. Bit on the short side though. ni FROM: 

rs 353 Lik 4 Le ajilar 2 A 5ugs Life a 0) ii Hadar 7 | 

| ja 
Poevetstatio aul 10h 

     

Good-looking platformer but lacks <) Lara's aaron outing, recently re- 
t=! substance. Go for Spyro instead. picleased on lato chen 

1 26 , < 7 “ 

lean Taft Muto 

ie fim) PAY" [aa 3 TE wy, 
Still the only legal way to plop ¥ ~_| Lots of great features but it’s just 

m down packs of Hare Krishnas.. k : ie) a variation of WL Soccer '99. 

Q)) \\ met 

Suh I ins Manca amas Dy gin Bld 

    

  

    

   
      

   
    
   

  

     

    

       

a We |S ie Borat There ‘sno TSReREGE of ie 

: : Se! racing titles and this is one of ‘em. oc Shen Mue 

D_ bhany MB Mo ye, 

F- z ne ll LU sd} 2s om il P| PSX Dino Crisis 

NOISE ON ANE Weal ye 
DC Resident Evil 3 

  

Mario’s back with a vengeance! 
It's just like a board game for your 
Nintendo and is a smashingly 
wonderful multi-player romp. 

  

‘\ p "| i} Send us your three gaming desires 
Wb wi wily fi ay ilar on a postcard and we'll update 

GM's Most Wanted each issue... 
Most Wanted, GamesMaster 
Magazine, Future Publishing, 30 
Monmouth Street, Bath, BA1 2BW 

A telephone poll 
OBscuRe in the US has 
FAC TS produced some 

surprising 

results. While consumer awareness 

There always seems to be at least 
one sweaty grapple-fest near the 
top of the US charts. No doubt 
WWF Attitude will be here soon. 

EF PS ETI | N64 Fovemon an Sha 

5 i Fai Collection gy PSK Million ee 
Susi) Beys wlyugtar Fay 2 

FOWEMON BITE: 
DPPEN By PHONE Ley 

POKEMON ied POEL YE OUT, 
PMB LEvAM AWE: WAN BIND) 

of the Dreamcast hovers around the 
10% mark, awareness of the 
PlayStation 2 has shot up recently 
from zero to 44%.    
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Write for \ 
me my little 

darli ings, 
write.. 

=O
 

ae 

  
  

Fans Setting your visog and wordy hits in our mag? Then get scribbling and send you views into us 
today. A mixed bag this month sees Batman and Robin rubbing shoulders with the likes of Legend of 

| Telda, Final Fantasy 7, Metal Gear Solid and Colony Wars: Vengeance. Cracking! 

   

      
       

    

— _f 
‘piel \ 

aiman alt onin et - aan va es! Be PRICE: GM VERDICT er ie >, — FROM: —— ae 
ELELLE; oad | R lobia © on ‘the 

Fal 4 f 4 

  

  
A The caped ; Ears . cate he ca y ne Sa em 4 

crus sader { pe ae 
P ; ‘ a 

frase SS FD 
himself and fe = = ca 

eating moths 5 a mal i 6 
: N ts Mi 

/ } o * 

| x 

_ » ) " 
? a ” ’ Bursting with puzzles, 
if “7 f . violence and 

J Nef WORK IN exploration. This looks anc 
a ‘ Loess patraanilaatinerdacidadneaibarntacs sounts fantastic. It's a 
s ee € oe hee (aaall digeas real tough cookie. 
ve + . 4 2 
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DUKE NUKEM ZERO HOUR AND DRIVER... VA-VA-VOOM! OUT NOW 

  

   

  

“| 
PRICE: 

| 
FORMAT 

~~ 

At first the game isn’t much fun 

, 

  

St (J 

aly OU 
GM VERDICT 

J 

  

| 

Y Metal Gear gets a bad case of 
head lice as these two nippers 
slog it out on his bonce. 

nice change from all that blackness 

  

  

Finally, a space shoot- 
em-up that manages to 

sustain that Star Wars/Bahylon 5 
atmosphere mission 
after mission.   

  

but when you get passed the tank 
hanger (after the gun fight with ; : 
Mery) it really gets going. The just keep moving around. The : tO 
first boss to kill is called Revolver _ other bosses are called TANK R we. '2 e 
Ocelot. He can ricochet the (with Raven in iD, NINJA, Xa i b rom ot! 
bullets off the wall so you have to © PSYCHO MANTIS, SNIPER Noa. bY Soe tat) Noo a j s. It seem: 
keep moving all the time. He is the © WOLF, HIND (a chopper with Nw Ti $ les these 
easiest boss in the game if you Liquid in i) SNIPER WOLF 2, ce xu i ave 

VULCAN RAVEN ,METAL GEAR 
and LIQUID SNAKE. The hardest 
is Metal Gear. This is meant to 
hold a nuclear bomb but it also 
fires missiles and has a machine 
gun and a laser. At the very end 
you are in a jeep with ether Meryl 
or Otacon driving (if you have the 
good ending then Meryl drives but 
if you have the bad ending then 
Otacon will drive). You are on the 
back of the jeep with a machine 
gun and you have to shoot Liquid 
Snake to get away. 

<4 Liquid proves to be a slippery as his 
name. How did he survive that? 

ea 
ee i 

Simply the best 
PlayStation we’ve game 

ever played. All in all a dream 
weekend's worth of 
gaming wonderment.   

review 

7 (aye rm \ 

| rs: Vensence ‘a— 
roma PRICE: GM VERDICT 

| FROM: PSYGNOSIS | 
. § 

" ill | 

ee 
Ha The planet based missions make a



Time to plug those 
rechargeable batteries in, 
because have we got some 

new toys for you... 

  

BATTCRY DRIVEN GADGETS, GIZMOS AND GAMES... 

\ > \ J <l] 

viViIGO 
Meet Vivigo the dancing and singing ape. The official instructions are, 

“Clap your hands, | can dance, walk and shake a vivid gorilla.” We 
aren't too sure exactly what “shake a vivid gorilla” means so we 
tried to ask Mary Chipperfield, but she wasn't available for 
comment. As far as we can tell from the accent, Vivigo is a Latin 

American gorilla who can't get enough of those samba vibes. 
He violently sings his heart out and marches forwards with 

more menace than Mighty Joe Young. If he’s as 
threatening as this when he’s happy I'd hate to see 

him when he goes ape. 

Price £9.99 from 
Available from toy shops or call: 
01442 236 060 

   

                    

   
   

Speers 

ra a & 

vWwiln 
ON YT- Yel 4 
GAMe PACK 

It's a double double-whammy! Two LCD 
units, each with two games on - it’s a 
miracle of science. Well, maybe not. Battle 
Zone, Fiend Finder, Alien Challenge and 
Space Soccer are what's on offer. They're all 
variations on classic hand-held titles and, 
while you can hardly expect gamin 
master eces. they're not bad if LCD 
gimmickry is your thing. Still not as good as 
the Nintendo originals though. 

Price £9.99 from Systema 
Available from Argos or call: 0870 600 3030 

   

      

    

ay) Dp aTre ar Y- ae ¥ @Fu 

SPORTS FECL TENNIS 
Much like the hand-held fishing game we profiled back in GM issue 80, you actually 
propel the game around to play it. This time there's no screen at all so you're 
reliant pied ¢ on the sound effects. So if Ae ley a pleasant game 
of tennis but haven't got the energy for the real thing you can 
fling fener round the living room with this in your paws. 
You'll look like a right div, obviously, but at least you'll 
be in the privacy of your own home. Oh, and as the 
packaging stemly states, “Not to be used as an 
actual tennis racquet.” Just in case you 
were wondering... 

Price £19.99 from Tiger Electronics 
Available from toy shops or call: 01423 501 151 

PDoueees) LPs s/c ESI = 
A pitched battle broke out this issue as 
numerous of our fellow publications 

attempted a battery powered coup. But GM 
prevailed and can now bring you the latest 

offerings from the toy cupboard. 
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BATTERY POWERED 

  

    
=€ 7 \ y AN yr Ry a 

DD-9 DRUM MACHING 
This is pure class. You can tell this as it comes with two beautifully crafted plastic drum sticks 
to beat your pads raw. Now your dreams of becoming like 
artist and cultural icon Phil Collins 
can be fulfilled. Heck, with the 
DD-9, even Ringo Starr, the 
second best drummer in the 
Beatles, couldn't fail to 
‘beat the boogie wicked’ as 
they say on the street. 
This bby comes with 99 
bustin’ pre-programmed 
rhythms, 55 block-rockin’ beat 
choices for your pads and a 
free CD of rhythms to learn, 
such as the the flam and the 
paradiddle. So soon you can 
paradiddle-doodle all day! 

      

  

vOICe 
VED £ 0 > FF 
CHANGER 

Are you ever tired of your 
own voice? When in cool 
company do you cringe as 
people squirm at the 
incoherent squeaks 
emanating from your 
mouth? If so, this hand 
held magic tool will be 
your saviour. When the 
moment comes to address 
company, simply whip the 
iece to your yi and blow. 

    

   
   

‘our voice will be transformed Price £89.99 
to sound like an alien, a robot or from Yamaha 
a spaceman! As sci-fi is the latest 
vogue in Hollywood all the stars are using Available from Argos or 
them. David Duchovny uses one to spice up his call: 0870 600 3030 
delivery, while Amie uses it to make him sound 
more human. 

Price £11.99 from Angel Toys 
Wwailable from toy shops or call: 
0181 803 0033 

   

      

    

          

   

YY BY 4] WiID DOG 
Yo, Daddy-o! Ahem, got a bit carried away there. Anyway, 

the Wild Dog (or Wild Daaawwagg as us funky hipsters 
like to call it) boasts some of the more sleek ‘n’ sexy 

AX curves we've seen recently in the usually-blocky world 
i\ of the remote-controlled. The chrome wheels, the 

classic hot rod looks and, erm, those decorative 
pink flames all add up to make this one low-ridin’, 

mean mutha of an r/c car... 
Price £39.99 from Nikko 

Available from toy shops or call: 
01707 377771    

      

    1AAaCd: 5 
CeESSNA 

Quick, duck! If there's one thing that is a guaranteed threat to the 
entire civilian ea ee of Bath it's team GM being let loose with a 

remote-controlled plane. Les was bad enough but even his piloting 
abilities were made to look impressive in comparison to Dave's lame 
attempts at getting the thing off the ground. It's all pre-assembled, so 
you don’t have to be a engineering genius to put it together. Not cheap 
at £100 but it's great for terrorising flocks of pigeons. 

Price £89.99 from Nikko 
Available from toy shops or call: 01707 377 771 

  

     

     
    

CARLOS THE 
DANCING 

lA Pas Pa 
CACTUS 
Before he began 
spreading terror 
throughout the world, 

Carlos the Jackal was a 
; popular vaudeville act known as Carlos the Dancing 

Cactus. He would dress up as a cactus, wind his 

  

   

        

  

   

                

    

VAL yal a! 
MR DISCO 
“Yo kids I'm Mr Disco and I'm 
the coolest dude at the 
rave even though I’m a 
music-playing watch 

  

    
    
      
       
     
    
    
    
      
      
      
       
     
      

         
      

  

    

           

      

   

  

Price £12.99 from Great American Fun 
Available from toy shops or call: 0181 803 0033 

THIS is THe 
vOICe OF YOU 
CONSCcience 

SPCAKING DAVE. 

THOSe CRAZY 
RHYTHMS ARe 

DRIVING Me WILD! 
NO YOU CAN Give JONNie ALL 
HAVe iT BACK! YOUR DORITOS. 

ss 

© slightly and sing his little ditty — “I am cactus, | am a cactus, | that you wear round 
like dancing very much. | am a cactus, | am a cactus, hee-hah, be your neck. Wicked! | 

; careful if you touch.” That's right, be careful if you touch. Not because can tell the time 
of the needles but because Carlos will strap a bomb to your face and shut and the date, 

Fy you in a cupboard. He was going to keep the name Dancing Cactus but which turns the 
eventually felt that The Jackal was more threatening. foxy chicks on. 

        

   

      

   

    

    

   

  

Ouch — 
somebody 
stop me! 
But I'm 
even slicker 
when | start to 
move my body 
rhythmically. You can 
choreograph my groove from hundreds of 
fly moves and have me shake my bootie to programmed music or 
just sit me by the radio and watch me gyrate in time. Other 
groove machines from the manufacturers do not include Mr Lager 
Boogie, Miss Drunken Slapper or Sefior I've Vommed On My 
Shoes. Sorted! 
Price £19.99 from Toy Options 
Available from toy shops or call: 0161 633 9808 
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THE PAD-POUNDING PRIMATeCS Here... 
The chimp was last seen swinging through the GM undergrowth, howling 
with joy after his encounter with a certain piece of hardware. They just 
don't make em like they used to. 

PRO SHOCK ARCADeG 
PSx JOVETICK 
Now here's something you don’t see every day — an arcade-style stick When you're in the middle of a fighting A N D * | Se RCST... 
for the PlayStation. They're not to everyone's taste, with many gamers frenzy like Tekken 3, it’s essential to 
preferring normal pads simply because that's what they're used to. But have a good pad for pulling off combos WiINGMAN PC Mouse 
for certain games — beat-em-ups in particular — this is and special moves. Which, with this Specially designed for PC gamers, this 
spongin’ marvellous. pad, has never been easier. Les reckons three-button mouse features a greatly @ 

The stick itself has a reassuringly crisp action while it's also good for scooping although that increased report rate compared to yer 
the buttons are well positioned and feel more than sounds a bit rude, doesn’t it? average mouse, making on-screen 
capable of taking a good pounding. Crucially, it . . responses quicker and 

    

   

  

    

     
    

   also possesses a solid set of grips meaning that z 
it won't go jetting off into the distance if you're 
a bit rough with it. 

FROM: BLAZE 

I { 

more accurate. 

FROM: LOGITECH 
CALL: 0181 741 1123 
PRICE: £29.99 

      

CALL: 01302 325.22: ; © | ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccceeeesensccceecccece 

“$2957 , [| |SXPANSION RAM | 
Double the power of your N64 and 
experience enhanced sound and graphics 
on games such as Rogue Squadron and 
Turok 2. Hooray! There's little difference 
between this and the official Nintendo 
version, except it's cheaper. 
FROM: LOGI TECH 
CALL: 01525 371 769 
PRICE: £19.99 
CeCe oe eeeeeesecoreresecoereseoesereseoeoeoeS® eecccce 

LMONSTCR MEMORY CARD 
BSR WSMONY CAND 

This is a range of three flash memory 
cards with the £17.99 version 
offering 120 blocks while the 40- 
quidder can hold a staggering 1080 
blocks. The access controls are simple as 
anything although — while GM hasn't had 
any problems — these types of card are 
notorious for losing data. The question is, do 

you really want to take the risk? 
FROM: WILD THINGS 
CALL: 01222 755 774 
PRICE: £17.99-39.99 

  
Whoever came up with this useless lump of plastic, quite clearly, 
does not have a Scooby Doo. Forget, for a moment, the 
dodgy name and the incredibly tacky looks. Focus, instead, 

on the fact that it's so poorly constructed that we 
managed to snap both the steering mechanism and the 
joystick during testing. Quite possibly the most badly 

designed peripheral the Chimp has ever had the 

pleasure of destroying. 

FROM: ZYKON 
CALL: 0032 3843 3173 
PRICE: £49 ? 

ON TCST... X-WiING ALLIANCE; 
If you're immersed in 
something like X-Wing 
Alliance, you don't want to 
be worrying about whether 
your stick is up to the job. 

    



        

   

     

- panic. wet still have time to cet 
hold of that missing issue to complete 
your GM library. Use the form over the 
page or call the hotline... 

(S| a pa d Le Sn at Se on * = i ie 

THE PLAYSTATION’S 

most 
Maret 

for noting, you know. These books are wha helps GM readers 
"stay one step ahead of eser gamers. Cheat, codes, tis, 

891 Pulled out all the ss o SR stesoeneetionene dt tn cee tyr 
Seen OST Te AS RMX gee serous about games, then you've gotta make sure you're a 

alongside reviews sof “ats ee 
. All this and tattoos too! 

    

     i REVIEWS TIPS 0 

EFA) The force is with us as we #77) We get our bands 6 on ~ #76) Do we know what you 

  

a0 Painfully good! Previews #79) The ul review of 
of and plus the first look at three new first Dreamcast in the want to read or what! 
with complete walkthrough to hit the UK. games and returns in UK - find out what we think. reviewed along with 

and also reviewed. Plus Big previews of and three new adventures, plus we and reviewed plus a free and and loads more. 
the latest on the AND and news of unveil in full. Don’t calendar Don't miss the step-hy-step As for freebies... poster and 
two free tips books! — plus a free tips book. forget the free tips hook as well... walkthrough either! supplement! 
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BUY 5 GET 1 FREE! 

   
    

    

    
You read it right. Subscribe today and you get 
GamesMaster direct to your door. (Free delivery in 
the UK). You also get an issue completely free.     

  

   

HK ny wipe-cleanfe 
binder! : 

    

    

Pay for 5 
issues and Maa hoo 
you'll get G!_& binder 

  

    

Title. Initials. Surname 
  

Address 
  

Postcode. Country. 
  

Daytime telephone number. 
  

  

[Please start / LIPlease extend my subscription at the rate ticked below 

Please choose your method of payment or 

UJ Direct Debit. (UK only) £13.75 plus FREE GamesMaster binder with DD UK (cheque/credit card) £19.95 

: Instruction to your Bank or Building Society to pay Direct Debits. Europe and Eire £24.95 

Originator’s Identification Number 

9} 3] o| 7/6] 3 
Rest of the world £31.95 

  

    
  

O Cheque (Payable to Future Publishing Ltd. Sterling cheques drawn on a UK account.) 
Future Publishing Ltd. Cary Court, 

  

  

  

    

  

  

  

Somerton. Somerset. TA11 6BR Please send this form to address shown 

OO Visa CJ MasterCard 
1. Name and full postal address of your Bank or Building Society branch 

To: The Manager OC Switch Issue No/Valid date 

Bank/Building Society 

Card No. Expires 

Postcode. 

Signature. Date 
2. Name(s) of 
account holders) UK readers return this coupon to: GAMESMASTER Magazine, Subscriptions, 

  | 3. Branch ANE tne Ene % hype Future Publishing Ltd, Freepost BS4900, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 6BR 

i ‘i an : : : Overseas readers retum (postage payable) te: GAMESMASTER Magazine, Subscriptions, Future 

4. Bank or Building Society : | | | | | Publishing Ltd, Cary Court, Somerton, Somerset, UK TA11 6TB 
account number { q LPiease tick this box if you would prefer not to receive information on other offers 

5. Instruction to your Bank or Building Society 
Please pay Future Publishing Direct Debits from the account detailed on this Instruction subject to the safeguards assured by the 
Direct Debit Guarantee. | understand that this instruction may remain with Future Publishing and if so, details will be passed 
electronically to my bank or building society. 

              
  

                  
  

  

Back Issues order here: Please enclose a separate payment for your back issues 

Please can | have issue(s): _ as shown on the back issues page 
  

Total amount enclosed £. (£1 postage in Europe, £2 for the rest of the world per issue). 

Only available while stocks last! 

  

Signature(s) Date 

Ref No (Office use only). 
Banks and Building Societies may not accept Direct Debit Instructions for some types 
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      NEXT GENERATION 
SNUGLY PACKED WITH TOP TITLED 5 
GOODNESS WITH ~ LOVE: ere 
Soul Reaver, 
Star Wars Pod Racer, ie 

Ape Escape, WWF Attitude, 

Syphon Filter, V-Rally 2, = % ‘ 
Omega Boost, ae 3 | 
Star Wars: Phantom Kk zt . 4 
Menace and many more” > 

NAME: 

ADDRESS:     Simply cut out this form and hand it to your Newsagent: 
‘Hey, booze-breath, save me a copy of ))) 2~--.2~ #88!" 

ESTIMATED STREET DATE: MONDAY 21ST JUNE 
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One day I'll 

beat them and 

be a star! 

    

   

Yeah, | broke 

two nails to : 

get to the 
front! 

    

  

No, nothing to do with nose jobs, just the li 

people out to have oi - Just the little 

        

X€na, 
Warabr, 
Piesss 

   

  

    
    

  

My épidey 
sense telle me 

danger is 
near 

   hanks for NS 

rescuing me Re 

from lost 
luggage. 

       
Tmt 

 



  WHAT YOUVE GOT TO) D0: 
fo be in with a chance of 
ninning) simply send in a 
photo of yourself dressed 
ip as) your favourite 
videogame character, be: 
it} tara’ Croft, Solid Snake 
pr even Donkey Kong? 
Each) of the five winners 
will have their piccies: 
Printed in ine hallowed 
pages of GM. What more 
Pould) you ask for? 
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zelda 64 

metal gear solid 

iss pro 98 

tekken 3 

Parasite eve 

colony wars 

toca 1 

toca 2 

Spyro the dragon 

goldeneye 

tomb raider 3 

banjo kazogie 

body harvest   medievil 

  

vrally 

mHe WOReLD's mos? 

SHernucs Somes mac! 

Alw ne a 
. SS Bi SS he 
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Fleet Rd Fleet Hampshire GU13 8BE 
Tel: 01252°810649 ¢ Fax: 01252 810650 

email: info@games-console.com 

http: //www.games-console.com - 

* N64/PSX import titles from £10 

Visa we 

  
a ft 

If you want PlayStation * Nintendo 64 ¢ Saturn games or co! 
we can su} by she nly oer now and in years €9 come. 
We are pi only company in the world still 
supplying i gel repairing games for all these systems: 

* Nintendo + Colecovision « Atari 2600 * Mega CD 
*3D0 « Atari 7800 * Game Gear 

Neo Geo Pocket * Sega Dreaj “ 

Lynx 
* Intellivision * Gameboy 

« Master System * 32X 

the latest _ , 

FAGYATE| >... 
gameSin stock 

      

      
from us and pay 88 for it and get the console 

bent et Sina 

16 Bit Colour Handheld _ SIMIS 
‘The World's first colour handheld is now the cheapest in the world! 

Batman ¢ Battlewheels + Joust * European 
Soccer Challenge « Pit Fighter « Steel Talons 

Plus Pree Chess game cartriige 

Personal callers welcome at our shop at Kilby Bridge. Order Processing. Post, & 
Insurance - extra charge. Order with confidence from the largest stockists in Europe. 

> (4 IN 1 GAME INC. 

  

Send SAE for game lists. (State system(s) required) 

To Advertise | in GamesMaster 

  

Free Design and 
Typesetting Available 

  

  

Mt nA 
DO 

LINES by cr UPVAS 

  

UE AB 

Ab LE Li {7 Ce 
ALL LINES FULLY INTERACTIVE Ly, Vii 

8-400) UXACTION NINTENDO 64 HELARYRROY . NINTENDO 64 / TUROK I, ZELDA 
0891 31 & FAXBACK 318-407 64 & LOADS MORE & FAXBACK 

PLAYSTATION/ SATURN INTERACTIVE / 0891-318-401 NEW RELEASE CHEATS 0891 318-408 re OUR 
A SEGA SATURN 

PLAYSTATION/ 0891-318-409 HUGE CHEAT LISTING 
0891-318-402 BFANBECK Wisc 0891-318-411. PLAYSTATION MEGA 

eae HELPLINE & FAXBACK 
089-318-403 sroken sword /TR PLAYSTATION THOUSANDS 

ees 0891-318-416 OF CHEATS & FAXBACK 
0891-318-404 piscworto mcs e104 e4 0891-318-417 SEGA SATURN CHEATS & TIPS 

HUGE AREA 
0891-318-405 We HAVE 8 FXGACK wash D2MAC SATELLITE CODE / 

SS 089-318-420 MULTIMAC LINE & FAXBACK 
0891-318-406 HEART oF DARKNESS ALL CHEATS FAXBACK LINE 

& FAXBACK GALL 4N AND LEAVE YOUR FAX NUMBER AND 
WE'WILL SEND YOU THE FAX/CHEAT OF YOUR 
CHOICE TO ANYWHERE IN THE UK. WE PAY FOR 

THE OUTGOING FAX FAULT LINE - 081-581-
0000 

GOT A FAX MACHINE? 
404/406 FORA FAXBACK 

>) 
IF $0 CALL 0891-318-403/ 

noose VOU 
Aig ROM Cy as WE PAY en 

WIRGEST CHEAT THERE 7 
DATABASE. FAX/CHEA 

| HELPFUL HINT, 
+ Press O to return to the star} 

* Press 8 during the Re) 
selection for the latest 

cheats/updates 

+ Press 9 if you already know your 

games number, you can find your 

games number by pressing 

D when listening to the cheat 

| Please ask the phone owner before using this service 
| Calls cost 50p per min at all times   

ZRPARE INVADERS), . ; oS 

  Calls to the 0897-343-440 return faxback line cost £1.50 per min/max cost £3.00 
  

  

     

     

     

  
   

Phoney photo |.D cards available, and we've 
got 23 designs for you to choose from. We've = 
got Press |.D., Student |.D., Personal |.D. = . 
Join the Actors Guild, become a Bodyguard 7 
there's loads more to choose from. 
Professional quality and designs. Totally Tamperproof 
Laminated finish. Credit card sized. 

IDEN CIFIC ATION Ey 

Visit the web site: www.belvine.co.uk 
For a catalogue send SAE to: Belvine, (Dept GAMESM), PO BOX 180, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, HA7 2AZ. All items sold as novelties, misuse may be illegal. d'
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  darren.gr 

olges 442244 

(ii Games 
‘RETAIL 

DIRECTORY 

SOUTH EAST 

MCM VIDEOS & GAMES 
Buy, Sell and P/Ex. Call us NOW! 

Open 11am-9pm daily. Tel: 01903 786404 

A &R GAMES ; 
New and used games, consoles and peripherals at discount prices. 
118 Covey Hall Rd, Snodland, Kent ME6 5NX 

Tel: 07771 606530 

SCOTLAND 

GAME ON - Specialists in: 
PrayStaon + Nb4 Sam + Megactve* PC CD-Rom « DVD * VCD + SNES + Gameboy 
Central Scotland's largest range of new and 2nd hand games. 

Tel: 01324 617097 www.game-on.co.uk 

CONSOLES 
St Clair Street, Kirkcaldy, Fife 

New & used games & games hire 

Tel: 01592 651267 

MIDLANDS 

ARCADIA GAMES 
Latest imports in stock. Part exchange welcome 

Brierley Hill Tel: 01384 350133 

GAME JAM 
Station Street, Burton-on-Trent opp. Midland Hotel 
New and used PlayStation, N64, Sega & PC CD 

Call (inc. mail order) 01283 548880 

WANTED 
FOR CASH OR EXCHANGE 

CONSOLES 
COMPUTERS 

GAMES 
NOTHING LECAL REFUSED! 

Bring (with official ID with 
address & signature) or send 
by post with SAE for cash to: 

COMPUTER & GAMES 
EXCHANGE 

65 Notting Hill Gate, London 

- W11 3NS ZF 0171 221 1123 

Also at MVE, Manchester 
Arndale Centre 

(by High St entrance) 
® 0161 839 0677   VAST SELECTION ON SALE 

   
jurenet.co.uk 

@ futureneiigo.uk
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j ONE LUCKY PLAYSTATION * 
OWNER WILL GET: 

e Multi-player adaptor © Official MK4 
~ and Tomb Raider 3 Shark Byte cartridges 

> (US import) ¢ Piranha pad © Two Dual 
Impact pads ¢ V3 Racing Wheel e Link 

4 cable © Scart cable ¢ Extension cables 

| ONE LUCKY NG4 OWNER as 

\ WILL GET: Ie eee 
; © SuperPad 64 (US import) ¢ Quest 64 Shark 

| Byte cartridge (US import) ¢ Two pads ¢ 
Cleaning kit ¢ Memory card with case ¢ 8Mb 
memory card © V3 Racing Wheel ¢ Scart cable 
e Extension cables 

a 1 ONE LUCKY PC OWNER 
° WILL GET: 

~~ @ Vortex 3D ¢ PC Raider Pro © PC Propad 6 ¢ 
PC PowerPad Pro ¢ V3 Racing Wheel



  

“ALL OTHER 
TIPS MAGS 
ARE FOR 
LOSERS! 
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£12, The 

Simpsons (Mega 
Drive) £7, Rosco 
McQueen (PSX) £20, Onsite 
(PSX) £5,.Sonic 2 (Mega Drive) 
£11, Street Fighter Alpha 
(PSX) £12. 

Jamie Kempton 01786 870 602 

£25 (as good as 

new), Spyro the Dragon £20 (as 
good as new), Die Hard 
Trilogy £15. 
Chris 0788 799 2602 

brand new, £20. 
Davis Cup Tennis £10. Ultimate 
Soccer Manager '98 £10. 
Screamer £7, plus more. All 
games for PC. 
Steven Watson 01224 695 286 

with book 

for £25. 

Junior Anderson 0181 870 9652 

wwe2 
Europe series (PC) £25. Still 
in box. 
Simon Moore 01793 539 215 

for sale. In 
good condition and for the 
handsome price of just £20. 
Ben Wright 01206 735 722 

WwwWs '98, 
Tunnel B-1, Nascar '98, Sega 
Rally, Manx TT. All in good 

condition. £12 each, £40 for 

all. Two controllers for just 

£4 each. 
Lewis Colin 01296 713 574 

    

MENT PARK 

ART BOOT 

Fairly good 
condition, list of cheats included. 

£30 or will trade for FIFA ‘98 or 

99 (N64). 
Daniel 01842 862 279 

Adidas Power Soccer 
Int '97 £15 or swap for Grand 
Theft Auto. All PSX. 

John Bruce 01259 210 810 

Brilliant 

conversion, only one month old. 

£25 or swap for Banjo Kazooie. 
natman5000@aol.com 

Desperately wanted! Mario is 
Missing for SNES. | know it's 
dated but it's a classic! Looking 

for £12 or under. 

Gavin Alexander 01795 474 994 
chegmor@msn.co.uk 

| am looking for games like FIFA 
‘99, Theme Park, Crash, Tomb 

Raider, Monopoly and Kick Off 

World. Will pay good price. 

Stephen Ngwyen 0121 2400 789 

| really need WWF Warzone on N64 
and would give WCW vs NWO 
World Tour or £30. 
Rikki Miller 01955 605 910 

JUNE 1999 
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Go on my son, it's so good we can barely believe it ourselves. We haven't just got 

& Mario 

Kart for any N64 game. 
CJ Marshall 0171 228 6203 

for Grand 

Theft Auto or WWF 

arzone. 

aA Kevin Finlay 0141 637 
as Q, 4812 (after 4pm) 

anda 
&. universal adaptor for 

WWF Warzone, ISS '98 

or F1 World Grand Prix 

(N64). 
» Richard Burns, 3 Grange 
“Road, Preston Pans, East 

Lothian EH32 SLL 

Aliens Trilogy for Theme 
Park for PlayStation. 
Lewis Lockwood 01642 751 294 

Boxed. 
Will swap for WWF Warzone 
for N64. 

Jake Baxter 01778 348 752 

for Tomb Raider 3. Must 

be in good condition. 
Michael Spence 0171 394 7399 

N64 Magazine issues 1-20. Includes 
all free gifts, tip books. All perfect 
condition for £30. 
Brad Payne 01752 213 126 

Official UK PlayStation Magazine for 
sale, issues 23-43 with demos. 
£2.50 each. Official PlayStation 
mouse & mat £10. 
Nick Smith, 10 Chaston Road, Great 
Shelford, Cambs CB2 5AP 

PlayStation and WWF fanzines. Only 
£1.50 for PSX and £2.00 for 
WWF. WCW one also available 

for £1.50. All are monthly and 
include reviews and comps. 
Ainsley Brittain, 1 Pomoja Lane, 
Islington, London N19 4AD 

Wanted: contributors for new SNES 
fanzine, Super Fan. 
Catriona 0141 339 9402 (6-Spm) 

If you have your own fanzine or 
website send it in to GamesMaster! 

wants e-mail 

penpal. Must love Sega Saturn 
and think the Dreamcast is the 
best! Must like Sash. Buffy fans 
also wanted. 

dreamcast28@hotmail.com 

Must be 

male aged 11-13 and like football 
and own an N64. 

Nicholas Haggerty 
celtno_1@hotmail.comm 

Must 

be 16-18 years old. No 

photo needed. 
colin_robinson@yahoo.com 

aged 14-16. 

Must like South Park and Manga. 
Likes N64 or PlayStation. Good 

sense of humour. Cheers! 
Adam Joyce, 29 Farm Lodge Road, 
Green Island, Carrickfergus, Co 
Antrim BT38 8XH 

Must be 13 
or 14, have PSX and.hate 
Dreamcast. Like South Park, 
Friends, X-Files and Britney 

Spears. Photo if possible. 
Daniel Lawson, 21 Pringle Road, 
Elgin, Moray, Scotland IV30 2HN 

Must 

be 14-plus. 
William Johnstone, 13 Cedar Avenue, 
Beith, Ayshire, Scotland KA15 1D0 

Must love FF7. Should have 
PlayStation. Also Resident Evil 2 
fans needed. Photo please. 100% 
chance reply. I'm 15. 
Chris Tinker, 11 Paisley Place, Army, 
Leeds, West Yorkshire LS12 3JZ 

any age. | have a hamster called 
Bimbo and always watch the 
WWF every Friday. 

Aaron Lewcock, 4 Antrim View, 
Upperlands, Co Londonderry BT46 5RT 

$ and cheap 
PlayStation games or arcades? 
Write to swap hints, games etc. 
M/F between 13/16. Write soon. 

ames and consoles for sale. We havent just got penpals for ya. Weve got swaps, 
inzines, games wanted, the whole bleedin’ lot. Lahhvvvly jubbly. 

Tony C, 29 Vale Road, Rhyl, 
Denbighshire LL18 2BT 

r 13- 

15, who loves PSX and sports. 
Likes The Simpsons and GM. 
100% reply. I'm 14 years old. 

Photo if possible. 
John McElhatton, 22 Stone Cliffe 
Gardens, Old Farnley, West 
Yorkshire LS12 5BA 

10- 
12 years. Must have N64 or PC. 

| also like Warhammer 40,000. 
Please send photo and 
write soon! 

Philip Ryan, 27 Elmvale Wilton, 
Cork, Ireland 

Aged 
15-17. | enjoy PlayStation, 
Vampires and the X-Men. Must 
also hate the Dreamcast. Send 
photo if at all possible. Reply 
almost guaranteed. 
Kenneth Payne, 28 Rosevear Road, 
Bugle, St Austell, Cornwall, PL26 8PH 

12-14, own 

PlayStation, love sport, 100% 
reply guaranteed. 
Andrew Robinson, 14 Ash Croft, 
Wihsey, Bradford, West 
Yorkshire BDG 3QR 

age 11-16 who 

has a PlayStation and Game Boy. 
Kevin James Wilson, 17 Warrender 
Court, North Berwicky, East 
Lothian EH39 4RR 

aged 10-12. 
Must have a PSX and like Lara 

Croft and the Tomb Raider series. 
Please get in touch with me. 
Photograph also required. 
Ross Staples, Dorallt Inn, Henllys, 
Cwmbran, Gwent NP44 GHX - 

anted aged 12 or 13 

(lam 12). | have a PSX and like 

The Simpsons and love Robot 
Wars. Bye! 
Daniel White, 68 Vaughan Road, 
Wallasey, Merseyside L45 1LP 

npal wanted. Must be 
about 13, ‘enjoy playing all titles in 

the Tomb Raider trilogy and have 

a PC with Sim Clty 3000. 
Apply within. 
Paul Wright, 10 Cantley Manor Ave,



CART BOOT SALE 

  

Cantley, Doncaster, South 
Yorkshire DN4 GTN 
Male penpal wanted. Must be age 
10-11 and have a PlayStation. Do 

you collect Warhammer 40,000 
Space Marines? Let me know. 
Daniel Butcher, 232 Ormonds Close, 
Bradley Stoke, Bristol BS32 0DZ 

Male penpal wanted. Must hate any 
Sega product, love wrestling, 

South Park and Zelda. Must 
also like N64 mags. Age 

doesn't matter. 
Clive Rudd, 97 Sunnybank, 
Warlingham, Surrey CRE 9SX 

Male penpal wanted please. Must 
like Man Utd and Simpsons and 
have a PlayStation. Age 11-13. | 
am 12. Please write! 

Stuart Buxton, 23 Sydney Walk, Flint, 
Flintshire CHE 5LA 

M/F penpal wanted. 12-14, 
someone who has PlayStation, 
likes beat-em-ups, Tekken, any 
other general interests. Preferably 

someone in Scotland. 
Kieran Lambert, 33 Stoneyhill Rise, 
Mussleburgh, East Lothian, 
Scotland EH21 6UH 

M/F penpal wanted. 10 to 11 years 
of age. | have an N64, PlayStation 
and a PC and I'm VERY 
into Zelda. 

Philip Ryan, 27 Elmvale, Wilton, 
Cork, Ireland 

M/F penpal wanted aged 8-14. | am 
12. Must own N64 or PSX. Reply 
guaranteed. If possible please 
send photo. PS | hate Sega. 
Ryan Gentle, 156 Rothesay Gardens, 
Crownhill, Plymouth, Devon PL5 3TBs 

M/F penpal wanted. Must be 14-17. 
I'm 17. Penpal preferably with an 

  

   

!can get in touch. 

1 

   

N64 and an interest in Star Trek 
and other Science Fiction stuff. 
(Photo to be included if at 
all possible.) 
Dafydd Wilkinson, Blaenogwr 
Terrace, Nant-Y-Moel, Nr Bridgend, 
Mid Glamorgan CF32 7NG 

M/F penpal wanted. Must be 12 
years old or over. I'm 13. Must 
have a PC and e-mail and must 
like movies or anything else. 
Donald Finucane jpfinucane@tinet.ie 

WW/F penpal wanted. Must love N64 
and have Zelda. 11-13. 

Write now! 

Fahad Jettooa, 12 Stammer Road, 
Colchester, Essex C04 5LX 

Must be male from 12-14. I'm 12. | 
have a PC. Please send a photo 
of yourself. 
Richard Johnson, 51 Wyndham 
Avenue, Montagu Estate, Newcastle- 
Upon-Tyne NE3 40H 

Penpal wanted aged 12-14. Please 
send photo. Male or female. 
PlayStation owner preferred. | like 
Simpsons, Red Dwarf and sport. 
Joe Robinson, Saltram House, 
Plymouth, Devon PL7 1UH 

Penpal wanted! Any age or sex (I'm 
13) and must love Resident Evil! 
Reply guaranteed! 
James Hedges, 47 Keysworth 
Avenue, BOS, New Milton, 
Hants BH25 7HZ 

Penpal wanted. Must be between 
10-12. Good sense of humour. 
Like sports and playing 
video games! 
Brett Doolan, 99 Churchill Road, 
Bideford, North Devon EX39 4HQ 

Penpals aged 16-18. Must like 

  

  

  

Please write your ad in the boxes to the right using your clearest BLOCK CAPITAL 
| handwriting. Keep one word to a box to save our eyesight. Remember to include 
| either your address, telephone number (with dialling code) or e-mail address so people 

| Please put my ad in the following section (please tick) 

  

PlayStation, FF7 and also 
Dreamcast. Must have good 
sense of humour and want to 
have fun! Reply guaranteed. 

Michael Leeson, 42 Beaumont 
Road, Whitwick, Coalville, 
Leicester LE67 5GA 

Preferably female aged 18-plus. 
Must like Manga and be nuts 
about videogames. Also must be 
fan of Final Fantasy series. 

Pij (Chris) Wunderlin, 26 Langdale 
Oval, Trimdon Colliery, Co 
Durham 1829 6LG 

Two female penpals wanted. 12-15. 
Must love computers and GM. 
Need sick sense of humour. 
Please send photos. Must like 
MGS and South Park. 
Graeme Murphy & Craig Murray, 46 & 
52 Malvina Place, Perth, 
Scotland PH1 5DX 

Want M/F penpal, age 14-17. Likes 
Tomb Raider but not Lara, 
Tekken, Crash Bandicoot and 
others. Photo optional, sense of 
humour needed. Cheers! 
Jenny Brennan, 42 Barrowby Road, 
Austhorpe, Leeds LS15 8QJ 

CONSOLES FOR SALE 
For sale. Super Nintendo and Sega 
Mega Drive. £25 each. 
Thomas Seldon 01443 700 061 
Cevenings only) 

Mega Drive for sale ‘ere. Either with 
seven games for £70 or on its 

own for £20. (Call from 7.30pm.) 
Richard Tree 01732 841 581 

N64, 11 games, four controllers, 
three rumble paks, two memory 
cards, expansion pak. All games 
boxed. Will ship to anywhere in 

  

UK. £300 ono. 
David Mackie 01475 721 122 
NES for sale. Six games, two 
controllers and Nintendo Zapper 
gun. Good condition. Offers. 
Steven Lindsay 01757 248 961 
(4-7pm, Mon-Fri) 

PlayStation with ten games including 
FIFA '99, Tekken 3, Tomb Raider 
and Duke Nukem, 17 demos and 
two pads. £130, cash only. 
Must collect. 
David Harris 0191 438 6798 

Pocket Game Boy for sale with four 
games and silver carry case £40 
ono. Sega Saturn with one pad 
and two games £40 ono. 
Adrian Peters 0171 736 5657 

Pocket Game Boy with Tetris Blast, 
Mario Land 2, Double Dragon 2, 
Bugs Bunny, Bart vs The 
Juggernauts. Good condition. 
£25 ono. 

Paul Evans 01943 463 658 

Sega Mega Drive and 15 games. 
Includes FIFA '95, Streets of 
Rage 2 and Sonic. £70 ono. 
Terry Smith 0181 523 0897 

Sega Mega Drive, two controllers, 
FIFA '97, Micro Machines '96. 

Good condition. £35. 
Robert Wallace 01786 822 943 

Sega Mega Drive with seven 
games, two controllers. Still 
boxed. £40. Also, | will 
swap Powermove Pro 
Wrestling (PSX) plus £15 
for Premier Manager ‘99. 
Niki Williams 01325 319 934 

Sega Saturn, 15 good games, 
two pads, light gun, mags and 
demos. Any buyer must be able 

to call and collect. £150. 

Richard 01697 741 415 
Sega Saturn for sale with eight 
games including the great Duke 

Nukem, Sonic Jam etc. Two pads, 
all boxed, good condition. Insane 
price of £60. 
Ricky Joyce 0181 507 2617 

Sega Saturn with eight games, three 
demos. Boxed with instructions 
and control pads. £100-125. Will 
listen to offers. 
Gareth Williams 01443 430 648 

SNES for sale with one controller 

and four games: FIFA '96, Street 
Fighter 2 Turbo, Baseball with 
American adaptor, Theme 
Park. £50. 
Jack Wright 01206 735 722 

V3 racing wheel with pedals in very 
good condition. Will take £40 or 
nearest offer. 
Susan Johnston 01396 811 746 

Yellow Game Boy. 11 games, all in 
good condition, and mains 
adaptor. £100 ono. 
Alex Purser 01787 377 060 

    

    

   
    

  

   
   

      

   

    

   
   

    

Sell games, buy ones you ve always wanted, make some dosh out of that 
old console or find a GM penpal. it's free with our reader ads service... 

Got a frying pan to sell? Need to shift second-hand motor? Want to swap your council house? Well, you're in the wrong mag. Try Exchange & Mart instead. Nope, this is the place to sell 
and swap games, offload your old console, find a classic game, advertise your fanzine and make contact with other GamesMaster readers. And best of all, like sunshine and trees, it's 
completely free! Simply write your ad on the form below (or use a photocopy if you don't want to cut up your copy of GM) and we'll print the ad in the earliest available issue. 

  

  i Consoles For Sale CO Fanzines 
I 

'[]Games For Sale (1 Penpals 
I 

|L-]Games To Swap [ Games Wanted 
I 
1 

| THE 
| Listen here and listen good. We'll only print private ads. Trade ads will be escorted to 
| the door by a burly security man. Ads for pirate software aren't allowed and will result 
' in you doing chokey. If you’re under 18 please get your parents’ permission before 
1 placing or replying to ads and make sure you're allowed to include your home phone 
; number. And remember, we can’t be held responsible if some dodgy bloke cashes your 
' cheque and doesn't send you the goods. 
Signed 

  
Cart Boot Sale, GamesMaster, Future Publishing, 

30 Monmouth Street, Bath, BAl 2BW. 
! 
! 
Li + ee ee 
  

 



    
EASTERN DOMINATION 
| am writing to you to ask one simple 
question. Why are all the major console 
manufactures Japanese? | mean Nintendo, 
Sega, Sony all based in Japan. This is a 
bad thing because UK gamers regularly 
miss out on a large selection of games. 
Why is this? 

The Japanese computer game 
market has basically ruled the 
roost ever since the collapse of 
Atari (one of the pioneers of 
console gaming). As such, the only 
way Into a market dominated by 
the likes of Sega, Sony and 
Nintendo Is via a shed load of good 
Ideas plus a fat wad of cash. To 
date, this Is something that's yet 
to happen. 

MARKING TERRITORY 
Ws j This may embarrass you a 

* ae little, but you said that 
(f Metal Gear Solid was the 

best game ever, but you 
5 only gave it 94%, whereas 
you gave Resident Evil 95% 
and Final Fantasy 7 96%. So 

don't give me any rubbish about different 
genres either, because as far as I'm 
concerned there isn’t one that MGS could 
be included in. 

     

  

lit seems that you answer your own 
question Robert, MGS Is a unique 
title In a class of its own. As a 
result It has no competition (at the 
moment) which In our opinion 
makes It the best. 
   

   

  

   
   

          

   

    

   

   
   
   

  

VENT You 
iN GAMING 

NOT SO SOLID 
| hope I’m not the only one 
who feels just a little 

disappointed with Metal 
Gear Solid. \'ve just 
handed over £39.99 for 
what many people have 

touted as being a Zelda 
beater and have completed 

it in under a week. | myself, and my mates 
who played it with me, feel slightly cheated 
by the whole thing. We could have rented 
a few movies from Blockbuster, bought the 
best take-away ever (with £20 quid left) 
and still had a better time than we did on 
MGS. Correct me if I'm wrong, but you 
play a videogame because the emphasis is 
on the PLAY, not repeatedly pressing the 
® button to skip text the second 
time around. So we decided to 
collect all our various consoles 
and games together to see 
just which games offer the 
best value for money. 
Here our top ten: 1. 
Zelda (N64), 2. Mario 
64 (N64), 3. Mario 
World (SNES), 4. 
GoldenEye (N64) 
5. Championship 
Manager (PC), 6. 
Sonic Adventure , 
(DO), 7. F-Zero X (N64), 8. 
Final Fantasy 7 (PSX), 8. Super 
Street Fighter 2(SNES) and 10. Sega 
Rally 2 (DC). All of which outstrip MGS 
by miles. 

As our tips service demonstrated 
last Issue, there's still a host of 
stuff left to discover in MGS. 
However, there does seem to be a 
general feeling that the game's life 
span Is a tad short. Anyone else 
agree or disagree with this? 

   

  

   

  

   

  

   

   

      

   
     

   

  

Hootin’ heck! Looks like we got ourselves some 
thinkers here. Best let ‘em have their say... 

SPLEEN AND CMPTY YOUR MeCLON 
LOUDeST LETTERS PAGE! 

  

question. The reasons consoles are 
so successful is because they 
retail at an affordable price. If 
they became too complex and 
expensive then the target 
audience (i.e. you, our readers) 
would stop buying them. Anyone 
else got any thoughts on 
all this? 

WHO KNOWS... 
| am writing to say that | have a Japanese 
Sega Dreamcast and was wondering 
whether you would be kind enough to 
answer a few questions for me. Will the 
Japanese accessories still be available 

  

when the English version is released? Also, 
are the American games going to be 
compatible with the Japanese version all 

will it have the same security features 
as the PlayStation? Keep 

up the good work 
_ with the mag. 

Any question 

these days Is 
' usually answered 
with an unhelpful 

don’t know”. So all 

like the PlayStation, 
“= some kind of regional 

Ing will be used to dissuade codl 
piracy. As for the the 

directed at Sega 

© “No comment”, or “I 

> we can assume Is that 

  

    

  

    

  

     

   

      

   

    

  

    

   

    

   

  

   
accessories, 

they should all 
arrive here at 

some point, although 
‘when’ Is another 

question entirely. 

DOUBLE-D BLUES 
When | heard that the 64DD wasn't 
coming out in Britain | told all of my friends 
who had a N64. They didn't believe me. | 
showed them the page in your magazine 
saying it wouldn't come out over here, and 
they still didn't believe me. Is there any 
proof to show them the this device really 
isn't being released here, or are they right? 
If it is going to turn up, then how much is it 
going to cost? Is there any chance you 
could clear all this up for me? 

  

We are confident that our 
Information sources are correct so 

again for the sake of your 
friends - the 64DD will not be 
coming out over here. If they 
still don't belleve you, get 
them to produce some 
proof and send it to us. 

    

    

    

‘ Iwas astonished with the PSX 2 coverage in GM 
I've been taking in . 80 specs and shots were jaw dropping. Only | 

f= the various reports \\. problem, | was going to buy a Dreamcast, but now I'm not so sure. 
about the up and coming In confusion | turned to GamesMaster's letter page. It was like two 

consoles, and loving it. It \. bloody tribes at war. Most people were dissing the Dreamcast, even 

games can only get better. 
There's one thing that worries me 
though; the current trend for consoles 

«to adopt PC features. It’s great that the 
PlayStation 2 is DVD compatible and 
the Dreamcast can access the 

ernet, but does this mean that we'll 
end up with Sega and Sony brand 
5? My point is that even though its 

god for companies to improve their 
Onsoles, there's no need to forget the 

feal purpose of video games — fun and 
entertainment for a price that we 

can afford. 

You ralse some Interesting 
points here Gary. There does seem 
to be more consoles using PC 
peripherals and applications (the 
Dreamcast’s keyboard being just 
one disturbing case in point). But 
whether this will lead to an 
Increase In cost Is another 

goes to show that computer \\. though 95% of gamers probably haven't sampled the damn thing! As 
\, for the PSX 2, just because something's more powerful does not 

  

      .. mean it is superior. My advice is to forget these things for the | 
\, time being and enjoy your N64, PSX and Saturns as you 

., did before. I'm now looking forward to Silent Hill, 
ect Dark, Ridge Racer Type 4 and of course 
| Fantasy 8 all of which are coming soon. 

    

     

            

       
g for the moment eh Usman? Which Is 
living for because of all those fantastic 
you mentioms ieee K's good to      

    

-WiN A GAM OF YOUR 
CHOiCe CARe OF THe 
FOLKS AT GAMeS CONSOLE      

    



  

HELPLESS LiNe@? 
Dear GamesMaster 
I'm writing to tell you about the so-called helplines 
that some companies offer. The other day | went out 
to buy Football World Manager on the PC. | 

exchanged 20 English pounds over the counter and 
went home looking forward to some management. 

| put the CD in, installed direct x5 without any 

problems. Then, when | tried to run the game it just _ 
wouldn't work. Panic!. What should | do! First | 

faxed Ubisoft, using the number in the instruction 

manual, but it turned out to be a wrong number. So | 

used the number for Ubisoft in your magazine. This was 

at 5.15pm and the line didn't close until 5.30pm. The 
response | got was the person in charge of that area had 

gone home and would phone me on Monday. But there was no 

call. Both myself and my Dad rang again but we were told there was no 

way of getting through to the people in charge. Have Ubisoft gone out of business 

or something? 

Chris Acaster, Staffordshire 
We approached Ubi Soft about this and they replied: 
I'm very sorry that Chris didn’t receive the required technical support for Football World 

Manager. The technical support guys are normally very good but obviously gremlins 

somehow got into the works. | am, however, glad that you brought it to our attention via 

GamesMaster as it is important for us to be in touch with the people who play our 

games. Please accept my personal apologies and assurances that the technical support 

team will be in touch soon to offer any help that you may require. For any other readers 

that may be having problems, the helpline number is 0181 944 9000. E-Mail support 
can be reached on general@ubisoft.co.uk or point your browser to the Ubisoft website | 

at the address: ad //www.ubisoft.co.uk. 
Keith Sloan, PR Manager, Ubisoft 
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ves; PLease 

Y@S! Thoughts on the Sony conspiracy 

theory of global domination. 

yeS! Load of pictures. We're thinking of 

starting up a ‘Arty Farty’ section. 

yeS! Send in any photos of your play 

area or gaming shrine. 

      

GiMMe 
JANSWERS! 

PC MeCTAL? 

Dear GM 
Could it be true that the gaming 
masterpiece MGS is actually 
coming out on the PC? 

Luke Holland, Penonenneae, 

  

Dear GM 
Is the PlayStation 2 going to be 
backwards compatible? 

Martin Rawcliffe, E-Mail 
Good news pop tarts, it has been 

    

  

Dear GM 
In GM issue 80 you had the 
release details of the PlayStation 2 
with some pictures of what the 
games will look like in realtime. 
What does that mean? 

‘L Godfrey, E- ae 
Realtime i    

  

   

      

    

   

  

Dear GM 
What does the ‘X’ in the 

abbreviation PSX mean for the 
PlayStation? 

Chris Brunskill, Stafford 
jorking title that 

when they were initially 
    

  

PLEASE... NO! 

NO! Asking for stuff to help with 

school projects. 

NO! Putting down a console unless 

you've actually played on one. 

NO! No more pictures of you dressed 

as your favourite wrestlers.



J WINNERS 

‘COMPETITION ee 

neglecting all you 
competitive types, but 
here, finally, are the 
hames you want. The 
sheer quantity of entries 
lead to a long selection 
process, but now we are 
proud to announce that 
the winners are... 

  

        
Max Power Racing TV & Video 
We asked you to design the ultimate motor for the GM team to cruise round in for summer 
and were inundated designs that would make Jeremy Clarkson pur with delight. After the 
rigorous test driving we have selected the following lucky tykes: 

‘WINNER: DARYL SELBY 
There will dancing in the streets of 
Dorset tonight! Daryl Selby's G-Master 
van probably won't win any races but 
the innovative pub radar and Lara Croft 
blow-up doll has won our admiration and 
more importantly the 1st prize Max 
Power goodies. 

      

   

      

   
    
   

    

a MA. a) 

— RULE ES 
   

  

       

     

\ the following people 
pick up a copy of 

|| Max Power Racing 
and twelve months 
of the best magazine 
that we write for — 
GamesMaster! 

       

     
    
    

    

  

“0 | David Bullock of 
““z] Liverpool's GM 

Turbo. 
ma Matthew Craig of 
e¥4 Grimsby’s Atlantis 

Aaron Bradley of 
©) Navan’s GM Max 

= Mobile. 

DREAM MACHINE 
This Is one the toughest competitions yet as 
we asked you name your dream football team 

out of todays superstars. 
While Justin Edinburgh and 

  

    
    
        
    
    

  

      
    PC BONANZA! 

young Kenobi In the 
soe Sear Ware nue Gad c. eatnomery ef 
Rotherham Is our lucky winner, recelving a 

        

      

    

  

  

      

Ne 
SHINHO   
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Bubsy 

Complete GUIDES & 
WALKTHROUGH: 
Abe's Oddysee 
Banjo Kazooie 
Command & Conquer 1 
C & C: Retaliation 
Cool Boarders 3 
Crash Bandicott 2 and 3 
Duke Nukem: Time to Kill 
Fifa 99 
Final Fantasy 7 
Goldeneye 
G-Police 
Gran Turismo 
Metal Gear Solid 
Resident Evil 1 and 2 
Super Mario 
Tomb Raiders 1, 2 and 3 
Turok 2 
WWE Warzone 
Zelda 

Brion Lora Criket 
Bubble - Bobble 

Bushido Blade 1 
Bust a Move 1, 2&3 
Cardinal Syn 

C& C Retaliation 
Constructor 
Contra Legacy of Wars 
Coobboard 

    

PSX GAMES Dungeons 
Abe's Exoddus Destruction Derby 1 & 2 

Abe's Oddysee Diablo 
Actua Soccer 1, 2&3 Die Hard 1, 2& 3 
Adidas Power Doom 

Duke Nukem : Time to Kill 
Duke Nukem : Total Meltdown 
Dynasty Wars 
Excalibur 2555 AD 
Fade to Black 
Felony 11-79 
Fifa "96, ‘97, 98 & '99 
Fighting Force 

Soccer 
Agile Worrior F-111X 

Air Combat 
wt Trilogy 
Andretti Racing 

SF Apocalypse 
Area 51 

Armoured Core 1 & 2 
Blost Radius Final Doom 
Bloody Roar Final Fantasy Vil 
Bomberman World Formula 1, ‘97 & '98 

Formula Karts 
Forsaken 

3D Frogger 
Future Cop: LAPD 
Gex, 3D & Enter the Gecko 
Ghost in the Shell 

Casper G-Police 
Cheesy Gran Turismo 
Circuit Breakers Grand Theft Auto 
Colin McRae Rally Gunship 
Colony Wars Gu-Sun Oyoyo 
Command and Conquer Hercules 
C&C Red Alert Hexen 

Impact Racing 
Independence Day 
International Track and Field 
J. Megarth Super Cross 
Jersey Devil 
Jonah Lomu Rugby 
Knockout Kings 

ers 1,283 
Courier Crisis 
Crash Bandicoot 1, 2 & 3 
Crime Killer 
Giticom Kula World 
Croc Lemmings 3D 
D Loaded 
Dark Forces Lone Soldier 

Lucky Luke 
Machine Hunter 
Magic Carpet 

Dead Ballzone 
Dead or Alive 
Death Trap 

SERVICE 

REVIEWS to aid your 
buying d 

Colin MCrae Rally 
Crash Bandicoot 1 and 3 
Final Fantasy 8 
FIFA 99 
Glover 
Goldeneye 
Lylat Wars 
Mario Party 
Metal Gear Solid 
Micro Machines 64 
Moto Racer 

CHEATS & 

Magic Gathering Battle Mage 
Marvel Super Heroes 
Max Power Racing 
MDK 
Mech Warrior 2 
Medivil 
Metal Gear Solid 
Micro Machines v3 
Mobile Suit Gundam 
Monopoly 
Mortal Kombat 3 , 4 & Trilogy 
Moto Racer | & 2 
Nagano Winter Olympics '98 
Need for Speed 1, 2,3 & 4 
NHL ‘97, 98 & "99 
NHL Breakaway ‘98 
NHL Face-off '97 & ‘98 
Nightmare Creatures 
Ninja 
Nuclear Strike 
Pandemonium 1 & 2 
Parappa the Rapper 
Pitfall 3D 
Porsche Challenge 
Power Move Pro Wrestling 
Poy Poy 
Premier Manager ‘98 
Rage Racer 
Rapid Racer 
Rascal 
Rayman 
Rebel Assualt 2 
Reboot 
Resident Evil 1, 2 & Direct Cut 
Ridge Racer Type 4 
Rise of the Robots 2: Resurrection 
Riven : The Sequel to Myst 
Road Rash & 3D 
Rockman X3 
Rogue Trip 
Rugrats 
Samuria Showdown 3 
Shellshock 

Silent Hill 
SimCity 2000 
Skull Monkey 
Small Soldiers 
Soul Blade 
Soviet Strike 
Spice World 
Spot goes to Hollywood 
Spyro the Dragon 
Stee! Harbinger 
Steel Reign 
Street Fighter 2 Collection 
Street Fighter Alpha 2 
Street Fighter Alpha Ex Plus Alpha 
Street Racer 
Suikoden 
Tekken 1, 2&3 
Tempest X3 
veka 
Tennis Arena 
Test Drive 4, 5 & Off Road 
Tetris Plus 
The Lost World 
The Raiden Project 
Theme Hospital 
Theme Park 
Three Lions 
Tiger Shark 
Time Comando 
Time Crisis 
TOCA 1 & 2 
Tokyo Highway Battle 
Toole 1,283 
Tommi Makinen Rally 
Top Gun 
Total Drivin 
Tunnel BI 
Twisted Metal 2 & 3 
V- Rally 
Victory Boxing 
Vigilante 8 
VR Powerboat Racing 
War Craft 2 : The Dark Saga 

War Games 
War Hammer : Dark Omen 
Warhawk 
WCW Nitro 
WCW Thunder 
WCW Vs the World 
Wing Over 
Wipeout & 2097 
World Cup '98 
World League Soccer ‘98 
Worms 
WWF in the House 
WWE War Zone 
WWF Wrestlemania 
X-Men Children of the Atom 
Zero Divide 2 

N64 GAMES 
Aero Fighters Assault 
Automobili Lamborghini 
Banjo Kazooie 
Beetle Racing Aventure 
Blast Corps 
Body Harvest 
Bomberman 64 
Chopper Attack 
Cruis'n the World 
Gruis'n USA 
Diddy Kong Racing 
Doom 64 
Duel Heroes 
Duke Nukem 64 
Extreme G 1 and 2 
F1 Pole Position 
FI World Grand Prix 
Fifa 98 & 99 
Fighters Destiny 
Forsaken 
Glover 
Golden Eye 
GT 64 Championship Edition 
Hexen 
International Super Soccer 

   00 GAMES 

A SIMPLE CALL AND YOUVE GOT THE CHEAT! 

15S '98 
Killer Instinct Gold 
lylat Wars 
Mace : The Dark Ages 
Mario Karts 
Mario Party 
Micro Machines 64 
Mischief Makers 
Mission Impossible 
Mortal Kombat 4 
Mortal Kombat : Trilogy 
Nagano Winter Olympics ‘98 
Penny Racers 
Quoke 64 
Rampage Universal Tour 
Rogue Rae Stor Wars 
San Francisco Rush 
Shadows of the Empire 
Snowboard Kids 
South Park 
Space Station 
Super Mario 
1080 Snowboarding 
Top Gear Rally 
Top Gear Overdrive 
Turok 1 and 2 
Vigilante 8 6 
Rally 
Wave Race 
WCW Vs NWO World Tour 
WCW Vs NWO Revenge 
Wipeout 64 
World Cup '98 
WWF War Zone 
Yoshi's Story 
Telda 

) 

  

Tomb Raider 1, 2 and 3 
TOCA 1 and 2 : Rugrats 
Turok 2 Tomb Raider 1, 2 and 3 A Bug's Life CALL 
Worms Crash Bandicoot 2 & 3 Civilisation 2 BEFORE 

gee s Oddysee Final Fantasy 8 YOu Rayman Fifa 99 : 
Hs Rollcage BUY: 

Please ensure you have the permission of the bill payer before calling and that you're calling from a Touch Tone phone. When using the audio service once your call time 
has exceeded 5 minutes the call will be terminated upon your next selection. Accuracy of the information is not guaranteed. Interactive Telcom Ltd., St Austell PL25 SRY. 

CUSTOMER SERVICE: O845 O202011 

    

  

   

          

   

        

   

Resident Evil 1 and 2 
Rollcage 
Ridge Racer Type 4 
Rogue Squadron 
Rugrats 
Spyro the Dragon 
Snowboard Kids 
South Park 
Super Mario 
T'ai Fu 

Complete PSX GUIDES & 
WALKTHROUGHS: 
Goldeneye (N64 
Metal Gear Soli 

  

Essential PSX REVIEWS: 
Metal Gear Solid 
Tomb Raider 1, 2 and 3    

             

  
   Command & Conquer 

C & C: Red Alert 
C & C: Retaliation 

Ridge Racer Type 4 

Doom All the latest REVIEWS, NEWS, 
WWF Warzone WALKTHROUGHS CHARTS and RELEASE 
Resident Evil 1 DATES as they become available. 

SERVICE 

Calls cost 60p a minute to this number



  

coolest way to stay in touch! You can send a text 

message of up to 160 characters to most digital 

mobile phones for just 12p incl. VAT! It’s quick, 

i's easy and abbreviating your messages is 

GR8 fun - C WOT WE MEAN! 

C4 Y’SELF 

To see how you feel when you get a text message, 

simply send a message to our C 4 Y’SELF line 

on 9786. You'll automatically receive an 

acknowledgement message back. We have a 

feeling you’re going to love the Vodafone Short 

Message Service! 

                        

     

© vodafone


